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The interpretation of "old" electric logs seems to be 
as much an art as a science. An "expert" with old logs is 
someone who knows how the tools operated and who knows 
their limitations, who knows how to select apparent 
resistivity values from the logs, who has mastered 
analytical methods and knows the limitations of the 
analytical methods, and who has acquired additional ability 
empirically. Many geologic factors contribute an added 
degree of complexity to the interpretation of old electric 
logs. As a consequence, an "expert" with these old logs 
may be uncommonly effective in an area where he is well 
acquainted with the subsurface geology, geologic setting, 
individual reservoirs' character, and stratigraphic column. 
Development of a fairly easy, robust method to 
interpret old electric logs is a desired result of this 
research. In order to refine the problem to manageable 
proportions, "old" electric logs is limited to logs 
composed of an Spontaneous Potential (SP) curve, Short 
Normal (16-inch) curve, Long Normal (64-inch) curve, and 
Lateral (18-foot 8-inch) curve. The study is also limited 
to the Red Fork Sandstone of Payne County, Oklahoma. 
1 
2 
Calculation of water-saturation in a direct 
manner using the Archie Equation is possible only if 
reliable values of porosity (and hence formation factor), 
Rw, and Rt can be obtained. Obtaining accurate estimates 
of porosity and Rt from old electric logs is not 
straightforward. If reliable estimates of porosity and Rw 
for a specific formation could be obtained from sources other 
than the old electric logs, these values could be used in 
the Archie Equation with Rt obtained from old electric 
logs, to calculate an estimate of water saturation. In 
doing so, the assumption of transferability of measurements 
of porosity and Rw is necessary. To be able to estimate 
water-saturation reliably from old electric logs without 
assuming values of porosity or Rw obviously would be 
advantageous. 
Where the Red Fork Sandstone of Payne County, 
Oklahoma is concerned, use of Ri-Rt Conversion Charts (Lane 
Wells, Inc., 1956) in conjunction with a Saturation Chart 
(specifically developed for the Red Fork Sandstone) seems 
to yield favorable results. This method permits the 
estimation of water saturation from old electric logs 




A great wealth of subsurface data in mature petroleum 
provinces is not used to its full potential. Electric logs 
of the "old generation" (SP-SN-LN-LAT and Microlog), which 
were used from 1927 (1948 for the Microlog) until the 
introduction of the modern induction logs, make up a large 
amount of the subsurface well control. The number of 
people in the industry who are proficient with these older 
logs is decreasing steadily. Many oil companies are re-
evaluating old oil fields in order to apply secondary and 
tertiary recovery methods. Of course, re-entries and 
recompletions call for re-evaluation of logs, many of 
which are "old" electrical surveys or electric logs. 
Interpretation of "Old" Logs 
Interpretation of "old" logs seems to be as much an 
art as a science. Generally speaking, an "expert" with old 
electric logs is a person who knows how the tools operated, 
who knows their limitations, who knows how to select 
apparent resistivity values from the logs, and who has 
3 
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acquired additional ability empirically. These skills are 
necessary in order to get the most accurate estimate of 
water saturation. Familiarity with the character of the 
reservoir, performance of the reservoir, with regional 
stratigraphy, and with the geologic history of the area are 
also essential for accurate interpretations. For this 
reason, an "expert" with old logs may be provincial; that 
is to say, an expert may be uncommonly effective in an area 
where he is well acquainted with the subsurface geology, 
and with the particular anomalies associated with the 
stratigraphic column. 
Analytical Methods 
A variety of analytical methods has been developed by 
log analysts and electrical engineers over the past few 
decades. As a consequence, the student of old electric 
logs can become confused by the different methods, as well 
as becoming unsure as to which method is best. In general, 
a fundamental problem with log interpretation is: "How does 
one know how accurate a proposed method will be'?" Even 
more importantly, how does one estimate the accuracy of a 
previously proposed method'? The problem lies in the fact 
that most methods of analysis are based on formidable 
assumptions. Documentation of the methods may not permit 
the nonexpert user to know what the assumptions are, or 
where in the sequence of events these assumptions occur. 
This can lead to serious error, and even more importantly, 
one can lose perspective on what parameters are reliable 
and what are merely speculative. Therefore, knowledge of 
analytic procedures and of the limitations of these 
procedures also is a necessary attribute of an "expert" 
with old electric logs. 
Objective 
5 
The objective of this thesis was to determine an 
effective method for making dependable estimates of water-
saturation from old electric logs, wherein the Red Fork 
Sandstone of Payne County, Oklahoma is concerned. 
Constraints of the Problem 
As one learns about old electric logs, the fact 
becomes apparent that the ways to manipulate data taken 
from the logs are many. Methods range from simple to 
complex and tedious. Very early in the investigation this 
question came to mind: "How does one know which method will 
yield the most accurate estimate of water-saturation?" In 
the final evaluation, the controlling factors seem to be 
related to limitations of the logging tools, the degree of 
accuracy needed, character of the reservoir, character of 
adjacent beds, and the amount of historical information 
available about the geologic parameters. 
In order to reduce the problem to manageable 
proportions, the "old" logs were limited to electrical logs 
with specific electrode spacings (16-inch short normal, 
6 
64-inch long normal, and the 18-foot 8-inch lateral). 
Research was limited to a sandstone reservoir, the Red Fork 
Sandstone of Payne County, Oklahoma (Figs. 1 and 2). 
Background Information 
In 1912, Marcel and Conrad Schlumberger began 
development of a mineral-prospecting te.chnique based on 
electrical resistivity measurements (S.P.W.L.A., 1979, p. 
13). Interpretations of subsurface conditions were made 
from surveys conducted at the surface. In September 1927, 
the first resistivity measurements were obtained from a 
borehole in France's Pechelbronn oil field by H.G. Doll 
(Asquith, 1982, p. 2, and Frank, 1986, p. 1). This was the 
first electric log and the birth of the logging industry. 
The first electric logs were composed of a single 
resistivity curve that was plotted by hand. Resistivity 
measurements came from a lateral electrode array. 
Research and development in the logging industry progressed 
rapidly with the advent of the Spontaneous Potential (SP) 
curve in 1930, and the Normal curves in 1932 (S.P.W.L.A., 
1979, p. 14). The SP, short normal, long normal, and 
lateral curves composed the classical "electric log". 
As technology advanced during the 1940s and 1950s, log 
analysts described relationships among physical properties 
of the rocks and responses of the logging tools. Not only 
was the detection of oil and/or gas possible, but the 
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quantified in a fairly reliable manner. Accuracy of the 
calculated amounts of oil and/or gas in place is related to 
geologic factors and to variables introduced by the 
drilling process. Some of these influencing factors are 
bed thickness, heterogeneity of reservoir rock or adjacent 
beds, adjacent-bed thickness and resistivity, diameter of 
the borehole, chemistry of formation water, resistivity of 
drilling mud, Rmf/Rw ratio, porosity, and "shaliness" of 
the reservoir. 
Basic Approach 
The fundamental problem of interpreting old electric 
logs can be described by analyzing the Archie Equation: Sw 
= ((F * Rw)/Rt)·o.5. If one intends to calculate water 
saturation in a straightforward manner using the Archie 
Equation, values must be obtained for porosity (component 
of F), Rw, and Rt. Measurement of these three variables 
(especially porosity and Rt) is the troublesome attribute 
of the old electric logs. Elimination of as many 
problematic variables as possible by using modern logs and 
information obtained from outside sources seems to be a 
promising course of action. 
Formation Resistivity Factor (F) 
Essential components of the formation resistivity 
factor are rock-type and porosity. Rock-type generally can 
be estimated by evidence from log signatures, bit cuttings, 
10 
drilling time, side-wall cores, full cores, or prior 
knowledge of the stratigraphic column. On the other hand, 
accurate estimations of porosity from old electric logs are 
quite difficult. Until the advent of the modern porosity 
tools (Compensated Neutron-Compensated Density log, 
Acoustic or Sonic logs), porosity was estimated from 
drilling time, from records of nearby wells, from analyses 
of cores or bit cuttings, was estimated from the short 
normal curve (Rocky Mountain Method), or was calculated 
from the microlog. Only a few reservoirs were cored and 
not all formations were described by micrologs. Moreover, 
calculations of porosity from the short normal curve and 
microlog can be inaccurate. Unreliability of information 
gained from these sources plagued the logging industry 
until development of modern porosity tools. 
With these facts in mind, to use modern porosity logs 
for probabilistic estimates of porosity of a stratigraphic 
unit is reasonable. If reliable data can be used, if the 
assumptions of the probability distribution are met, and if 
the data are sampled correctly, then the porosity of a 
particular stratigraphic unit can be established within set 
confidence intervals. 
Formation Water Resistivity (Rw) 
Estimation of formation water resistivity can be a 
matter of concern in some instances. If logs being 
analyzed are from a remote area, useful estimates of Rw can 
11 
be calculated from the SP curve. However, in some 
instances values of Rw obtained from the SP curve are in 
serious error. If data from catalogued values and 
published records of produced water suggest that Rw values 
are consistent, then reliable estimates of Rw can be 
obtained from these sources. 
True Formation Resistivity (Rt) 
Determination of Rt is the major source of trouble in 
the analysis of old electric logs. Because of limitations 
of the lateral-electrode array (designed to measure the 
"true" resistivity of the uncontaminated formation), in 
many instances one cannot determine this variable 
accurately. The lateral tool can be affected adversely by 
enlarged boreholes, mud resistivities, bed thicknesses, 
adjacent-bed effects, and by invasion of mud filtrate. 
The lateral tool operates best in thick, "homogeneous" beds 
that are bounded above and below by isotropic formations 
(generally referred to as "shales"). Where conditions 
deviate from this set of circumstances, much interpretation 
and correction must be applied to the lateral tool's 
measurement of resistivity. In many instances, reservoirs 
and surrounding formations do not meet these criteria. As 
a consequence, logging tools that are not affected as 
significantly by these variables (modern focused and 
induction logs) were developed. 
Previous Works 
References of good quality pertaining to the 
interpretation of "old" electric logs (i.e. methods to 
obtain reliable estimates of water saturation from "old" 
electric logs) are few. Information concerning the SP 
curve and the lateral and normal electrode arrays is 
abundant; however, documents that integrate this 
information with methods for estimating water saturation 
are not abundant. 
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Part of the problem probably is due to the fact that 
these "old" electric logs have been replaced by more 
advanced logs during the past 30 years. More importantly, 
the analytic methods found consist mostly of chart books; 
only small amounts of explanatory text are contained in 
these chart books. One reference that was relied on 
heavily is "Old Electric Log Interpretation", by Douglas w. 
Hilchie (1979). 
Guyod and Pranglin (1959) published a large volume of 
Transformation-and-Analysis Charts for the interpretation 
of old electric logs. They are very useful. 
Jay G. Patchett, Amoco Production Company, kindly 
furnished a complete set of the Lane Wells Ri-Rt Conversion 
Charts (1956). Mr. Patchett was also the source of much 
help and additional information. His paper entitled, "Log 
Interpretation of the Tertiary and Upper Cretaceous of 
Wyoming and Surrounding Areas" (1961), was extremely 
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useful. 
Log analysts and electrical engineers from 
Schlurnberger Well Surveying Corporation contributed a great 
deal to the interpretation of old electric logs. Papers 
entitled "Electric-log Analysis In the Rocky Mountains" 
(Tixier, 1949), and "A Contribution to Electric Log 
Interpretation in Shaly Sands" (Poupon and others, 1954) 
are valuable references. 
CHAPTER III 
SPECIFIC GEOLOGIC PARAMETERS 
Introduction 
As previously stated, an "expert" with old electric 
logs knows how the tools operate, knows the limitations of 
the tools, knows how to manipulate data taken from the 
logs, knows the analytic procedures, knows limitations of 
the analytic procedures, and has a good understanding of 
the geologic parameters necessary for reliable estimates of 
water saturation. The important geologic parameters are 
the geologic setting, the local stratigraphy, and the 
character of the reservoir. A novice may have little 
experience working with the logs; however, he(she) may know 
the geologic parameters or generally he(she) can learn them 
without much difficulty. For the purpose of this research, 
a specific reservoir (the Red Fork Sandstone) and a 
specific study area (Payne County, Oklahoma) were chosen 
(Figs. 1 and 2 ) . 
The Study Area 
Payne County, Oklahoma is located on the Central 
Oklahoma Platform (Fig. 1). The area of study is between 
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the Ozark Uplift to the east, the Arbuckle Uplift and 
Arkoma Basin to the south, and the Nemaha Range to the west 
(Fig. 1) . 
A regional structural contour map of the top of the 
Pink Limestone (Fig. 2) indicates a general northerly to 
northwesterly strike and gentle westward dip of 
approximately 50 feet per mile (Robertson, 1983, p. 11, and 
Plate 10). The rate of dip varies only slightly, except 
where interrupted locally by faults or flexures. 
Stratigraphic Framework 
On the Central Oklahoma Platform, the Red Fork Format 
is part of the "Cherokee Group", Desmoinesian Series, 
Pennsylvanian System (Fig. 2). In eastern Oklahoma, the 
Cherokee Group is divided into the Cabaniss 
Subgroups (Rascoe and Adler, 1983, p. 992). The Krebs 
Subgroup includes all strata between the Pink Limestone and 
the top of the Mississippian System, whereas the Cabaniss_/ 
Subgroup is composed of strata between the base of the 
Oswego Limestone and the Pink Limestone (Fig. 2). The Red 
Fork Format Interval is the sand-shale sequence that is 
between the Pink Limestone and the Inola Limestone (Fig. 
2). (Informal stratigraphic names (e.g. Pink Limestone) 
are capitalized here for the sake of clarity.) 
The "Cherokee Group" is made up chiefly of sandstone 
and shale; the Cherokee is divisible on the basis of 
laterally persistent limestone marker-beds. During the 
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Desmoinesian Epoch, sediments were deposited on the 
Central Oklahoma Platform during an overall, major 
transgression of the Cherokee Sea (Rascoe and Adler, 1983, 
p. 992). Within this transgression were several regressive 
events, recorded by fluvial-deltaic systems. Terminations 
of these regressive events were marked by thin beds of 
limestone that are of large extent. Thus, the "Cherokee 
Group" consists of a series of transgressive-regressive 
couplets (Shipley, 1975, p. 14); the Red Fork interval is 
one of the regressive sequences of strata. The overlying 
Pink Limestone documents one of the regional transgressive 
events (Fig. 2). 
Petrology of the Red Fork Sandstone 
Introduction 
Much of the information about the petrology of the Red 
Fork Sandstone contained here was obtained from the work of 
Robertson (1983) and Balke (1984). The purpose of drawing 
information from these sources was to add documentation to 
information that I have gained during my own research. 
Robertson and Balke compiled information from wells 
elsewhere than Payne County, and some of this information 
was used in the study at hand. However, I believe that 
this will not introduce any serious inconsistencies, 
because cores from which information was taken were from 
wells in bordering Pawnee and Noble Counties (Fig. 3). 
--------------------------------------------. 
1) Payne County 
2) Pawnee County 
3) Noble County 
Figure 3. 
~ 
Location Map Showing Payne County, and 
Adjacent Pawnee and Noble Counties. 
1-' 
"' 
Change in general petrography of the Red Fork Sandstone 
within such a small area should not be significant. 
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General petrography of the Red Fork Sandstone is consistent 
throughout Payne, Pawnee, and Noble Counties, primarily 
because the Red Fork in this area has been deposited in the 
same depositional setting (Robertson, 1983, and Balke, 1984). 
Data From Cores and Thin Sections 
Seven cores, and thin sections from these cores, were 
analyzed by Robertson (1983) and Balke (1984) (Table I). 
Within these sandstones of the Red Fork, laminations of 
shale and clasts of clay are common. Sandstone generally 
is fine grained, according to Robertson (1983, p. 56) but 
Balke (1984) described grain size as varying from silt to 
coarse grained sand. In general, the sandstone is very 
fine grained to fine grained (Balke, 1984, p. 31). 
Analyses of thin sections from various Red Fork cores show 
that the sandstone mostly is sublitharenite; subarkose and 
lithic arkose are secondary in abundance (Robertson, 1983, 
p. 54-55, and Balke, 1984, p. 104-107). (This information 
is included in Appendix A.) 
The main detrital constituent in the Red Fork is 
monocrystalline quartz, with polycrystalline quartz of 
minor significance. Other detrital constituents are 
metamorphic-rock fragments, sedimentary-rock fragments, and 
feldspars. The rock contains trace amounts of muscovite, 
pyrite, sphene, zircon, carbonaceous material, and 
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glauconite. Authigenic constituents mainly are calcite, 
syntaxial quartz overgrowths, kaolinite, illite, chlorite, 
and pyrite (Balke, 1984, p. 33). 
TABLE I 
LIST OF WELLS FROM WHICH CORES AND THIN 
SECTIONS WERE OBTAINED 
WELL NAME OPERATOR Sec. T R 
Rhodd No. 1 City Services Comp. 9 23N lE 
Coe-Bailey No. 1 Earth Energy Resources 11 17N 2E 
Rogers No. 2 Ames Oil & Gas Comp. 13 22N 4E 
Brien No. 3 A & W Production Comp. 26 23N 4E 
Martin No. 1-8 Bandera Energy Comp. 8 22N 5E 
Shields No. 3 Thompson-Tye Drlg. Co. 2 21N 5E 
Buchanan No. 1 Perkins Production Co. 20 21N 5E 
Formation-water Resistivity 
Formation-water resistivity (Rw) in the Red Fork 
Sandstone of Payne County, seems to be fairly consistent. 
Most service companies have tabulated Rw values for various 
formations within specific areas. According to Gilchrist 
(1988), Rw values of the Red Fork Sandstone in and near 
Payne County range from about 0.037 to about 0.042 Ohm-m. 
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In order to test this information, data from published 
records of water produced from the Red Fork in Payne County 
were gathered. The sample size was small; information from 
only six different wells could be obtained. The six Rw 
values are 0.041, 0.040, 0.039, 0.040, 0.041, and 0.041 
Ohm-m, at 100 degrees F. (U.S. Department of the Interior, 
1957, and The Society of Petroleum Engineers AIME, 1975). 
The average value from these six wells is 0.040 Ohm-m, 
at 100 degrees F. Because the data suggest that the 
variablility in Rw values is small, the factor that is 
likely to introduce significant variation in Rw from well 
to well is temperature. The average value of 0.040 Ohm-m 
(at 100 degrees F.) can be adjusted to different 
temperatures by using Figure 4. 
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TEMPERATURE CORRECTION CHART 
srtr.1rrc GnAvrn AT t;A• r 'j T' 't' , , , , 'C , , 'f' 'L, , , '""" I •T 
Figure 4. Temperature Correction Chart (Modified after 
Guyod and Pranglin, 1959).-To adjust Rw 
values for temperature, plot 100 degrees F. 
on the ordinate, and the average Rw value of 
0.040 on the abscissa. Follow the diagonal 
trends until the desired temperature is 
reached, read adjusted Rw value from the 
abscissa. 
CHAPTER IV 
USING MODERN POROSITY TOOLS TO DETERMINE 
A PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATE OF POROSITY 
IN THE RED FORK SANDSTONE, 
PAYNE COUNTY 
Introduction 
Determining an accurate value of porosity was a 
serious problem for the logging industry, until the advent 
of modern porosity tools. When our predecessors analyzed 
old electric logs, porosity necessarily was estimated from 
core analyses, from records of nearby wells, drilling time, 
or bit cuttings -- or was calculated from the short normal 
curve or from the microlog. Many such estimates of 
porosity were unreliable. 
To use present-day resources to minimize variables 
that could add large error to calculations of water 
saturation from old electric logs seems prudent. As 
mentioned previously, modern porosity logs (CNL-CDL) permit 
reliable estimates of porosity. If one restricts how data 
are selected, the general results can be improved. Wells 
that penetrated the Red Fork stratigraphic interval were 
selected "at random" from a population of wells in Payne 
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County. The Red Fork was sampled where it is thick and of 
"reservoir quality" (i.e. the sandstone shows evidence of 
being porous and permeable by "good" separation of the 
deep-induction, medium-induction, and laterolog curves, and 
"good" negative deflection of the SP curve). In brief, a 
specific facies of the Red Fork generally was sampled, the 
facies believed to be multistoried channel-fill sandstone. 
Data from this "random sample" were considered likely to 
yield statistical information that is representative of the 
population of supposed channel-fill facies of the Red Fork 
in Payne County. 
Obtaining Porosity Data From the Logs 
The compensated neutron-compensated density tool 
samples approximately at 6-inch intervals; resolution is 
about 2 feet. Quantities represented by the curves 
essentially are average values of 2-foot intervals. By 
averaging measurements of porosity 2 feet above and 2 feet 
below the depth of interest, one is more likely to isolate 
representative "true" porosity values. Data-points 
selected within the Red Fork Sandstone were selected so as 
to be at least 2 feet above or below detectable beds of 
shale. To insure that measurement of porosity was not 
affected significantly by gas is also important. The 
following guidelines should have insured a random sample of 
porosity from the so-called channel-fill facies of the Red 
Fork. Twenty-eight wells were selected, yielding 236 data 
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points. Information from these wells included depth, zone, 
amount of density-porosity, neutron-porosity, cross-plotted 
porosity, and corrected density-porosity are shown in 
Appendix B. 
Neutron porosity and density porosity were cross-
plotted to correct for lithologic.effect on CNL-CDL cross-
plot chart (Gearhart) (Fig. 5). The fact became apparent 
that cross-plotted porosities were not free of the effects 
of shale. For example, many cross-plotted porosity points 
were located on or near the limestone line of the Gearhart 
CNL-CDL cross-plot chart (point "A" Fig. 6). Perhaps 
small quantities of calcite and/or dolomite cement could 
drive the cross-plotted porosities toward the limestone 
line, but inspection of cores indicated only minute 
quantities of carbonate cement within the Red Fork 
Sandstone. However, thin interbeds and clasts of shale 
are numerous (Appendix A), which would move cross-plotted 
porosity toward the "shale point" ("Box" in Fig. 6). 
Therefore, correction of either neutron porosities, density 
porosities, or cross-plotted porosities is necessary. 
Correction of Density Porosity 
If the neutron and density curves are shown as being 
superimposed, then the logging tools have evaluated a 
material that produces the same effects as the matrix upon 
which the tools were calibrated, provided that the interval 
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Cross-plot Chart Showing Porosity data 
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were based on limestone-matrix calibration at 2.71 gm/cc. 
If the neutron and density curves are superimposed in a 
stratigraphic section that is known to be sandstone, if the 
rock is known not to include limestone, but to include 
shale, and the rock is known to be 100 per cent water-
saturated, then the stacking of the curves is almost 
certainly due to shale. 
Figures 7 and 8 show a dual induction-laterolog and 
compensated neutron-compensated density logs of the Earth 
Energy Resources, Coe-Bailey No. 1 in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. In the interval centered upon 4286-90 ft., the 
neutron and density curves essentially are stacked (Fig. 
8). Inspection of the induction log indicates that this 
interval should be close to 100 per cent water saturated 
(Fig. 7). If one cross-plots the neutron and density 
values from this zone, they plot as limestone (Point "A" in 
Figure 6). 
If one assumes that shale overlying the Pink Limestone 
(4144-4160 ft.) is similar to shale in the general Red Fork 
interval (Figs. 7 and 8), then convergence of the density-
porosity and neutron-porosity curves can be explained 
satisfactorily. On the average, neutron and density values 
in this section of shale are 0.215 and 0.08 respectively 
(Fig. 8). The neutron and density porosities from the 
shale interval are plotted in Figure 6 as the "Box". 
The cross-plotted porosity value from the sandstone 
(Point "A") has been moved in some vector component from 
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Dual Induction Laterolog From Earth 
Energy Resourcs, Coe-Bailey No. 1 
(2310'FSL, 255'FWL, Sec. 11, T17N, 
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Figure 8. Compensated Neutron-Compensated 
Density Log From Earth Energy 
Resources, Coe-Bailey No. 1 




the sandstone line (Fig. 6). Hypothetically, if the shale 
point ("Box") were moved vertically, to a position 
laterally equivalent to the sandstone point ("A"), the 
position of the shale point would represent 100 per cent 
shale in terms of neutron porosity("*" on Fig. 6). 
Therefore, point "A" indicates that some fraction of the 
rock is shale or clay. The percentage and type of shale 
(clay) are not determinable by this method. The clay may 
be interbedded with sandstone, authigenic, or both. If 
point "A" is moved laterally to the appropriate matrix-
density value (2.68 gm/cc), density porosity is corrected 
to sandstone, but no correction for the effects of shale is 
made (Fig. 6). (The matrix density of the Red Fork 
Sandstone is approximately 2.68 gm/cc (Gilchrist, 1987, 
personal communication)). A matrix density line of 2.68 
gm/cc is shown in Figure 6. 
Obtaining probabilistic estimates of shale-corrected 
porosity values within the Red Fork Sandstone is not 
desired for the purpose of this research. Information 
gained from modern porosity logs will be used to "check" 
values of resistivity-derived porosity from analyses of old 
electric logs. Because shale-correction of resistivity-
derived porosity is not possible, to compile probabilistic 
estimates of shale-corrected porosity within the Red Fork 
would not be consistent with the experiment. Correction of 
density porosity by adjustment to the average matrix 
density of the Red Fork should yield data that are useful 




A sample comprising 236 observations of corrected 
density porosity shows the following summary statistics: Y 
= 15.08%, s = 2.07%, g(l) = .120336 (n.s.) and g(2) = 
produced D-max = 0.04678 (experimental); the critical value 
is 0.05767. Thus, no compelling reason exists for 
rejecting the hypothesis that corrected density porosity 
values from the Red Fork Sandstone were drawn from a 
population that is normally distributed. Summary 
statistics and a histogram of the corrected porosity values 
are shown in Figure 9. 
The statistical values of corrected density 
porosity, obtained from the process above, can be used in 
the analyses of old electric logs. The mean value can be 
used, or a "range" of porosity values can be used. Because 
the mean value of corrected density porosity is 15 per cent 
and the standard deviation is 2, then approximately 95 per 
cent of porosity values in "reservoir quality" Red Fork 
Sandstone should lie between (Y + 2s andY - 2s). 
Therefore, 95 per cent of the porosity values should lie 
between 11 to 19 per cent. Actual use of these porosity 
values is explained in Chapter XI. 
SUMMARY STATISTICS 
n = 236 Y = 15.08% 
s = 2.07% 
g(l) = 0.120336 (n.s.) g(2) = 0.00182 (n.s.) 
D-max = 0.04678 (experimental) 
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Figure 9. Histogram and Summary Statistics of Cor-
rected Density Porosity,Red Fork 




Porosity and Formation Factor 
Other than data obtained from the logs themselves, the 
geologic parameter needed is formation resistivity factor 
(F). The formation resistivity factor is equal to the 
resistivity of a rock saturated with a conductive fluid 
divided by the resistivity of the saturating conductive 
fluid (F = Ro/Rw) (Archie, 1941). As a consequence, the 
resistivity of the rock itself is desired; this is a 
function of rock-type and porosity -- more importantly the 
interconnected porosity. 
A variety of "general" formation factors have been 
derived by log analysts over the years (Table II). the 
value of (F) that commonly is used in the study area for 
the Red Fork Sandstone, is F = ((0.81)/(porosity)- 2.0). 
This formation resistivity factor was used in this research 
for calculations of water saturation. 
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TABLE II 
SOME COMMON FORMATION FACTORS 
F = 1/(Porosity)~ 2.0 
F = 0.81/(Porosity)~ 2.0 
F = 0.62/(Porosity)~ 2.15 
F = 1.45/(Porosity)~ 1.54 
F = 1.65/(Porosity)~ 1.33 
F = 1.45/(Porosity)~ 1.70 
For Carbonate Rock 
For Consolidated Sandstones 
Humble Formula for Unconsoli-
dated Sands 
For Average Sands (After 
Carothers, 1958) 
For Shaly Sands (After 
Carothers, 1958) 
For Calcareous Sands (After 
Carothers, 1958) 
Table II--Modified After Asquith, 1982 
CHAPTER V 
THE LATERAL CURVE 
Introduction 
The lateral log was one of the first resistivity logs 
used by the Schlumberger brothers. It is a deep-
investigation tool and among the "old" logs is the best 
indicator of "true" resistivity of the formation (Rt), 
provided that the bed in question is thick enough. The 
basic electrode arrangement of the lateral device is 
outlined in Figure 10. The two diagrammatic spheres, at 
distances L and L + dL from A, are surfaces of constant 
potential or voltage (Fig. 10). Any voltage change 
recorded between these two spheres is due to a change in 
the resistivity of the material (formation) being measured. 
The depth of investigation of the lateral tool is 
equal to the distance between the emitting electrode (A) 
and the midpoint between the measuring electrodes (M and N) 
(Fig. 10). The midpoint between M and N is denoted as 0. 
The electrode spacing and the depth of investigation are 
known as the AO spacing. The depth-reference point is 0, 
the point where resistivity is recorded on the log. The 










although 5, 6, 7.5, 9, 13, 15, 16, and 24-foot spacings 
were used (Hilchie, 1979, p. 23). Variation of electrode 
spacings was a function of service company, area, and time 
period. Because the 18-foot 8-inch lateral was the most 
common, the following correction charts and figures apply 
to that electrode spacing. 
"Typical" Lateral Curve Signatures 
The lateral curve was used for years before its 
asymmetry in beds of constant resistivity was documented 
(Hilchie, 1979, p. 23). In a thick, resistive bed of 
"constant" resistivity, the common lateral signature shows 
peak resistivity near the bottom of the bed (Fig. 11). 
Slightly above the top of the bed is a "notch" of lower 
resistivity; below this (one AO distance) is a transition 
zone known as the decay zone. Within the decay zone, the 
tool is influenced by the formation directly above the bed 
in question. Therefore, readings of the tool in the decay 
zone are erroneous. The magnitude of resistivity in the 
decay zone is proportional to the contrast between 
resistivities of the formation being analyzed and the 
overlying formation. 
This description of a "typical" lateral curve 
signature is limited to a thick bed of consistent 
resistivity. A thick bed is defined as being greater than 
twice the AO spacing (for an 18-foot 8-inch lateral, a bed 
thicker than 37 feet). 
Figure 11. 
DECAY ZONE 
--- no borehole 
- borehole 
e)) AO 
"Typical" Lateral Signature (e >> AO) 
(Modified After Hilchie, 1979). 
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Influence of Bed-thickness 
and Adjacent Beds 
39 
The lateral curve is affected strongly by adjacent 
beds. As a result, the thickness of the bed in question is 
a matter of exceptional importance. In beds thicker than 
twice the AO spacing, the influence of adjacent beds is 
negligible, provided that the contrast in resistivity is 
not great. It is also important to note that in a thick 
bed, the notch at the top and the peak at the bottom are 
displaced upward a distance equal to one-half the MN 
spacing (Hilchie, 1979, p. 23). For an 18-foot 8-inch 
lateral, one-half the MN spacing is equal to 16 inches 
(Fig. 12). 
As thickness of a resistive bed decreases, the lateral 
signature is modified slightly. It appears as if the 
reduction in thickness is taken from the center of the bed 
(Figs. 11 and 12). As a resistive bed approaches the AO 
spacing in thickness, a peak becomes detectable at a 
distance of one AO spacing below the primary peak (Fig. 
12). This peak is known as the "reflection peak." A zone 
of low resistivity underlies the primary peak; this is the 
"blind zone" or "dead zone" (Fig. 13). Magnitudes of the 
reflection peak and of the low resistivity in the blind 
zone are proportional to contrast in resistivities between 
the bed being analyzed and the adjacent beds (Fig. 13). As 










e = 2AO 
Figure 12. "Typical" Lateral Signature (e = 2AO) 






Figure 13. "Typical" Lateral Signature (e < AO) 
(Modified After Hilchie, 1979). 
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(known as the critical thickness), the lateral signature 
becomes merely a peak, with a reflection peak directly 
below the dead zone (Fig. 13). Unlike thick beds, beds 
thinner than the AO spacing are "on depth"; there is no 
upward displacement of the lateral signature. These thin 
resistive "spikes" are useful for determining the AO 
spacing in instances where it is not recorded on the 
header. The distance between the bottom of the primary 
peak and the crest of the reflection peak is equal to the 
AO spacing (Figs. 12 and 13). 
Borehole and Mud Influences 
Thickness of the bed being analyzed and the effects of 
adjacent beds are directly related. The second major 
influencing factor on the lateral-log signature is the 
diameter of the borehole. As the diameter increases, the 
volume of drilling mud that is incorporated in the 
lateral's resistivity measurement increases. This tends to 
reduce the sharpness of the signature, obliterating the 
notch at the top and rounding the peak at the bottom. The 
influence of borehole diameter is exemplified in Figure 14. 
The effects of borehole size on the lateral-log signature 
are strongly similar to the effects of decreased 
resistivity of mud (Hilchie, 1979, p. 23). Homogeneity of 
drilling mud is required for accurate interpretations of 
electric logs. Just as bed thickness and adjacent bed 
effects are related, so are borehole influences and mud 
:L 
e = 1.25 * AO 
I 




Figure 14. Borehole and Mud Influences on the Lateral 




properties. Empirical evidence indicates that optimal 
conditions for accurate resistivity readings occur when Rm 
is approximately five-times Rw (Frank, 1986, p. 23). 
CHAPTER VI 
THE NORMAL CURVE 
Introduction 
The normal curve was introduced by Schlumberger in 
order to overcome the problem of asymmetry of the lateral 
curve (Hilchie, 1979, p. 43). The normal electrode array, 
referred to as AM, operates in a fashion similar to that of 
the lateral (Fig. 15). Electric current is emitted from 
the A electrode and voltage drop is measured between the M 
and N electrodes. The M and N electrodes are separated by 
a very large distance (Fig. 15). All material between the 
M and N electrodes do not have equal influence on the 
measurements. Material close to the current-emitting 
electrode (A) has much greater effect on the resistivity 
measurements than does material farther away. The normal 
curve is said to have a depth of investigation equal to 
twice the AM spacing (Hilchie, 1979, p. 44). 
A variety of spacings for the normal curve has been 
used by various service companies. Commonly the sonde has 
two normal arrays: the "short normal" and the "long 
normal". Some of the rather common spacings used over the 








inches (Hilchie, 1979, p. 44). The most common spacings 
were the 16-inch short normal and the 64-inch long normal. 
The short normal, long normal, and the lateral are the 
three resistivity curves recorded on most of the "old" 
electrical logs. In the course of this research, these 
electrode spacings were the only ones studied. All 
correction charts that were compiled in this research are 
for this suite of resistivity curves and spacings. 
"Typical" Normal Curve Signatures 
In a "homogeneous" formation, the normal curve shapes 
are symmetrical, in contrast to shape of the lateral curve. 
Figure 16 is an example of a typical normal signature for a 
resistive bed that is much thicker than the AM spacing 
(Fig. 16). As in the case of the lateral, bed thickness 
affects the shape of the normal curve. As thickness of a 
resistive bed decreases, the curve becomes predominantly a 
peak (Fig. 17). Where the bed thickness approaches the AM 
spacing (which is known as the "critical thickness"), the 
peak seems to "disappear" or "flatten out". If a resistive 
bed is thinner than the AM spacing, the normal curve shows 
a "crater" (Fig. 18). 
Determination of Bed Thickness 
In beds thicker than the AM spacing, the normal curve 
gives the illusion that a bed is thinner than it actually 
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"Typical" Normal Signature 
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Figure 17. "Typical" Normal Signature (e = 2AM) 







e < Atv1. 
Figure 18. "Typical" Normal Signature (e < AM) 
(Modified After Hilchie, 1979). 
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question (Fig. 16). To determine the actual boundaries, 
simply move vertically (upward for the upper boundary and 
downward for the lower boundary) a distance of one-half the 
AM spacing (Fig. 16). In most instances, the notches above 
and below the bed will not be apparent (Fig. 17). In such 
a case, find the two inflection points and move vertically 
(upward for the upper boundary and downward for the lower 
boundary) a distance of one-half the AM spacing (Fig. 17). 
Where beds are thinner than the AM spacing, beds 
appear thicker than they actually are. Bed boundaries can 
be located by moving one-half the AM spacing (downward for 
the upper boundary and upward for the lower boundary) from 
the two "shoulders" (Fig. 18). 
Borehole and Mud Influences 
As borehole size increases or mud resistivity 
decreases, the normal curve becomes less sharply defined. 
In most cases, the "notches" above and below resistive beds 
are unnoticeable. This phenomenon is exemplified in Figure 
19. 
e > AM 
J: 
~ --
d=O d=S .. d=l6" 
Figure 19. Borehole and Mud Influences on the Normal 






ESTIMATING APPARENT RESISTIVITY FROM 
THE NORMAL AND LATERAL CURVES 
Introduction 
"Apparent resistivity" (Ra) merely is the value read 
from the log, without correction for borehole influences, 
bed thickness, adjacent bed effects, or invasion. Apparent 
resistivity values are recorded by the short normal, long 
normal, and lateral curves; these are denoted by Ra(sn), 
Ra(ln), and Ra(lat). In measurement of apparent 
resistivity, normal curves are much easier to work with 
than the lateral curve. To pick an apparent resistivity 
value from either of the normal curves, merely read the 
peak value located in the "center" of the bed or zone of 
interest (Fig. 20). For the normal curves, the peak value 
may not be at the center of the bed. This circumstance 
probably is due either to contrasting resistivities of 
adjacent beds (above and below the bed of interest), 
varying amounts of oil/gas within the formation, variations 
in porosity, or variation in shale content. Picking 
apparent resistivities under these conditions is still 
fairly straightforward; pick the peak value wherever one 
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Figure 20. Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Com-
pany, Story No. 3 (Sec. 1, 
T17N, R3E), Showing Peak Re-
sistivity Values in Center 




occurs, or average the multiple peak values. 
The Lateral Curve 
The "typical" lateral signatures discussed in Chapter 
V, apply to resistive, homogeneous sandstones encased in a 
homogeneous formation, normally referred to as "shale" 
(Figs. 10, 11, and 12). These hypothetical resistive 
formations are homogeneous in that they have consistent 
porosity and permeability throughout; the amount of oil/gas 
is also consistent throughout. Changes in the morphology 
of the lateral-curve signature under "homogeneous" 
conditions primarily is due to bed thickness (e). If the 
formation of interest has detectable shale breaks, 
resistive "streaks" (commonly thin beds of limestone), 
impermeable zones, oil-water contacts, transition zones, or 
is not encased in homogeneous "shales", then the lateral 
signature will be quite different. Therefore, bed 
thickness commonly is not the only factor to be considered 
when obtaining apparent resistivity from the lateral curve. 
In order to get an understanding of points from which to 
take the apparent resistivity values from the lateral 
curve, one first must learn three different methods for 
obtaining Ra(lat) under "homogeneous" conditions. 
Rop, Rat, and Rl or R(peak) 
Various recommendations have been published concerning 
the position on the lateral curve from which to record the 
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Ra(lat) value. The Ra(lat) value used on various 
correction charts is of three types: Rap (used primarily by 
H. Guyed), Rat, and Rl or R(peak) (Hilchie, 1979, p.32). 
The Rap (optimum) value is obtained when the lateral tool 
is centered with respect to the bed. In other words, find 
the "center" of the bed in question, and move one-half the 
AO spacing downward; read this value from the lateral curve 
(Fig. 21). Rat (apparent true) value is obtained when the 
sonde is in a specific position within beds of specific 
thicknesses (Fig. 21 and 22). Rl or R(peak) is read from 
near the base of a resistive bed, regardless of thickness. 
This is where the peak or maximum value is located in a 
"homogeneous" formation (Fig. 21). 
Determination of Rat 
Values of Rat apply to "homogeneous" formations and 
are dependent on bed thickness (e). Four methods are used 
by which to estimate Rat. The following explanation can be 
clarified by reference to Figure 22. 
The Mid-point Rule. For beds that are equal to or 
thicker than twice the AO spacing (for an 18-foot 8-inch 
lateral, thicknesses of 37 feet or more): Find the center 
of the bed and move one AO distance downward. Read the 
resistivity value from the lateral curve (Fig. 22). 
The Two-thirds Rule. This rule applies to beds 
approximately as thick as 1.5 times the AO spacing (for an 
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Diagrammatic Illustration Showing the 
Difference Between Rop, Rat, and 
Rl or R{peak), Where e >> AO 
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Figure 22. Rat Rules for Determining "Apparent True" 
Resistivity From the Lateral Curve 




18-foot 8-inch lateral, thicknesses of approximately 28 
feet). From the top of the bed, move downward one AO 
spacing and find that point on the lateral curve. From 
this point, draw a line parallel to the central depth track 
of the log, to intersect the lower bed boundary (Fig. 22). 
From the peak value near the base of the bed, scale the 
horizontal distance along the base of the bed (Fig. 22). 
The Rat value is recorded as being two-thirds of the 
distance from the pencilled vertical line toward the peak 
value (Fig. 22). 
The Point Rule. In beds that are as thick as 
approximately 1.3 times the AO spacing (approximately 24 
feet), the Point Rule is appropriate. Use the peak value 
obtained from near the base of the resistive bed (Fig. 22). 
The Thin Rule. Where beds are thinner than the AO 
spacing (thinner than 18 feet 8 inches), the Thin Rule 
should be used. Values needed from the log are the maximal 
or peak value (Rmax), the minimal resistivity in the dead 
zone (Rmin), and resistivity of adjacent beds (generally 
shales) (Rs). In beds thinner than the AO spacing, Rat can 
be approximated from the formula (Rmax/Rmin) * Rs (Fig. 
22). Note that this estimate is only a basic 
approximation. 
The rules for Rat apply straightforwardly to 
formations of various thicknesses, but one can easily see 
that transitional thicknesses could be problematic. A 
chart has been devised (Hilchie, 1979, p. 32) to make the 
choosing of a rule easier (Fig. 23). For bed thicknesses 
that fall directly between two rules (e.g. 27 feet), one 
should estimate Rat value by each rule and use limiting 
values of Rat (express Rat value to lie between a "high" 
and "low" range). 
Examples of Estimating Rt 
Introduction 
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At this juncture the use of logs from the study area 
should be effective for hueristic purposes. Log signatures 
of the Red Fork Sandstone are quite different from the 
"homogeneous" signatures previously discussed. Therefore, 
the procedure for taking Ra values from the logs 
necessarily are subjective. 
Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Company, 
Story No. 3 
Figure 24 shows the log of the Texas Pacific Coal & 
Oil Company, Story No. 3, in Sec. 1, T17N, R3E, Payne 
County, Oklahoma. Thick Red Fork sandstone is bounded 
above and below by sandy shales (Fig. 24). The Red Fork 
has an extensive transition zone, seemingly being very 
close to 100 per cent water-saturated near the base, 
decreasing in water saturation (or increasing in saturation 
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Figure 24. Texas Pacific Coal & Oil Com-
pany, Story No. 3 (Sec. 1, 
T17N, R3E). 
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uppermost 10 feet of the formation (Fig. 24). About 20 
feet above the Red Fork is the resistive Pink Limestone 
(Fig. 24). 
63 
Statement of the Problem. The Red Fork is 
approximately 80 feet thick; it is "wet" in the lowermost 
40 feet, with an extensive transition zone. The uppermost 
10 feet seem to contain petroleum. A "reflection peak" 
from the Pink Limestone obscures the lateral curve's "true" 
signature in the uppermost 10 feet (Fig. 24). As described 
previously, the lateral tool operates best in thick, 
"homogeneous" formations, a rare occurrence in the Red Fork 
of Payne County. Consequently the zone within the Red Fork 
where oil and gas seems to be localized is where the 
lateral curve is affected by a reflection peak (Fig. 24). 
Experimental Procedure. The lateral curve is 
influenced by the reflection peak of the Pink Limestone at 
the depth of interest. Presumably, the position at which 
the lateral curve is influenced initially by the Pink 
Limestone's reflection peak can be determined. At that 
point, the Ra(lat) value will be a minimal, uncorrupted 
value. In Figure 25, a straight line perpendicular to the 
central depth track is shown at the base of the primary 
peak (A). A distance of one AO spacing downward from this 
line should be the base of the reflection peak. Another 
line perpendicular to the central depth track extends 
from this point (line B, Fig. 25). Upward from 
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line B a distance equal to the thickness of the Pink 
Limestone is line C (Fig. 25). Thus, the AO distance has 
been divided into the "dead zone" (X), and a sector 
equivalent to the thickness of the Pink Limestone (Y) (Fig. 
25). Downward from line B by a distance equal to the 
thickness of the "dead zone" (X), should locate the 
position on the lateral curve where the lateral tool was 
initially influenced by the reflection peak (Fig. 25). 
Conclusion. From the above method, the Ra(lat) value 
is estimated as 5.5 Ohm-m. Note that this is a minimal 
estimate. The lateral curve might have increased to a 
value larger than 5.5 Ohm-m, due to the presence of oil and 
gas; however, this statement is conjectural, because of 
interference of the reflection peak with the lateral curve. 
H. Waggoner & Company, Wilson No. 1 
The Red Fork in this well (Sec. 29, T18N, R4E) 
consists of interbedded sandstone and shale (Fig. 26). 
Most excursions of the lateral and short normal curves 
probably are due to the influence of beds of shale within 
the Red Fork (Fig. 26). As a result, selection of Ra(lat) 
and Ra(sn) values is not straightforward. The zone of 
interest is from 3626 to 3651 feet (Fig. 26). In 
actuality, this zone consists of two rock units of 
sandstone separated by shale; however, the zone will be 
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interpretation will be an "average" value. A further 
complication is the reflection peak located at 3640 feet 
(Fig. 26). This high resistivity value is developed at the 
stratigraphic position of a shale break, thus possibly 
adding to the magnitude of the resistivity reading (Fig. 
26). 
Experimental Procedure. To get an Ra(lat) value, one 
should use the procedure that was used to analyze the log 
of the Story No. 3. The position on the lateral curve 
where the reflection peak began to influence the lateral 
tool (Fig. 25) should be determined first. Estimating an 
apparent resistivity value from the short normal and long 
normal curves can be done as follows. 
Observe the magnitudes of the short normal and SP 
curves in the uppermost unit of sandstone, and compare 
these curves to their counterparts in sandstones beneath 
(Fig. 26). The SP curve in the uppermost sand has less 
negative deflection than in sandstones beneath (Fig. 26). 
However, the magnitude of the short normal curve is less in 
the uppermost sandstone than in those beneath (Fig. 26). 
This difference probably is due to an increase upward in 
shaliness. Because an average value of Ra(sn) is sought, 
split the difference between the peaks of the short normal 
curves within the two sandstones (Fig. 26). Ra(sn) 
approximately is equal to 13.5 Ohm-m within the zone of 
interest. Apparent resistivity of the long normal (Ra(ln)) 
is much easier to obtain. The "average" Ra(ln) value 





Laboratory results show that resistivity measurements 
by a given device are dependent on the geometry, and 
resistivity of media near the electrodes (Frank, 1986, p. 
23). Presumably, what Frank means by "geometry" is such 
factors as bed thickness, thickness of adjacent beds, 
proximity of resistive "streaks" and shale laminations, and 
diameter of the borehole. Resistivity of drilling mud, 
resistivity of adjacent beds, and amount of invasion also 
influence the resistivities recorded by the normal and 
lateral devices. As previously mentioned, the 
resistivities recorded on the log actually are "apparent 
resistivities". These apparent resistivities vary 
considerably from "true" values. The "true" resistivity 
value of the normal and lateral devices can be obtained by 
correcting the apparent resistivity values for the effects 
of bed thickness, adjacent beds, borehole influences, and 
invasion. These corrections are essential for obtaining 
accurate values of Rt ("true" resistivity) for use in 
water-saturation calculations. The order in which one 
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corrects the raw data is controlled by 
the specific analytic procedure used to interpret the log. 
Borehole Correction Charts 
Borehole Correction Charts have been devised in order 
to adjust apparent resistivity values (Ra) for influence of 
the borehole. Essentially, the charts adjust apparent 
resistivities for the influence of drilling mud, which is 
incorporated in the resistivity readings. If the sonde is 
centered in the borehole, mud-filled space is between the 
wall of the borehole and the sonde. Diameter of the sonde 
and diameter of the borehole determine the volume of 
drilling mud that is incorporated into measurement of 
resistivity. Because drilling mud has such an important 
influence, resistivity of the mud at formation temperature 
must be known. The effects of borehole diameter and mud 
resistivity on the lateral and normal signatures are shown 
in Figures 14 and 19. 
Use of the Borehole Correction Charts 
Separate borehole correction charts are used for the 
lateral (18-foot 8-inch), long normal (64-inch), and short 
normal (16-inch) curves (Figs. 27, 28, and 29). To use 
these charts, one must first adjust the resistivity of mud 
(Rm) to formation temperature. Then divide the Ra value by 
the corrected Rm value and enter the ordinate of the 
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appropriate chart (Fig. 28). Move horizontally to the line 
showing borehole diameter of the well. In Figures 27 and 
29, move downward vertically or, in Figure 28, move 
horizontally to read the corrected Ra/Rm value. 
Correction Charts for Bed Thickness 
and Adjacent Beds 
As previously stated, bed thickness and adjacent-bed 
effects are related directly. Thickness of the bed in 
question and contrasting resistivities between this bed and 
those above and below control the amount of error in the 
apparent resistivity values. Electrode arrangement and 
spacing also influence how much effect bed thickness and 
adjacent beds have on the apparent resistivities; 
therefore, separate charts are used for the lateral (18-
foot 8-inch), long normal (64-inch), and short normal (16-
inch). The joint effects of bed thickness and adjacent 
beds are combined in one correction chart for each of the 
electrode spacings (Figs. 30, 31, and 32). The chart for 
the lateral curve uses Rl or R(peak) values; charts for the 
normal curves use simply peak values from "centers" of 
beds. 
Use of Bed-thickness and Adjacent-bed 
Correction Charts 
Bed-thickness and adjacent-bed correction charts were 
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Figure 30. Bed Thickness and Adjacent Bed Cor-
rection Chart (18-foot 8-inch 
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formations bounded by shale. Therefore, resistivity of 
surrounding formations (shale) (Rs) must be recorded. 
Of course, anisotropy of formations (whether shale or 
sandstone) is much more common than isotropism (indeed, 
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in the strict sense, isotropism does not exist in natural 
rock). As a result, Rs values used in bed-thickness and 
adjacent-bed correction charts will be "average" values. 
For the normal charts, Rs should be determined from the 
long normal curve. This value of Rs should be entered into 
bed-thickness and adjacent-bed charts for correction of the 
short and long normal curves (Guyed and Pranglin, 1959, 
p. 14). Rs value from the lateral curve should be used 
for the lateral's bed-thickness and adjacent-bed correction 
chart. Once Rs values have been obtained, the next step is 
to mark bed boundaries, in order to determine bed thickness 
(e), and apparent resistivities (Ra(lat), Ra(ln), and 
Ra(sn)). Select the appropriate chart for the Ra that is 
being corrected (Figs. 30, 31, and 32). Enter the Ra value 
on the ordinate. Move horizontally to the line that shows 
resistivity of surrounding beds (shale). Move vertically, 
either upward or downward, to the line that shows 
appropriate bed thickness. Move horizontally to the line 
that shows resistivity of surrounding beds (shale). 
Finally, move downward vertically to the abscissa and read 
the corrected Ra value (Figs. 30, 31, and 32). 
Limitations of Bed-thickness and Adjacent-bed 
Correction Charts 
The charts described above are limited seriously. 
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Representative values of Rs are not straightforward to 
obtain. For example, in some instances shales above and 
below the formation of interest are of significantly 
different resistivities. In other instances shales above 
and below the formation are too thin for accurate 
estimation of Rs. If the Rs value of shale adjacent to 
the bed being analyzed is of resistivity markedly 
different than adjacent shales elsewhere in the nearby 
stratigraphic column, then the shale adjacent to the bed 
being analyzed is probably too thin for accurate judgment 
of Rs (Guyed and Pranglin, 1959, p. 12). 
In the Red Fork interval, shales above and below the 
sandstones commonly are too thin for accurate measurement 
of Rs. Moreover, in many wells, shales above the Red Fork 
sandstone are in the blind zone of the Pink Limestone. 
Another matter of concern about Rs values is that the 
largest Rs value the charts described above are designed to 
correct is 10 Ohm-m. In Pennsylvanian strata of central 
Oklahoma, average resistivities of shales are approximately 
10 Ohm-m; in some localities Rs exceeds 10 Ohm-m. At 
places where the shales above and below the Red Fork are 
too thin for reliable estimation of Rs, estimates must be 
made from beds elsewhere in the stratigraphic column. Of 
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course, this procedure assumes that shales adjacent to the 
bed in question and those elsewhere in the stratigraphic 
column are of the same lithology. 
Bed-thickness and adjacent-bed effects must be 
corrected before adjustment can be made for the effects of 
invasion. Due to limitations in the correction charts 
described here, the thinnest bed for which the lateral 
curve can be corrected is 21 feet (Fig. 30). Where bed 
thickness (e) is less than 21 feet, the bed-thickness and 
adjacent-bed correction chart can not be used. Therefore, 
the following methods to correct for effects of invasion on 
the lateral curve are not usable where formations are 
thinner than 21 feet. 
One of the more important variables for which 
correction is necessary (especially for accurate estimates 
of Rt) is the effect of invasion. Effects of invasion are 
corrected by use of resistivity departure curves. 
Correction of the effects of invasion is addressed in the 
following chapter. 
CHAPTER IX 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
An analytic method for old electric logs is a means of 
obtaining the parametric values necessary for the 
calculation of water saturation. As described previously, 
the necessary parametric values are formation resistivity 
factor (F), formation water resistivity at formation 
temperature (Rw), and "true" resistivity of the 
uncontaminated formation (Rt). These parameter values can 
be obtained from the old electric logs and micrologs 
themselves, but measurement of porosity and Rw from these 
logs commonly is not accurate. If estimates of porosity 
and Rw can be drawn more reliably from elsewhere, then of 
course determination of an accurate estimation of Rt 
becomes the "root" of the analytic method. 
Measuring Rt accurately from old electric logs is a 
process that involves a significant amount of 
interpretation. Problems inherent with the lateral tool 
are the main reason why determination of Rt generally is 
difficult. Log analysts have devised many techniques for 
improving the estimates of Rt. Some methods are simple and 
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straightforward; others are complex and tedious. The 
method proposed in Chapter X is robust and reasonably easy 
to work with at least wherein study of the Red Fork 
Sandstone in Payne County, Oklahoma is concerned. Of 
course, in order to support this statement, a variety of 
methods should be evaluated for comparison. 
For the most part, analytic methods consists of 
procedures based on correction charts. As previously 
stated, these charts correct for borehole influences, bed-
• 
thickness and adjacent-bed effects, and invasion. 
Discussion of effects of invasion has purposely been left 
until now because in most analytic methods this variable is 
corrected in the last step, or else the correction is 
incorporated as a nonspecific procedure. 
·Three analytic methods will be discussed in this 
chapter. The importance of these three methods is that the 
effect of invasion is addressed in some manner. Accurate 
estimates of Rt are of significant importance; however, two 
of the analytic methods also provide corrected values of Ri 
and Di. Borehole influences, mud influence, bed-thickness 
effects, and adjacent-bed effects are incorporated in these 
analytic methods. 
Estimation of Rt From Electric Logs 
The Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp., (1955) has 
devised a generalized set of categories or rules from which 
accurate determinations of Rt will result. Rules for 
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obtaining Rt from electrical logs are based on resistivity 
of the bed in question relative to resistivity of the mud 
(Rm) and of the bounding formations (Rs) (S.P.W.L.A., 1979, 
p. 57). Resistivity of the formation in question, relative 
to resistivities of mud and surrounding formations has been 
determined from study of resistivity departure curves. In 
general, departure curves are used to correct apparent 
resistivity readings for the effects of invasion; however, 
in some instances bed-thickness and adjacent-bed effects 
are also corrected. Depending on which set of departure 
curves is used, resistivity of the invaded zone (Ri) and 
diameter of the invaded zone (Di) also can be determined 
(Hilchie, 1979, p. 89). 
Analytic Method 
Formations are divided into three catagories, 
depending on the ratio of R(sn)/Rm: (1) Low Resistivity: 
R(sn)/Rm < 10, (2) Medium Resistivity: 10 < R(sn)/Rm < 50, 
and (3) High Resistivity: R(sn)/Rm > 50 (S.P.W.L.A., 1979, 
p. 57). Apparent resistivities of the short normal, long 
normal, and lateral must be corrected to those of a 
borehole 8 inches in diameter (Figs. 27, 28, and 29). Also 
necessary is the adjustment of apparent resistivity of the 
short normal (Ra(sn)) for bed thickness before using the 
general rules of obtaining Rt (Fig. 33). Perhaps the 
reader can understand the following rules better by 
referring to Figure 34. 
BED THICKNESS CORRECTION CHARTS 16-INCH SHORT NORMAL 
20 JO 40 60 80 100 I 
fl16" I flm Corrected 
Condifion1 fCX" use: Wh~n Rm ~ Rs ,O'f when At> 7R 1 (!or 1!>6'1 
or when At> IOR 1 {for e<6') 
Figure 33. Bed Thickness Correction Chart (16-inch 
Short Normal) (Modified After 
S.P.W.L.A., 1979). 
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ESTIMATION OF Rt FROM ELECTRIC LOGS 
BED THICKNESS (e) OUALIFICATION5 RESPONSE 
A. IN LOW RESISTIVITY, WHEN R 16··/Rm < 10 (INVASION UP TO 2d) 
e > 20' ( > 4 AM') Long Normal Rs4" • Rr 
e =< I 5' 3AM'J Rm::::: Rs Rs4"/Rs ~ 2.5 Long Normal R64" • 213 R I 
e ::: I 5' 3AM') Rm ~ Rs R64"/Rs :S 1.5 Long Normal R 64" • Rt 
e :::::: 1 o' 2AM') Rm ~ lls RG4"/Rs :! 2.5 Long Nor rnal R6 4" • 1/2 Rt 
e ::: 10' 2AM') Rm::::: Rs Rs4"/Rs = 1.5 Long Normal R 64" • 2/3 Rt 
5' < e < 10' When oil bearing and Shor I Normal R16"::: Rt 
SP is -50- eo MV 
5' < e < 10' Surrounding beds Lateral in Rr;; RMa• X Rs!RM1n 
homage no us resistive bed 
Th•n beds (in general} Sur raund•ng beds Lateral in R,g·•:::: Rt 
homogenous canduc live bed 
B. RULES FOR USING LATERAL (AO •18'8") 
e > 40' ( > 2.0 AO) 45-_1 ~~e Midfint Method 
e :::::: 28' ( • I. 5 AO l 
e :::! 24' ( I. 3 AO! 
5' < e < 10' 
Figure 34. 
Res1s11ve bed and 
surround•nq beds 
homogeneous 
Mid- point /" 
_ .•. _ R,e· a" 
--- -
Estimation of Rt From Electric Logs 
(Modified After Schlumberger, 1955). 
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Low-resistivity Formations. In low-resistivity 
formations, the normal curves are most useful for 
determining a value of Rt (the normal curve to be used is 
dependent on bed thickness). The qualifications for this 
category are: (1) Rm - Rs, (2) R(sn)/Rm < 10, and (3) 
invasion is no more than twice the diameter of the borehole 
(2d) (Fig. 34). 
Medium-resistivity Formations. Under conditions of 
medium resistivity the R(ln) is very useful in the lower 
portion of this resistivity range, but where R(sn)/Rm > 20, 
use of the R(lat) becomes important, either to measure Rt 
or to confirm the apparent value of Rt from the long normal 
curve (S.P.W.L.A., 1979, p. 57) (Fig. 34). Use of the 
lateral curve demands using the Rat rules described in 
Chapter VII. Refer to the lower portion of Figure 34. 
High-resistivity Formations. In formations of high 
resistivity, R(ln) is affected by invasion; therefore, the 
R(lat) is the best choice for estimation of Rt. Use of the 
Rat rules (from Chapter VII) is necessary to obtain a 
reliable value from the lateral curve (Fig. 34, lower 
portion). 
Limitation and Application 
The generalized rules and categories described above 
are designed for judgment about effects of invasion. This 
judgment is to be based on resistivity departure curves. 
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Apparent resistivity values of the lateral, long normal, 
and short normal must be corrected to those of an 8-inch 
borehole; therefore, borehole influences are incorporated 
into the analyses. The Ra(sn) value must be corrected for 
bed thickness before implementing the generalized rules 
(Fig. 33). A bed-thickness correction factor almost 
certainly is integrated into the "response" column and Rat 
rules of Figure 34. If one observes the "conditions for 
use" set out in Figure 33, bed-thickness correction charts 
for the R(sn) apply where Rm - Rs, or where Rt > 7Rs (for e 
>6ft.), or where Rt > 10Rs (fore< 6ft.) (Fig. 33). Do 
these criteria commonly apply to analysis of the Red Fork 
Interval, Payne County, Oklahoma? 
Within the Red Fork Interval, Rm values range from 
approximately 0.5 to about 2.0 Ohm-m, whereas resistivities 
of shales range approximately from 5 to 15 Ohm-m. Is this 
range close enough merit use of Figure 33? Where e > 6 
ft., Rt must be greater than 7Rs. (For the range of 
observed Rs values, Rt values should range from 35 to 105 
Ohrn-m). Where e < 6 ft., Rt must be greater than 10Rs. 
(For the range of Rs observed, Rt values should range from 
50 to 150 Ohrn-m). Accordingly, application of Figure 33 to 
analysis of the Red Fork Sandstone is judged to be 
inappropriate. 
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Guyed's and Pranglin's Method 
Hubert Guyod is regarded as one of the founding 
fathers of log analysis. Guyod and Pranglin (1955 and 
1959) studied extensively the relationship between "true" 
resistivity of subsurface formations and the apparent 
resistivities recorded by the logging tools. This research 
was conducted through use of an analogue computer. The 
computer was designed to determine the relationship between 
the "true" resistivity of a ground formation and the 
apparent resistivity obtained from various electrode 
arrangements (Guyod and Pranglin, 1955, p. 615). The 
overall product of this research is a set of Transformation 
and Analysis Charts that can be used to determine Rt, Di, 
and Ri from electric logs with electrode arrangements 
consisting of a 16-inch short normal, 64-inch long normal, 
and 18-foot 8-inch lateral. These charts were designed to 
correct the apparent resistivity readings for borehole 
influences, bed-thickness and adjacent-bed effects, and 
invasion. 
Of the two sets of Analysis Charts, one is for an 
Rm/Rs ratio of 0.2, and the other for an Rm/Rs ratio of 
1.0; both sets are for a borehole diameter of 8 inches. 
Each set is divided into Normal Charts, which are plots of 
R(ln)/Rs vs. R(sn)/Rs, and Lateral Charts, which are plots 
of R(lat)/Rs vs. R(sn)/Rs. Normal and Lateral Charts were 
published for twelve thicknesses of beds (2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
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10, 13, 16, 20, 24, 35, and 50 feet). Each bed thickness 
(e) is matched with Normal and Lateral Charts for four Di/d 
values (1.3, 2, 5, and 10 inches), where Di/d signifies the 
ratio of diameter of invasion to diameter of the borehole. 
Figure 35 is intended to help the reader understand the 
grouping of these charts. In total, 192 Analysis Charts 
can be applied to 24 combinations of e, d, and Rm/Rs. A 
small sample of these charts is available in Appendix C. 
To have Analysis Charts for all combinations of Rm/Rs, 
d, and e that could be encountered in actual practice would 
be almost impossible. Transformation Charts were included 
with the 192 Analysis Charts in order to permit adjustment 
of conditions of Rm/Rs, d, and e to the values contained in 
the 24 sets of Analysis Charts (Appendix C). 
The following procedure is designed for use of Guyed's 
Analysis and Transformation Charts. The procedure is 
abbreviated somewhat, in the sense that complications for 
which additional steps are necessary are mentioned, but 
not discussed in great detail. (See Guyed and Pranglin 
(1959) for detailed information). The purpose of 
explaining the use of these charts is to demonstrate how 
much manipulation of data is necessary to achieve an 
accurate interpretation. 
Use of the Analysis and 
Transformation Charts 
1) Calculate Rm at formation temperature. 
BOREHOLE 
DIAMETER Rm/Rs (e) ANALYSIS CHARTS Di/d 
~Normal Chart > 1.3, 2, 5, 10 
/0.2 >(e)~ 
Lateral Chart----> 1.3, 2, 5, 10 
~Normal Chart > 1.3, 2, 5, 10 
1.0 >(e) 
~Lateral Chart--> 1.3, 2, 5, 10 




2) Observe the bit size from log header. If bit size is 
not 8 inches, transform the Rm value for an 8-inch 
borehole (using "D" Transformation Chart). 
3) Record bed thickness (e), Ra(sn), Ra(ln), and Ra(lat) 
from the log in the formation of interest. Use the 
peak value for the lateral curve R(peak). 
4) Record Rs of shales above and below the formation of 
interest (Rs(sn), Rs(ln), and Rs(lat)). If the shales 
above and below the formation of interest are of 
different resistivities, use the Equivalent Shale 
Resistivity Transformation Chart; if the shales are 
not sufficiently thick (at least 8 ft. for the 
normals, and 8 ft. or 23 minus bed thickness (which-
ever is greater) for the lateral), additional 
considerations are necessary. 
5) If Rm/Rs for the short normal, long normal, and 
lateral devices are not equal to 0.2 or 1.0, use the 
Rm Transformation Charts to obtain R(sn)/Rs, R(ln)/Rs, 
and R(lat)/Rs values for an Rm/Rs value of 0.2 or 1.0 
at a bed thickness of e. Note: If the thickness of 
the bed in question is not equal to one of the twelve 
given, additional transformations are necessary ("e" 
Transformation Charts). 
6) Choose the Normal and Lateral Analysis Charts for the 
given Rm/Rs (0.2 or 1.0) and e. Plot the transformed 
R(ln)/Rs vs. R(sn)/Rs on the Normal Charts for Di/d = 
1.3, 2, 5, and 10. Plot transformed R(lat)/Rs vs. 
R(sn)/Rs on the Lateral Charts for Di/d = 1.3, 2, 5, 
and 10. Tabulate the results of these plots (Rt/Rs 
(normals), Rt/Rs (lateral), Ri/Rs(normals), and Ri/Rs 
(lateral)) for the Di/d values of (1.3, 2, 5, and 10). 
7) On 2-cycle log vs. log paper, plot results from the 
Normal and Lateral Analysis Charts (Rt/Rs vs. Di/d and 
Ri/Rs vs. Di/d). 
8) Connect points with curved line. Four curves should 
be generated: Rt/Rs(normals) vs. Di/d, Rt/Rs(lateral) 
vs. Di/d, Ri/Rs(normals) vs. Di/d, and Ri/Rs(lateral) 
vs. Di/d. 
9) On resulting curves, the point at which Rt/Rs(normals) 
intersects Rt/Rs(lateral) is the "true" value of 
Rt/Rs. If there is no intersection, look for a 
"flatness" in the Rt/Rs curves and estimate Rt/Rs as 
as being shown by the "flat" section of the curve. 
10) Perform the same process (as in step 9) on the Ri/Rs 
(normals) and Ri/Rs(lateral) curves, using the same 
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rules for obtaining a "true" value of Rt/Rs for Ri/Rs. 
Is Guyed's and Pranglin's method applicable to the Red 
Fork Sandstone, in Payne County? This question can be 
answered by evaluating the operating assumptions that were 
used for construction of the Analysis and Transformation 
Charts (Guyed and Pranglin, 1959, p. 4): (1) The bed of 
interest is uniform, isotropic and situated in a very 
thick, uniform and isotropic formation called "shale" for 
the sake of simplification. (2) The bed is perpendicular 
to the borehole. No mud cake and no low-resistivity 
annulus exists. (3) The hole diameter is 8 inches. 
The first operating assumption is highly idealized; 
the makeup of natural reservoirs generally is nonuniform. 
If oil and gas are present, but not in consistent 
quantities throughout, the normal and lateral curves must 
be averaged. Because lithologic uniformity is nonexistent 
in the Red Fork Sandstone, the final results could only be 
"average" values of Rt, Ri, and Di. As for the assumption 
that shales above and below the formation of interest are 
thick and homogeneous, such an occurrence is also rare 
wherein the Red Fork Sandstone of Payne County is 
concerned. In many instances, shales that bound the Red 
Fork Sandstone are thin and interbedded with thinner strata 
of siltstone, sandstone, and limestone. This fact leads to 
additional modifications that decrease the accuracy of 
results and add to an already lengthy process. 
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Guyed's and Pranglin's procedure (1959) is a means of 
obtaining very accurate estimates of Rt, Ri, and Di under 
specific conditions. As this procedure is applied to the 
Red Fork interval, the stratigraphic and lithologic 
character of this interval should reduce measurements to 
"average" values of Rt, Ri, and Di. Now if this is the 
case, why should such an involved method be implemented? 
Moreover, would such a high level of effort and precision 
be necessary to interpret old electric logs? 
Lane Wells Ri-Rt Conversion Charts 
Lane Wells, Inc. (1956) published a set of Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts for determining an accurate estimate of 
Rt, Ri, and Di for old electrical logs consisting of a 16-
inch short normal, 64-inch long normal, and 18-foot 8-inch 
lateral curves (Lane Wells, Inc., 1956). Normal and 
Lateral Conversion Charts are designed for borehole 
diameters of 6, 7, 7-7/8, 8-3/4, 9-7/8, 11, and 12-1/4 
inches. For each borehole diameter there are Normal Charts 
(R(sn)/Rm vs. R(ln)/Rm) and Lateral Charts (R(sn)/Rm vs. 
R(lat)/Rm) for several Di/d values (2, 5, 10, and 15 
inches). (Di/d signifies the ratio of diameter of invasion 
to the diameter of the borehole.) Therefore, for each 
borehole diameter, there are four Normal Charts and four 
Lateral Charts. In total, seven borehole diameters are 
matched by four Normal Charts (Di/d = 2, 5, 10, and 15) and 
four Lateral Charts (Di/d = 2, 5, 10, and 15), totaling 56 
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Ri-Rt Conversion Charts. These charts are in Appendix D. 
Because the Ri-Rt Conversion Charts were devised for 
different borehole diameters, a borehole correction is 
integrated with every set of charts. Bed-thickness and 
adjacent-bed effects must be corrected before use of the 
Ri-Rt Conversion Charts. Bed-Thickness and Adjacent-Bed 
Correction Charts are discussed in Chapter VIII; for 
convenience, additional copies of these charts are in 
Appendix D. The effects of invasion are corrected in using 
the Ri-Rt Conversion Charts. 
Employment of the charts is fairly straightforward. 
Values needed from the log are Ra(sn), Ra(ln), and Ra(lat) 
in the formation of interest. For the Ra(lat), select the 
peak value. Resistivity of surrounding formations (Rs) is 
needed in order to use the Bed-thickness and Adjacent-bed 
Correction Charts. The use of these charts and the means of 
obtaining Rs values was discussed in Chapter VIII. Once 
Ra(sn), Ra(ln), and Ra(lat) are adjusted for the effects of 
bed thickness and adjacent beds, these corrected apparent 
resistivities are divided by Rm (corrected to formation 
temperature). The resulting ratios are R(sn)/Rm, R(ln)/Rm, 
and R(lat)/Rm. 
Select the appropriate set of Ri-Rt Conversion Charts 
for the borehole diameter of the well in question. Plot 
R(sn)/Rm vs. R(ln)/Rm for each of the Normal Charts (Di/d = 
2, 5, 10, and 15), and R(sn)/Rm vs. R(lat)/Rm for each of 
the Lateral Charts (Di/D = 2, 5, 10, and 15). The values 
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that will be obtained from these plots are Rt/Rm and Ri/Rm 
for each value of Di/d. These values should be tabulated 
for convenience (Table III). 
TABLE III 
EXAMPLE OF HOW TO TABULATE DATA FROM Ri-Rt 
CONVERSION CHARTS 
Normals Lateral 





To interpret the results, one should use 2-cycle log 
vs. log paper to get a graphic representation of the data. 
The plots will be Rt/Rm vs. Di/d and Ri/Rm vs. Di/d from 
the Normal and Lateral Conversion Charts. Four curves will 
result: Rt/Rm(normals) vs. Di/d, Rt/Rm(lateral) vs. Di/d, 
Ri/Rm(normals) vs. Di/d, and Ri/Rm(lateral) vs. Di/d. The 
point of intersection of the Ri/Rm(normals) and Ri/Rm(lat-
eral) is taken as the "true" value of Ri/Rm. The point of 
intersection of the Rt/Rm(normals) and Rt/Rm(lateral) is 
taken as the "true" value of Rt/Rm. If the normal and 
lateral curves do not intersect (for either the Rt/Rm or 
Ri/Rm), then look for "flatness" of the curves, or points 
of near-convergence in order to estimate Rt/Rm or Ri/Rm. 
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If there is no intersection, "flatness", or point of 
convergence, then probably an error exists in estimation of 
apparent resistivity, bed-thickness and adjacent-bed 
corrected values, or adjustment of Rm to formation 
temperatures; perhaps an incorrect borehole diameter has 
been selected. The heterogeneous lithic composition of the 
Red Fork Interval probably also contributes to 
complications in interpreting results. 
Limitations of Method 
Limitations of this method primarily are due to 
limitations in Bed-thickness and Adjacent-bed Correction 
Charts. The largest Rs value these charts can correct is 
10 Ohm-m. As resistivity of shales pertains to the Red 
Fork Format, Rs values greater than 10 Ohm-m are rather 
common. As for bed thickness, the thinnest bed the 
lateral's Bed-thickness and Adjacent-bed Correction Chart 
can adjust is 21 feet (Appendix D). If the bed in question 
is less than 21 feet thick, the Lateral Charts can not be 
used; however, useful estimates can still be obtained from 
the Normal Charts. 
Another factor to consider is thickness of the 
bounding formations (Rs). How thick must the surrounding 
beds be in order to get accurate results? As mentioned 
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previously, most analytic methods consist of correction 
charts accompanied by a minimal amount of explanatory text. 
A satisfactory answer to the question of adequately thick 
bounding formations and to the question of Rs values 
greater than 10 Ohm-m was not discovered during study of 
the assumptions underlying design of correction charts. 
I believe that the Ri-Rt Conversion Charts were 
designed in a similar fashion to Guyed's and Pranglin's 
Analysis Charts (i.e. designed for homogeneous and 
isotropic formations encased in a homogeneous and isotropic 
formation -- "shale"). The lithic makeup of the Red Fork 
-varies significantly; however, "average" apparent 
resistivity values should yield approximate values of Ri, 
Rt, and Di/d. This is speculation of course, but to 
correct "average" apparent resistivity values for borehole 
influences, bed-thickness and adjacent-bed effects, and for 
invasion seems better than to not correct the apparent 
resistivity values at all. 
If one wanted to calculate water saturation for the 
Red Fork Sandstone in a straightforward manner using the 
Archie Equation, probability-weighted values of porosity 
(from modern porosity logs) and reliable estimates of Rw 
(from temperature-adjusted "average" Rw) could be entered 
into the equation. Rt can be corrected for various 
influencing factors and estimated by one of the analytic 
methods. Therefore, calculation of water-saturation is 
possible from the information above. If estimates of water 
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saturation could be obtained without making assumptions 
about porosity or Rw, this would be most advantageous; this 
is possible by using a Saturation Chart. 
CHAPTER X 
Proposed Method of Analysis 
Introduction 
In a "clean" formation (a clay-free, rock-fragment-
free formation), the matrix material is an electrical 
insulator; therefore, the ability of a formation to conduct 
electric current is due to electrolytes in the pore fluids. 
In shaly sandstones, the shale constitutes a part of the 
rock matrix; clays of the shale are conductors of 
electricity. In some provinces, shale (clay) in sandstone 
reservoirs tends to decrease resistivity of that formation, 
but in other provinces the opposite is true. If enough 
shale were present in a formation, resistivity anomalies 
associated with the presence of oil and gas could be 
masked by the conductance of shale. Secondly, the SP curve 
is also affected by shale. The amount of negative 
deflection of the SP curve is less in shaly formations than 
in clean formations, all other factors being the same. At 
the very least, shale in a reservoir adds an additional 
degree of complexity to the interpretation of logs. The 
Red Fork Sandstone is a shaly reservoir; therefore, 
interpretation of old electric logs in the Red Fork is 
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complicated further by the influence of shale. 
Before the advent of logging tools that could measure 
matrix properties of a formation (modern porosity tools), 
log analysts had a difficult time determining accurate 
values of F, Rw, and Rt. Log analysts developed techniques 
to circumvent this problem through manipulation of the 
Archie Equation: Sw = (Ro/Rt)- 0.5, where Ro = F * Rw, the 
resistivity of a formation that is 100 per cent water 
saturated, with a formation-water resistivity of Rw 
(Patchett, 1961 p. 60). Comparisons could be made between 
formations that are believed to be 100 per cent water-
saturated and formations believed to contain oil and gas. 
Such comparisons would be limited to reservoirs of similar 
grain size and matrix composition, with consistent values 
of Rw. Such a relationship has been used for many years; 
it commonly is referred to as the "Ratio Method". How can 
this method be modified and used to estimate water 
saturation from old electric logs? 
Rationale 
In many wells in Payne County the Red Fork Sandstone 
is of "reservoir quality" and is very close to being 100 
per cent water-saturated. Valuable data can be obtained 
from logs of these wells; comparison can be made among 
wells that are believed to contain oil and gas in the Red 
Fork and wells where the Red Fork is believed to be 100 per 
cent water-saturated. Such a comparison can be made by 
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plotting on semi-log paper Rxo/Rt vs. SSP deflection 
(Poupon, and others, 1954, p. 139). Rxo/Rt is plotted on 
the logarithmic ordinate and SSP deflection, in millivolts, 
on the abscissa (Fig. 36). This type of chart is referred 
to as a Saturation Chart (Fig. 36). 
If logs are selected where the formation of interest 
is 100 per cent water-saturated or is very close to 100 per 
cent water-saturated, then plotting of Rxo/Rt vs. SSP 
deflection within this specific "wet" formation should 
produce a cluster of points (Fig. 37). A straight line 
through this cluster of points should approximate the 
position of a line of 100 per cent water saturation for 
that specific reservoir. This line commonly is referred to 
as the Ro line (Fig. 37). 
Consider the plotting of Rxo/Rt vs. SSP deflection 
from a well that is believed to contain oil and gas within 
the same formation, or from a formation of similar grain 
size and matrix composition (provided that Rw is 
consistent). This point will plot below the Ro line (point 
"A" Fig. 37). The moving of point "A" along the ordinate 
of SSP deflection to intersect with the Ro line yields the 
following relationship: (Rxo/Ro)/(Rxo/Rt) = Rt/Ro. Rt/Ro 
is known as the resistivity index "I" (Wyllie, 1954, p. 
14). 
The resistivity index can be converted easily to water 
saturation by the formula Sw = (1/(I))-0.5, or by use of 
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Nomograph to Convert "I" to Sw With 
or Without Considering ROS (After 
Schlumberger, 1955, as Modified 
by Patchett, 1961). 
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have a larger Rxo value than a "wet" zone, due to residual 
oil saturation (ROS). The residual oil saturation must be 
corrected in order to make an accurate estimate of water 
saturation. Patchett (1961, p. 63) proposed that the "I" 
from the Saturation Chart should be denoted as "Io", thus 
differentiating "Io" from Wyllie's "I". According to 
Patchett (1961, p. 63), "I" = "Io" if residual oil 
saturation is zero; if not, "I" = "Io"/(SxoA2.0). If ROS 
is equal to 20 per cent, water saturation can be adjusted 
by the formula: Sw = ((1/Io) * (0.8)A 2.0 )A 0.5, or from 
a nomograph (Fig. 38). 
One benefit of using a Saturation Chart to estimate 
water saturation is that the formation resistivity factor 
(F), and hence porosity, are eliminated from the 
calculation. In doing so, the Saturation Chart also 
circumvents some effects of shale; elimination of the 
variable F removes the effects of shale from formation-
matrix resistivity. Since F is removed from the 
calculation of water-saturation, the effect of shale on the 
formation resistivity factor does not have to be 
determined. The effects of shale on Rt are not necessary 
to determine, because a comparison is being made between 
values of Rt in zones of equivalent grain size and matrix 
composition (and consistent values of Rw) -- the variation 
in resistivity between these two zones is assumed to be due 
to petroleum. This is accomplished by making a comparison 
between the value of Rxo/Rt of a suspected oil- or gas-
bearing zone to Rxo/Ro. Rxo/Ro essentially represents 
what the Rxo/Rt value of the oil- or gas-bearing zone 
would be if it were 100 per cent water-saturated. An 
additional benefit is that Rw is also eliminated from the 
calculation. 
Obtaining the Necessary Parametric 
Values From Old Electric 
Logs 
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The values necessary to construct a Saturation Chart 
are Rxo, Rt, and SSP deflection. SP deflection is obtained 
easily from the log. Draw the shale base line on the log 
and count the number of chart divisions to the maximal 
negative SP deflection. The SP deflection must be 
converted to SSP (Static Spontaneous Potential) by taking 
into consideration the influence of bed thickness on SP 
deflection (Fig. 39). 
Rxo and Rt are somewhat more difficult to determine 
from old electric logs. As stated previously, apparent 
resistivities obtained from the logs must be corrected for 
borehole influences, bed thickness, adjacent-bed effects, 
and invasion. To do this, one must use the analytic 
methods discussed in Chapter IX. For the Red Fork 
Sandstone in Payne County, Oklahoma, the Lane Wells Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts are the best means of obtaining accurate 
estimates of Ri, Rt, and Di (Appendix D). 
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obtain estimates of water saturation, a critical assumption 
was necessary: Ri obtained from the Ri-Rt Conversion 
Charts (Lane Wells, 1956) essentially is equal to Rxo. As 
stated previously, most analytic methods consist almost 
entirely of correction charts with only small amounts of 
explanatory text. Ri obtained from the Ri-Rt Conversion 
Charts actually may be Rxo (Patchett, 1987, personal 
communication). If this is true, then use of the Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts will provide the necessary corrected 
parametric values for use on a Saturation Chart (Ri/Rt -
Rxo/Rt). 
CHAPTER XI 
APPLICATION OF SATURATION-CHART 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
The first step in practical analysis of electric logs 
by a Saturation Chart is to generate a chart from data 
based on records of local wells. To do this, one needs a 
"random sample" of old electric logs from Payne County, 
where the Red Fork Sandstone appears to be 100 per cent 
water-saturated, or very close to 100 per cent water-
saturated. From these data the position of an Ro line can 
be approximated on the Saturation Chart (Fig. 40). A 
random sample of eight wells was selected from Payne 
County, where the Red Fork Sandstone appears to be "wet". 
These wells are listed in Table IV. 
The logs were processed using the Lane Wells Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts in order to obtain accurate estimates of 
Ri and Rt (Appendix D). Data sheets for the eight logs are 
given in Appendix E. The "true" values of Ri and Rt 
derived from the conversion charts (for each well) were put 
in the ratio Ri/Rt (which, for all practical purposes, is 
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Spontaneous Potential for each well (Fig. 40). 
TABLE IV 
WELLS IN WHICH THE RED FORK SANDSTONE IS JUDGED 
TO BE AT OR NEAR WATER SATURATION OF 
100 PER CENT 
WELL NAME OPERATOR Sec. T R 
1) W.H. Martgan Goom No. 1 30 19N 3E 
2) W.O. Allen Caldwell No. 1 25 18N 2E 
3) Wilcox Oil Co. W.B. Davis No. 1 2 18N 3E 
4) Gulf Oil Co. Hattie Offield No. 1 31 18N 3E 
5) W.H. Martgan Schroeder No. 1 34 19N 3E 
6) Texas Pacific Coal 
& Oil Co. Story No~ 3 2 17N 3E 
7) Home Gas Company 
of Cushing Lovell Bros. No. 1 35 18N 3E 
8) Russel McGuire Testerman No. 2 10 18N 3E 
Figure 40 shows that the data from these eight wells 
form a fairly tight cluster. To position an Ro line 
through this cluster of points is not difficult, but the 
logic of placement involves consideration of the cluster of 
points and the "necessary" position of an Ro line. Because 
the Ro line is defined as the resistivity of water-
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saturated Red Fork Formation with formation-water 
resistivity of Rw, and because the magnitude of the Static 
Spontaneous Potential curve (as used here) is based on the 
assumption of water-saturated rock, the Ro line must be 
positioned parallel to a line that is a function of the 
relation of Rxo/Rt and Rmf/Rw in the static-spontaneous-
potential equation: SSP = -k * log Rmf/Rw (see Appendix F). 
The approximate position of the Ro line is shown in Figure 
40. The slope of this line is fixed; the line is placed 
through a cloud of points on the assumption that the 
scatter of points is due to several uncontrolled random 
variables. Some of these variables can be differing mud 
properties from well to well, inaccuracy in obtaining 
apparent resistivity values from the logs due to visual 
limitations of the scale, logs not calibrated (zeroed) 
properly with galvanometer, and invasion effects not 
adequately corrected (in some instances) by the Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts. 
Problems in Obtaining Ri and Rt 
Some problems were encountered when processing the so-
called "wet" wells (Sw = 100 per cent) with the Lane Wells 
Ri-Rt Conversion Charts. These charts were devised to 
determine the "true" resistivity of oil- and gas-bearing 
rock formations; therefore, when trying to obtain the 
"true" resistivity of low resistivity "wet" formations, one 
is operating near the graphic limits of the Ri-Rt 
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Conversion Charts. In most instances this was not a 
significant problem. Where invasion is shallow, apparent 
resistivities shown by the long normal and lateral curves, 
as compared to that of the short normal curve, commonly are 
quite different. Under such conditions, data points may 
plot off the charts and interpolation of Rt and Ri may be 
necessary. This may contributed to scatter of the data 
points, although the scatter is not large (Fig. 40). 
Comparison Using Modern Logs 
Modern induction logs generally are considered to be 
far superior to old electric logs in obtaining accurate 
values of Rt. To use modern induction logs in an attempt 
to corroborate the empirical position of the Ro line on the 
Saturation Chart (for old electric logs) seemed prudent. 
Modern dual induction-laterologs were selected from a 
population of wells in Payne County where zones within the 
Red Fork Sandstone were believed to be 100 per cent water-
saturated. Resistivity values within these "wet" zones 
were corrected for invasion using a "tornado" chart (Fig. 
41) in order to obtain accurate values of Rxo and Rt. SP 
deflections within the zones of interest also were measured 
and corrected to SSP using Figure 39. Corrected values 
of Rxo/Rt were plotted against SSP deflection for each of 
the zones of interest. A data sheet for each of the wells 
analyzed is in Appendix G. 
that were used. 
Table V is a list of the wells 
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DUAL INDUCTION-LATEROLOG 
THICK BEDS SKIN EFFECT CORRECTED 





1.0 1.2 1.4 1.& 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
RES-..ta 
Figure 41. "Tornado" Chart (Gearhart Chartbook, 1985). 
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Figure 42 shows the resultipg plots of Rxo/Rt vs. SSP 
deflection from the "wet" zones within the Red Fork 
Sandstone. Fourteen modern induction logs were used and 
multiple data points within the Red Fork Sandstone were 
obtained from each well; therefore, more data points were 
used to construct this Saturation Chart (Fig. 42) than the 
Saturation Chart derived using old electric logs (Fig. 40). 
The reason for this procedure was that modern logs allow 
analyses of much thinner strata than do old electric logs. 
Bed thickness, adjacent-bed effects, proximity of shale 
partings, and resistive "streaks" do not affect modern logs 
as adversely as old electric logs. 
Comparison of the Saturation Chart derived from old 
electric logs and the Saturation Chart derived from modern 
induction logs shows evidence of a subtle difference in 
position of the Ro line (Figs. 40 and 42). The Ro line for 
the old electric logs is positioned slightly lower than the 
Ro line for the modern induction logs (Figs. 40 and 42). 
Data from the induction logs seems to be more scattered 
than data from old electric logs (Figs. 40 and 42). This 
could be due to the larger number of points plotted from 
the modern logs. Another possibility is that the SP tool 
used on old electric logs is of better quality than the SP 
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LIST OF WELLS FROM WHICH MODERN LOGS WERE USED 
TO ESTIMATE Rxo AND Rt WITHIN "WET" ZONES 
OF RED FORK SANDSTONE 
WELL NAME OPERATOR Sec. T R 
1) C.E. Wall No. 1 Earth Energy Resources 10 17N 2E 
2) R. Wall No. 5-A Berry Operating Co. 10 17N 2E 
3) R. Tucker No. 3-A Earth Energy Resources 12 lBN 3E 
4) R. Wall No. 1-A Berry Operating Co. 10 17N 2E 
5) C.E. Wall No. 3 Walter A. Kelly Jr. 10 17N 2E 
6) R. Wall No. 3-A Berry Operating Co. 10 17N 2E 
7) Coe-Bailey No. 1 Earth Energy Resources 11 17N 2E 
8) O'Hern No. 2 Earth Energy Resources 26 17N 3E 
9) Tucker No. 4 Earth Energy Resources 12 18N 3E 
10) McKenzie No. 10 Earth Energy Resources 13 18N 3E 
11) Berry Fee No. 8 Thomas N. Berry 13 18N 3E 
12) C.E. Wall No. 4 Walter A. Kelly Jr. 10 17N 2E 
13) Shively No. 1 Southport Exploration 21 19N 3E 
14) Tucker No. 2 Earth Energy Resources 12 18N 3E 
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Conclusions Drawn From Comparison 
Positions of Ro lines determined from old electric 
logs and from modern induction logs are strongly similar 
(Fig. 43). The Ro line from old electric logs is 
positioned slightly lower than the Ro line from modern 
induction logs. Possible reasons for this phenomenon are: 
(1) Values of Rxo and Rt obtained from "tornado" chart are 
not accurate. (2) Values of Ri and Rt obtained from Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts are not correcting the effects of 
invasion accurately. (3) Ri obtained from the Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts is not equal to Rxo. If the last 
alternative is true, Ri should be less than Rxo; therefore, 
Ri/Rt would be less than Rxo/Rt and the position of the Ro 
line for old electric logs should plot below the Ro line 
for modern logs (Fig. 43). 
Use of Saturation Chart to Estimate Water 
Saturation From Old Electric Logs 
A Saturation Chart with an Ro line for the Red Fork 
Sandstone can be used to estimate water saturation from old 
electric logs. The obvious question is: "How well will 
this Saturation Chart work on the formation of interest, in 
the study area?" To answer this question, 15 wells were 
selected within Payne County where the Red Fork is believed 
to contain petroleum. To test this procedure objectively, 
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Figure 43. Comparison of the Relative Positions of 
Ro Lines From Old Electric Logs and 
Modern Induction Logs From "Wet" Red 
Fork Sandstone, Payne County. 
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thick, obviously contains significant quantities of 
petroleum, and is somewhat "homogeneous" would not be good 
practice. 
I believe that to test this proposed method 
adequately, the Red Fork signatures should "typify" the 
circumstances likely to be encountered in the area of 
study. Therefore, wells where the Red Fork is "broken" by 
thin beds of shale, where reflection peaks from the 
overlying Pink Limestone interfere with interpretation of 
the lateral curve, and where the Red Fork is thinner than 
21 feet were included in the analyses -- in addition to 
wells where the Red Fork is thick and obviously contains 
large quantities of petroleum. A list of these 
"problematic" wells is given in Table VI. 
Data from the old electric logs were processed using 
the Lane Wells Ri-Rt Conversion Charts (Appendix D). Data 
sheets from these analyses are in Appendix H. Values of 
Ri/Rt or Rxo/Rt were plotted versus SSP deflection for each 
of the wells in question (Fig. 44). The number by each 
data point signifies the listing in Table VI. Estimates of 
water saturation can be made by projecting each data point 
along the ordinate (same SSP deflection) to the position 
of the Ro line. At this point, the values of Rxo/Rt and 
Rxo/Ro will be known. The resistivity index "I" is equal 
to (Rxo/Ro)/(Rxo/Rt); therefore, (1/"I")-0.5 = Sw. It is 
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Figure 44. Plot of Rxo/Rt vs. SSP for Old Electric 
Logs From "Productive" Red Fork Sand-
stone, Payne County. Dashed line Rep-
resents Approximate Position of a line 
that separates "Productive" Wells from 
"Nonproductive" Wells. 
TABLE VI 
WELLS USED TO TEST RELIABILITY 
OF ESTIMATES OF WATER-SATURATION FROM 
SATURATION CHART 
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WELL NAME OPERATOR Sec. T R 
1) Skelly Oil Co. Martha Berry No. 4 
2) Midstates Oil 
Corporation State-Penny No. 2 
3) Simon Lebow Orvis No. 4 
4) McCollister & 
Rahal Moore No. 4 
5) Harris & Suppes Vickery No. 4 
6) McCollister & 
Rahal Moore No. 3 
7) Texas Pacific Coal 
& Oil Co. Story No. 3 
8) C.U. Bay - T.W. 
& J.M. Loffland 
& Patton Bellis No. 1 
9) Wilcox Oil Co. Sam No. 1 
10) T.W. & J.M. 
Loffland 
11) Foster Drlg. Co. 
12) C.E. McCaughey 
et a1. 
13) H. Waggoner Co. 
14) Simon Lebow 




Grimm No. 1 
Stanolind - et a1. 
No. 1 
Wilson No. 1 
Orvis No. 3 
































If ROS is unknown, then the value could be estimated to lie 
between 0 and 20 per cent. As a result, es~imates of 
water-saturation should be expressed in a "range". That is 
to say, water-saturation should be calculated for ROS of 0 
and 20 per cent. To incorporate ROS into calculations of 
water saturation, the formula is as follows: Sw = ((1/"I") 
* (Sxo)-2.0)-0.5. Using the Saturation Chart and the 
equations above, "high" and "low" values of water-
saturation can be determined. 
At this point, values of water-saturation have been 
determined without "formidable" assumptions. The 
underlying assumptions are: (1) Ri-Rt Conversion Charts 
yield reliable estimates of Ri and Rt, (2) Ri from Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts is equal to Rxo, (3) Rw is consistent 
within the Red Fork Sandstone from well to well, and (4) 
the position of the data-fitted Ro line on the Saturation 
Chart is reliable. 
Once high and low values of water saturation have 
been determined, porosity can be "backed out" of the Archie 
Equation by using the appropriate formation factor (F = 
0.81/(porosity)-2.0), and estimating a value of Rw as 
outlined in Chapter III. Modifying the Archie Equation to 
solve for porosity yields: Porosity= ((0.81 * Rw) I 
((Sw)-2.0 * Rt))-0.5. Solving for porosity is a useful 
way to judge the accuracy of water saturation obtained from 
the Saturation Chart. Because a statistical analysis of 
porosity values obtained from modern CNL-CDL logs in the 
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Red Fork Sandstone of Payne County yielded an average 
porosity value of 15 per cent and a standard deviation of 
approximately 2 per cent (Fig. 9), then approximately 95 
per cent of the porosity should lie within the range of 11 
to 19 per cent. Estimates of porosity more deviant than 11 
and 19 per cent should be held in suspicion. 
A value (or values) of formation factor can be derived 
using probabilistic estimates of porosity for the Red Fork 
Sandstone (Chapter IV). In turn, this value of (F) can be 
compared to the value that ca.n be "backed out" of the 
Archie Equation using information from the Saturation-Chart 
Method. Such a comparison, of "resistivity derived" 
formation factor to so called "known values", is very 
similar to "Porosity Balance" (Tixier, 1958). 
Analyzing Data Obtained From 
Saturation Chart 
For the fifteen wells in question (Table VI), a 
summary of the values obtained from the Ri-Rt Conversion 
Charts, from the Saturation Chart, values of Rw, and 
records of initial production obtained from scout tickets 
is shown in Table VII. Estimates of water saturation and 
porosity were based on ROS of 0 and 20 per cent (Table 
VII). The "boxes" that surround most of the plotted data 
points of each well indicate production from the Red Fork 
Sandstone (Fig. 44). Inspection of Figure 44 indicates 
some "problem wells" that do not plot as expected from 
TABLE VII 
DATA FROM Ri-Rt CHARTS, Rw-TEMPERATURE CHART, 
SATURATION CHART, AND SCOUT TICKETS 
WELL NAME 







Rw Sw(llOS • Ot) (!lOS • Ot) Sw(ROS • 20\) (ROS • 20t) SCOUT TICKET INFORMATION 
.0395 28 19 22 24 38 B0/511rs. - 182 BOPD 
2 j State-Penny ·-----~-----
No.2 
3) Orvis No.4 
4) Moore No.4 
5) Vickery No.4 
6) Moore No.3 
7) Story No.3 
8) Bellis No.1 
9) Sam No.1 
ICY> stanollnd-
Amerada No.2 
11) Grimm No.1 
12) Stanolind 
et al No.1 
13) Wilson No.1 
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> 100 .0395 













= 100 10 




= 100 8 
29 13 
55 9 
23 19 136 BO & 90 BWPD 
10 BO & 30 -BWPD-.-~----















42 llo/61lrs. (No watarr--
IP • 168 BOPD 
Gas 27"(No Est.) Rec.165' 
SLI & O&GCM,30'0&GCM D&A 
Red Fork Not Tested (D&A) 
100,000 CFGPD, 85'HOCM; 
BHP 1750/15Mln FL 31 BOPD 
60 BOPD GRAV. 40 
80' GCM (D&A) 
Open 1 Hr. Rae 34' OCM, No 
water, No Red Fork Prod. 
12 BOPD Open Casing 
60 BOPD 




information obtained from scout tickets. The wells in 
question are (9) Sam No. 1, (13) Wilson No. 1, and (11) 
Grimm No. 1 (Table VII and Fig. 44). 
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The Wilson No. 1 and Sam No. 1 produce from the Red 
Fork, but they plot slightly above the Ro line (Fig. 44). 
One obvious similarity between the two wells is that the 
signatures are much alike (Figs. 26 and 45). In both 
wells, the Red Fork is "broken" by thin beds of shale, and 
the Red Fork of the Sam No. 1 seems to be very shaly (Figs. 
26 and 45). The anomalous positions of the plots from 
these two wells might be explained correctly by shaliness 
of the formation. Clay in the formation may have 
suppressed the SP curve significantly. Correction of SP 
deflection to SSP should correct bed-thickness effects on 
the SP curve, but may not compensate adequately for 
suppression due to shaliness or petroleum. In the Wilson 
No. 1 well (Fig. 26), porosity in the uppermost sandstone 
may be greater than in the strata below. This inference is 
suggested by a decrease in resistivity shown by the short 
normal, whereas resistivity indicated by the long normal 
remains approximately the same. Perhaps depth of invasion 
is less in the presumedly more porous uppermost sandstone. 
Saturation by petrole~m in this productive well may have 
been enough to suppress the SP curve. Configuration of the 
curves could be explained equally well by shaliness. In 
any case, migration of the plotted point onto the Ro line 
seems to be due to suppression of the SP curve. 
SPON TAN EOU S .pQ TENTIAL 
millivolts 
















.. • ---t--.:.;__:_ _:_-. . 
Wilcox Oil Co., Sam No. 1. 
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Another possible explanation is that the Ri-Rt 
Conversion Charts are not giving reliable estimates of Ri 
and Rt from these formations. As stated previously, these 
correction charts probably were devised to operate most 
effectively where formations are thick, "homogeneous", and 
encased in a thick "isotropic" formation (shale). The Red 
Fork does not meet this description. As a consequence, 
the Ri-Rt Conversion Charts generally do not work well in 
heterogeneous formations, such as the Red Fork. Obtaining 
accurate parametric values from the Ri-Rt Conversion Charts 
may be a "hit or miss" relationship to some degree. 
One should note that porosity values obtained from the 
Saturation Chart can also be used to detect anomalous 
conditions, wherein the Red Fork Sandstone is concerned 
(Table VII). The porosity values from the Wilson No. 1 
well lie within the range of 8 - 10 per cent. The 
probability of occurrence of porosity so small is 
approximately 2 to 3 chances in one hundred. Therefore, 
the values of Ri and Rt obtained from the Ri-Rt Conversion 
Charts are suspect. 
The Grimm No. 1 well does not produce from the Red 
Fork, but the data plot in a position that indicates 
favorable estimates of water saturation (Table VII and Fig. 
44). Indeed, solely visual inspection of the log suggests 
that the well should have been commercially productive 
(Fig. 46). A reflection peak at 3600 feet interferes with 
the lateral curve, but the lateral shows an increasing 
SPON!ANfOUS ?OWiilAL I~ I 
md/ivo1ts ~ 
RESISTIVITY 
-ohms. m' 'm 
';C;:;MAL !.M-1 t ·• 
RESISTIVITY 
-ohms. m 2• m 
I .. :·.~ ~ . .:.:;:~:.;_ .:,:..,-·;~. :J :: so 
Figure 46. Foster Drlg. Co., Grimm No. 1. 
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resistivity profile from the bottom of the formation to the 
top (Fig. 46). The normal curves show relatively high 
resistivities in the uppermost 24 feet. Evidence from the 
log is indicative of accumulation of petroleum in the upper 
part of the formation. However, a drill-stem test produced 
only 80 feet of gas-cut mud. 
Conclusions About the Analytical Method 
Use of the Lane Wells Ri-Rt Conversion Charts in 
conjunction with a Saturation Chart seems to yield 
favorable results wherein the Red Fork Sandstone of Payne 
County is concerned. Estimated values of water saturation 
can not be quantified in a straightforward manner to 
predict initial-production potential from old electric 
logs or from modern induction logs. The method clearly 
"breaks down", as exemplified by analyses of the Sam No. 1 
and the Wilson No. 1. Efficient use of this method could 
be to indicate wells that should produce. Positioning of a 
line on the Saturation Chart that separates productive 
wells from nonproductive wells would be advantageous. From 
the 15 wells analyzed, such a line could be positioned as 
is the dashed line on Figure 44. This method might be 
described as "quick and dirty", but the results should be 
as consistent as the Ri-Rt Conversion Charts are for 
estimating reliable parametric values. In the general 
absence of measured porosity, the Archie Equation cannot be 
used to estimate water saturation from old electric logs. 
Therefore, the general estimates of water saturation that 
can be made from the Saturation-chart Method -- whatever 




Accurate interpretation of old electric logs requires 
knowledge of the logging tools and their limitations, 
knowledge of analytical methods and their limitations, of 
individual reservoirs, of the geologic setting, and of the 
stratigraphic section. The "root" of analytical methods is 
determination of reliable estimates of Rt. Reliability of 
estimates of Rt, Ri, and Di, obtained from the particular 
analytic method, is based on obtaining "representative" 
apparent resistivity values from the logs and on adjusting 
the apparent resistivities for influences of borehole 
conditions, mud conditions, bed thickness, and adjacent-bed 
effects. After this has been done, the effects of invasion 
can be addressed. 
Where the Red Fork Sandstone of Payne County, Oklahoma 
is concerned, the best analytical method seems to employ the 
Lane Wells Ri-Rt Conversion Charts, used in conjunction with 
a Saturation Chart. Reliability of this procedure is 
hindered by heterogeneity of the Red Fork, Sandstone, 
limitations of Bed-thickness and Adjacent-bed Correction 
Charts, and possibly by variation in mud resistivities from 
well to well. 
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Clearly, instances arise where this method "breaks 
down", and limitations are defined. Similarly, there are 
instances where the logging tools did not operate 
accurately. If we can understand the conditions under 
which logging tools were likely to have measured 
erroneously, or if we can predict when an analytic method 
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APPENDIX A 
INFORMATION FROM THIN SECTIONS AND CORES 
PERTAINING TO THE RED FORK SANDSTONE, 
PAYNE, PAWNEE, AND NOBLE COUNTIES 
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CITIES SERVICE COMPANY 
RHODD No.1 
NE NE NE SEC. 9- T2"3 N- RIE 
QUARTZ 
- SUBLITHARENITE 
FELDSPAR ROCK FRAGMENTS 
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EARTH ENERGY RESOURCES 1 INC. 
COE BAILEY No. f 
NW NW SW SEC.IJ- TI7N-R2E 
QUARTZ 
FELDSPAR · ROCK FRAGMENTS 
AMES OIL 8 GAS COMPANY 
ROGERS No.2 
SE NE NW SEC. 1'3- T22N-R4E 
QUARTZ 
~SUBLITHARENITE 
FELDSPAR ROCK FRAGMENTS 
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A & W PRODUCTION COMPANY 
BRIEN No. 3 
SEC. 28·T23N·R4E 
QUAR1Z 
F"'ELDSPAR ROCK FRAGMENTS 




F"ELCSPAR ROCK FRAGMENTS 
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1HOMPSO"N•TYE DRILLING COMPANY 
No. 3 SHIELDS 
SEC. 2·121 N·RSE 
QUARTZ 
F"ELOSPAR ROCK FRAGMENT~ 
PERKINS PRODUCTION COMPANY 
BUCHANAN No. 1 
SEC. 20•12 1 N•RSE 
QUARTZ 
~LOS PAR ROCK F~..:.G~E'iTS 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA SHEETS: POROSITY OBTAINED FROM COMPENSATED 
NEUTRON-COMPENSATED DENSITY LOGS, 
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:---·····--·---·----:-------------:--------·---------:-----·----------:----·····---··---
i'-to&'-1 :'to";~..-"" 1~.'/ ::lL'./ l'l.;l. 15' 
:---··--·---:--------------:------------:-------- ---- :----·----------l-
Y 0 10 : 'tDCc l - 7 .1. :JO.J 
-: 
1-IO/f, :407'-f- ;•· l't.'i' I 't. 5 
..... -······· .. ·-·- --: -·-- -- ··---- -----·: 
:'-J08.;t :~oso-~'f 1~.3 l'r. 7 
: .. --·-·······- -----~-: ···--· ··--·-
: 'iOlJ"il : 4o~r. - '70 I 3 , I 
: --······-----:----------· 
:. 




: ... ····-·--- --·--· : --·-··--· - .. 
.... -- -·········· --: -·-···· --·· -- :-
: ....• 
~ .. ·- ··---- : -- --· -- ·-·-
I'! 












C0t1F'~\NY __ So~_lt'- (0'. \:. __ E;! dCl! !' \t-2.~------------------ -·-·- - -- --
vi ELL ---- \'-:!: .Y.:> ... - \-Jo . __ ;!. __ ------------·- ----- -------------.. ....... .. - . 
FIELD ·---~~LJc_,} __ --------------------- --------------····-· 
LOCATICII'-1 
FORt·1AT Hll~ ned Foo-k Sandstone 
: DEi·l!3IT',' : NEUIT\01•1 : X-FLDI fED : l'l.ll!oJ I i 
: DEF'TH Z Ut-IF : r·omJ<:l I I Y : POnDS IT Y : FOF:OS I 1 Y Clll·:l:f:C I r· D: 
:---------:--------···--------------'--------------:----------:-------------·: 
: 3 '1?.<.. : 3'?3Y- 33 I '-1. l I'!. 'l IIi, 3 13.3 
:----------: --------------------· -------·-------: -----------·-: -------------- : --··· -. ------·: 
: 3'1'+;;J. : 3'1'10- '-1'1 
:-------:---------------·-··-
IS.s- 11.1 1'>,1 1'1.1 
·-- ------------·--: -------------------: ---------------···-: --- ....• --·······: 
: 3')Lj~ : .3'141.- 50 II. I. l'i' IS.( 
:-------:---------------- -----------:-------------:--------------:---
!3~S'I !;r'j~.;~-5<, 17.3 I'&.{, IT,:) /5.9 
------:·- -------·-·-·· -!--·-------------:-----------:--------·-------:--
:3t7(.Q !3'1'3~-(.,;J.. IS',i /'6.'1 18 1'1, 1{ 
----------: ---~----· ---: .. ----------------: -----------------: -----------: ------- ---- : 
3'j(..r, !J'H'f-1.,~' h-.'1 1~.9 If /LJ,5 
~--------------: ....... . .......... ------·: -------·-··········--·-·-·: -----------·-- ----:----------------------: -· 
3'17;;2. : j'/ 10- ,., I I. 'I I 'j o 
..... - -··: ----------- I '1.1 : . --------------- .... --· 
/(, 
-----------·-- : ---- ··- - -
:;o. 7 _____ : -----'-~-:~. 1•1 ___________ , _______ : ·- ------- : . . ------ --- ·- ·-
: 3'/'il.> : J'18'-l -~-~ 
: ----- --- : -
/'-f. '8 I 'I. 'f l ~ . I 
: . ·-··· ····- ----· ···- .. : -- /3' lf 
:- - ---- ___ ,. __ ---- . : 
: .. . : .. :--------- __ .. ___ ·-
:-- :. :. 
-: :. 
:-
: .. - ---····:- -·-: .•. 
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Cot-IF'I\I'JY _ ""!ll::c.ld"',__ ~:.?:!:.L J.!_,_ _Qj_ C:rcJLK!..!"-')- ~~~f'(J~·r- _________ - _ ----- _ 
L<JELL --'~.J._JULllL_<',lo__'i ___________________ ---·· --···-·-·---·----- _______ _ 
FLEL.D __ t!-!!,.SL.l!l~~-1.) _____________________ ------------ ------- _ ---------
LOCATION fJklJ ':Jt-, 5C s.,c. _I_Q_, T_l_l!~., R __ J.C; r--.,ynP CtJ •• 01:1<~. 
F CJI\J·IAT I UN ned Fork Sandstone 
DEt·1!3ITY : Nf:Uif':IJN : X··FLUI fED : Df~I'-J!';JlY 
:DEF'TII ZONE FORDS I rY l F'OHmi I I Y l F'Of'':OS I I Y : CCII mr:c I~ D: 
: ----------~ f ·····---------------- -------------- l ---------- -·-·····: ------------------
: LIJID : '-'f"J(,'ij -("J.. I? lk.L/ li. 3 '" /_,_. : _____________ .,.: ------------------ --------------: ----------------·-: ---·----- ---------·: --·-- ·- ·--·- -· ------: 
: 'U II.- : '-/i) 14 1'; Ia. I II. 'i I /.(, /(. 
:-------------:-------------- --------------: ----------------:--------···--------- :---····-
: L(,J.~.,J_ : '-l.,ii'(J -15'-( 17. I II •. I 11 ~~ 
:-------···---:----------····--- -----·----------l--------------:-----------·-···----l--·-----
: '-/ .l ij'i( : 4 ~ ~lc - r! 0 / (o. ? : I I. / : I 7 :)" : I > - .) 
: --·-·-·····-····l -··-------------·-------: -~- .. ·---------------- : -····· -.... --·· ·----: ____________________ , __ : ·--- .. ------
: 'IJ'I'-{ :4J'1?.·'t(p It,.¥ 1:;·_, I~J.. IS.lf 
:- ______ , ______ : -···--------------------: ---------·-·-------: -- ___ ,,,.,_,_,._ .... -: -·-·--·-·-··------: --------... . l 
: ... _ ........ --- l ...... -- .. --------------- : ------ ·-- --- ··--··- : . - - ...... -· -- .. ····--········---·-------l---- ----
""·-···----····-· -----: -·· ·-- ........... -
--: 
. : --·· : . 
.. ----:. 
:' :- -: :. 
:' 
............... : ..... :- :. 
---- : -"" . 
....... : - . ---·--··-· ·-· .... -- : -·--·-- . : 
. : -- -: 
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COt·1F?\NY __ "if~.!LL-i_~fi.L(c L .. :lLJl.L~iEJ'!., '-"2J.J~'!..'f!i!1'1------- __ 
~JELL ___ C_LJil~tL __ _I}q_._'t_ __________ . ---------------------- _______ _ 
FIELD __ f:!J-1I_Y!...~~<:2_ _____________________________________________ _ 
LOCATIOt~ : C ,AJL7 SC Sec. j!) __ , Tj}i'J__. R:!._f __ : F·,,,,m., Co., Dllel .. 
F oni'1A r I oN Red Fork Sandstone 
DEt·l!3ITY ! NE\Jif':\J\'J ! X-PLUllED : DUI!o!IY 
! DEFJII Zl1NE F-'ORUS ITY : FORU~'i I I Y ! r·onos II Y : CUJ::m:c I FD! 
:-------:------------- -----------~----~---~--:------~----~:----------------: 
:---------:-------------
/),Lf /(..) /). 3 l( 
----------:--------·-··· -:--------------:--------------: 
!'-f;;J:'J..J__!,,;>.;>O-J.'f h-'J ! /fo.fc ! 11~-3 ! /If.) 
1--------l------------ -----------:-------- ----1---------------- :------·-------- ·-
I 4;.;~.8 : 'iJ;lt.- jO !(,. , 1~ lto I'/~ 
:-------:------------ ------------,------------:------------:---------------: 
: 4 ;~ 3'1 ! 4.:1 J J - 3(.. 13 j I 7 f. I C... 1,-. U ·I 
: ··----------~: ··--- ....•. ---------- : -----------------: -------- ~- ------- -- : ------· -----------: ------ .. - - : 
: 4;;.'10 : lf;J.3ii- <n... ll.f. ;z.. ;s-. 9 1)-. j 1;; -~-
1--------:---------------l-----------:----------------:-----------:---------------
: 10 '-It, : 4:J44- 4'1f I 'I I 7 
: ------------------ : -- .. ·····---------------: ----------·---·-·- .. --- l ·- ----
{( •. ;2. 1.)./.. 
: --
! t{Ol.~oL! 4;J5r~l -:;,I{ /)-.3 }1,. }(. 15 9 
: ------------: -------------: ----------------·: ----- ---·- .. : ········---------- ---------·: -----
: t.p, S'd 1 t.t ;J 5 ~- (.0 1 I 'J ~ s I~ I' 
:----- --:--------------!--·-··---------
I~. 'I 14. f 
: --
: ttJio'-1 : Y.JI.)-<.{J ;s·,le> lr,.;:J. I f.,, I I 11. J.. 
: -· ·-·-··· I .. -- .... ·- ···-·-···-·--· 
.. : 
: ----···-··-- ... ---- ··-----·: ··--· --·--··------
: ·-· -- ··~· ... . . - : -· .... .. --· -· --· ·-· -- ... -· -- l ·-···--- l·· - -: 
- : .. 
. -· .......... -.- -- I : . 
:. - -- : ·- -- : 
:. . : 




__ (_t,__.__i<l!~i_{,.__ ~Q..--~----- ------------------ -------------- -
FIELD _!__-.:!:_;,l__~.!_~~Q ___________________ ----------- ---------- -- -
L DC A TI lli'J c,·>~.:,Nw,5C s~c. _LQ_, 1 !J~, n~j::_: F'aym? Co .• Did.;~. 
I'C.lf\1'1?\ I I ON 
i DENSITY : NEUr~rn~ i X-PLOT1EU i DENSJIY 
DEPTH ZONE i r·omJSITY i F'OFWSITY i F'OC::OSI IV i CllfinE::C:IFDi 
------~-----·-------l----------l--·------·-··-:--------------:-------------: 
'Ill; Lf i '-fl'i 2 - 1 (. Jl, 3 : I :l .t( i /I : J i I 1 ~ '/ : --------:-----------:-----------:--------· --:------------:------------: 
4:J00 i '-II 'IV 'UO ;z_ : 1(. .. ll /1.1 /<{.5- /)- 'f 
----------:-------------:------------'--------------:--------------- :---------
4;o~ 1 '-P-0'-1 -or /'f.l.f ,;;.s J',:'i 17 
--------:-----------:----------- -------·--·- -:------------:--------------: 
: 4'JI-:J. i 4;l/O- 1'{ (\'./ 13 //, II •. } 
: ----·--·----: "'--------------------: ------------~------~ ----------. ----····--: __________________ , ___ : --·-···-----------
1'-t.;JIS i'-oH-;10 i 11,..7 /:.-.1 /1.,,/ l'j.j 
:--------:------------:----------- ------------1-----------:--------------: 
: 4;J.:l'f f'-J;J;J;J- .1~ 14 ,--;-.'i/ 15: ~ /")./, 
:-------:------------:----------,----------~-----------:-------------
: Y:l30 : '-I.J.;JY-3,J.. 11.7 1.,--,'f 
: -------·- -------- l .. ---------------------: ------ -----·· ------ :---------- -------
11 .J 3 ~ : '-t J !> <{ - J If I<, . 'I 
·······l····-------------------l--·- -- ! --
17 
: LJ;J'-f'l : '-I;.J'-Ik- 5o U.a ,s·. r 
-- -:--- ... --------····---:---- ··----------····- :------ .. - ----
:'-1;)5'/ 1 4;;;?;J-)7, IY.J 1~.2 
: -··- ··-·: ···--·- ·-·-··-·---------: ·-·-·········--···---·-··- : .. 
'-Ut,D : LJ.J5;)- "'..<. 1~.~. : .. : ...... ----··-: ........ . 1'-l 
I r.,. 'I I(,. J 
.. ----- ·- -- --------- ----- : -
.. : 
15-. 1 
: ·- ··-···-- ----·-·-·· 




4~M.., ;cc:;~"'-(,3 , u •. / ... , .. 1'-( 1':.1 1'1.1 : ... ···········-- . ··-····- ···-··-··-·------·-·' ·-·-· ... - .. ·- ·- -·----·' - -·-·- ... - ··-··· - : ·····----- ··-- ---- .. 
···········- : ... ···---·-··--- ·--·-·-----: ·------·--· -------· : . - ----- - --- --
. : --: .. : 
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COI1F'?\NY 
vJELl_ _S..:.£-~J:LfJ_t.L:_f::!!...:._l, __________________________________ _ 
FIELD --~s,:._/__\[j~_(f) ____ -------------- ----------- --------·· --------
F(JI(i•if1 I HJI\1 
: DENSITY : NEUTRON : ~-PLOTTED : DENSITY 
:DEFT II ZONE : F'OROSITY; F'DHCJSITY: POFmSITY : curmECIFD: 
1------:------------:-----------:-----------l-----------:-------------: 
: tpo'i : 'f.Jot.- 10 11. S' 1'-/.(, 17 . 'l /O.'{ 
:-·-·----:-----------:----------:----------~-----------:-----------: 
: /j;JJ'{ : '--/J.IJ -1(_. I'-( l'f. 3 IY 3 I z.r., 
:----------:-------------:-------------:-------------:-----------:-----------------: 
! 4..1;>0 ! 4.:/JY- ~.::1 11..1- 17.S 17./ 1'1-~ 
:--------:------------- ------------:-------------:-----------:-------------1 
: i!J:Jb : 'O.:J'I-;:lo' /3.'-/ 17./ ((,.2. IJ 
:------------:------------- -------------:-----------:------------:-----------------: 
! '--/;)3::J.. l'f;l50-3'1 l_r__ JD.J l'i, 2.. l't /; 
:--------~--------------- ------------:--·-----------:------------:-----------------: 
: 4..J-H :'J:JJb-'-10 173 17.3 1?3 b~1 
:--------:------------ ------------ :---------··-··: ----------------:------------- ·---
: 4:J'-t'/ ! 11)4,)- 'II., n.'r" lb.S li~.s- f')-.j 
: ------------: --- .. ------------- --------- ------------· : ------- ------- .. ------ l ---------- ----···· ····----·:- ... -
: 't)~() ;4.JL(Y-Sd. 17<j 
.......... -- : ----·· ------------------ : ----- 11--S -: 
17 
: LI.J5~ :"l::lS'-/-S8 /7.3 14> {l,.'f 
: -- ·····-· ----: ·-- -----------------·- l --------·.- -------- : -- ---------·-- . -- -·-:-
:--· -·-·------------------:---·-- ----- - : -· --
}(,. ,, 
: If :1 ~ F : 4:J ~ ~ - 10 I '-/ I 7. 3 
... ············-: ..... _ -------------: --····-- --···----- ---: .......... -- -·-
; 'i :n 'i ; 'O 7J. -~- Lr., _____ : _ n. z. ---- : -- - II-; ;;t 
: 1r'J ~0 : 'iJ ;;; U- /7.5-: .. . .. -- : --· -- .. -···· ·--·--··-: ____ ,_, /1..7 :. 17 .I 
: 4-:.J'ii~ : LJ;JJY- n n. 3 15- 3 /\, 
: : --· ......... --·-·---- : ··-·· 
: '-f:2'l :2 : 4:1'10- 1<( )f..) 
: .. . I .... ---.-- -- . --
t7. I n :. : ..... 
: 4.;) 't9 : y;)~/,.- 'fjD0 ! I'J I~ I 7 








I I,.,. I 
I 'J. ~ 
I'~ I 
) Z · lr 
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COI'IF'ANY _.11fdC..&L£~LP.lJ1~fi_{0'?!-::~!Y_L ___________________ _______ _ 
vJELL _f':_f!J_fli.,_i.,_- !J.2.:. _5_:.._(1_ ----------------- --------- -- ---- - ---
FIELD _.\Yi-1L.Yl~c.P _________________________________________ _ 
LOCATION C, %, NL-,Jt.J1 )1.1Sec. j!}__ 1_!_!::_1_. R_€~; F'ayrH• Co .• IJI L,. 
FOI<I'IATIOI~ Red Fork Sandstone 
DEN!3lfY : NE:Ulf(ON : X--FLUTIEO: DD·I!3l.fY 
: m~r:·rH ZONE F'CJROSITY : F'CJriUSITY l POROSITY l CUfmECIFDl 
:------:------------ -----------:----------:------·-----:-·-----·--·---: 
: --~?.~ -~; -~-:':~s._-_s_o ___ _ 14. ;;z I ~. 3 I 1l I·' J' -----------:-----------:-----------:-------·-----: 
4~'5 '{ : 4:J.~.J - SL> 
---------:-----------
11..3 'dO.~ tt s- N } 
-----------·-------------:-----------:------------: 
1/;)1.,4 l 4.Jfo;J ·(,I.. I 5, I 
------:----------- ---------- JO IS.S' 1}.7 ---------·-··-:------------:-------·------·: 
4;;). l 0 : lf .l(o'6 - 12. II. .I{ 
-------:----------- --------·--
;}J.J ;.•o IS 
-------------:-------------:---------------: 
ltolll.c :'t'J71..{- 7g /Y.Y :Jo.7 11 13 
--------:--·------------ -------------- ----------- -----------:---
-------~--·-: ---···--------- ------- -----·: --·---------- - ··-·· : ·----····--·-·---------·-: ·- -- .. : 
:--------:------------:---------··-------:------ . : ----------------- -~--- l 
:--------:-----·----------:---·--··-----···-·-·- :--- ·- ..... : -·----·-------·--·----: --·-
: --·--·-·--· ·----: ········--·-··---·····--··-·--: --··· ---·· ·- -·--·····-··-· l . : 
-·--···--: ----·--·-··---------- --: -- ·- ------- --·-- : - : -·---·------·-- --- . - . - . : 
---··-l ---------------: ---------·------:. - . : --··--- ··-··-·----· . : 
: ·-···---··-·-: ·-·-· -··· ··-------·--·-· ·-····· •.. -----
.. -···- ----·····-··-·: ..... :. 
--·······-·······-: ···-----·--·--·-·-·····---·- ----- - ----- . : -- -·-·-- ----- -- : 
:. :. 
------ : - ... ---~--: -·-· -·-··-- ... --. :. 
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COI1F'ANY - ~':!__'(_ JJ!.1!!:!./.!'.3::'§ __ (_2~!f-~l_~\r:_ ___ ------------------ -- -·--- ·--
l•JELL _p, __ l+Jf"_L( ___ l\_h_. __ 4_l1_ ________ -- .... -- --- .. ------... -- - .. - . - ... 
FIELD --~l.)~_Y-!~_\.Q ______________ , ___ , _______________ ,.. _______ _ 
LOCATION :£,Nw,.sw Sec. j_Q_ T_IIN_. R_?._f_; Fayne Co •• UIJ,,. 
FUHI'1AT I 01\l Red Fork Sandstone 
: DEN!3ITY NEIJ T G:IJI·I l X -F'L.OlT ED l DCI·EJ I f Y 
: DEF'TH ZONE l F'Of-\OS L I Y POf~CJS 1 IY l F'Of-\OS II Y : C:Clfif.<EC I FD l 
1-------l-----·--------:------------ ---------------1----------------:----- ·-------: 
l 'I ;J. ~ \? l 11 .:l.Ji., - 30 1 3 . 7 ;;JO . 3 I K. 7 0 . 3 
:------------: ·----------------: ----------------- _______ _.. __ -----------1--------------------:------- ---: 
:'1.<3tf :LJ;;J3.Z .3G. 17 :JCJ.7 lf.8 ;-,·:t_ 
: ·--------: ------------------: ---------------- -----···-· -----------: ----------------------·: ------·- ... - --- .... : 
: 4 ;J 4 0 : 4:J.J"6 - 4.:2.. I r: s- ;Jo · 7 11 . .:l. 1'1, I 
:-------:-----------:----------- -------·---:--------·----:-·---·----·----·: 
: If::! 'I r. : 'f:J. 'fil - '-! Y I '!. t 
1----·-·-1--------------:--- ·----------· 
.20· ) - .. : ____ =?_(? __________ : ___ !!::.:? __ ---
1-------:-------------- ------------- -·-·-··---:-------------:---·------
:---------:------------ ----------- ---------·--·· :---·----------:---------- ---: 
:-------------: ________________ , __ ----- -·- .... -·-- .... ·- -------- -· .... ··---- : 
:--------:------------------
:--------:-------·-··-----:----------·-·-··· --~--------··-·· -----------·· 
.......... , .. ____ : ...... ----------------.. -· : : . 
. --- .... •·: .. . . ----·-··· ....... : 
:. :. . : : 
--·-- .. ····---------.-·: ---· f ...... -: 
: ·-· ·• 
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cor·wnNY 
--~--~~~'=- ---~'2..-L-0. ________ - ----------------------- - --- ----
FIELD __ IY._l.-_s_'T:__v_!~..fQ _____________________________________________ _ 
LDCA'I IllN ,c.,~,~C,NW SPc. _r_Q_. ]_IJ_flj_. ~~--~f: __ : F'F~yiH? Co •• 01·1.". 
FOHMATICJI~ Red Fork Sandstone 
I DE11!3ITY : NEUTPI'JI'I I X-FLCII'IEO : JJI'ti!JITY 
: DEF'l H ZONE I r·orm<:; 1 rY I F'UIWS I 1 Y I F'CJT':US I 1 Y : ['lJf d'!Ff: I F11 I 
:-----~-----!-----·------1---·-----·-------l------------: -----------------: 
: Lj I 4 ll : '-il 'i ;J - ~" I ~ ' 'l 11 "I I 9 . i I 'ii . "J 
:----------:----------- ------------:-------------:-------------!--- ----------: 
: 1/'JOO I LIJ'il' 'D;J0).. JO I'! 
:---------1-·---------- -------------~-------: ---·····- ------ -
: Y'JOf.. I 4;J.O'-f- 08 -;;o.7 IS.7 
:--------:----------- -----------:-------------- -----------------: ------· -----------: 
I 4J.I;J.. i'IJ/0-1'-/ 
-------:------------
;)O .(.. I 1 · Y 
-------------~1---~--------
Jc./ 19.3 --------·--------------: ·-··········-- --- ------·: 
Lj;!f Y IL(:J /1, -;w Jo. 7 ;;JO JO l'l.l/ 
·------------·: ----------------· : ----------.---·-: --·---·-------------- --·--------------·-:. --------- ····-··-- .. : 
lp."Jl/ I 'I'J.) ;;J - J lD ;J I. 5 I 7 · 3 ?0. ;;L ;;)/.) • ;.l : __ , ________________ : ---------------:------------- -----: --------·····----------: ............ ---···· ---
LIJ ]0 : .. , J ;J s-- Ll. I 'I ., I '1. 7 I g.) l ~ 3 
------------: -------------- : ----------------: --------------------· : ---------·------·-··· ·-----···: -----·· ................. . 
lj;.J')~ : 4J.3 11-1li 17. 5 I 9 IS II, .I 
. -------: ------------·-----------: •··· -- ------------- '- . --· ... : ------ ..•.. ----·-·····- .. : -
IC'\ · K 11. ~· 11. 'I 11.'/ 
········--------------····: ····-- : .. .. :-
: 'O'-i'i 4'-:JlJI..-SO 15. q dO \'1-'/ -------------:--- ------··--------:----·-·- : •• •• -···-•••-U•---·· 
: 425 'I 4J51-5~ IS.Y ;)O ,(o I q. I 
- : .. ---·- -· ····--·-·-- _,__ . : )'/ -------------:---·-----···· -:-
: '-/;;J~O LfJS'if-/,1.. 1{,--7 .,ll·:.t 
: --·-··--· ---· ... --·-··- '---· -------·-· : -- .. ----- ---·- .......... --· : ---------· ----
/5 .3 
: .. ---·---· ----············---·-·: ---··· -----·---··- ~ -···-·: -· ----- -:- ·-
--···-------- -·------: . .. : : . 
: .. ·- ---·---··-- .. .. : :. 
--··: 
CDr1F'?\I\IY BCff.?. Y Ot't,r!liiiJtr ('Or>l!'!lN Y --------------------------------------------------
LoJELL R. tvllU No . ..1 A ----------- ------------- --·-- -------------- ~- ------------
FIELD --~!:!~LJ:!.~~Q ________________________________________ _ 
LOCATION 1_!_1~-· R __ ::l_~_; F'ayne CL1., Ol:la. 
FOHMATION Hed Fork Sandstone 
DEF·TH ZONE 
: DENSITY : NEUTr-:01'1 : X-F'LDllEU 
I POROSITY ! POROSITY ! POROSIIY 
()U-1!31 I Y 
cormEC'I FD: 
--------:------------:----------:----------:------------- -------------
'-j :ll 7 : Lt:J I~- .:1 (.) t 0. ~ 17 I~ 'i' 'I 
-------:------------:-----------:-------------:------------ -------·-----
Y:lJ.'i 1 4:~J.;l-;;lt, 1'3.5 ;;li.J 1'1.q l'·tl 
-------:------------l-----------1---------------:-----------
YJ.>O ltJ:J:ti-3:l.. !(.,.~ ;;Jo,;J. 11.3 15. 11 
1-------:-----------:-----------l-------------l----------- ---·-------·--
: 4:J.:Si.. : '-/;nl!- H 11.. Lj ;;o. '-/ 19. Ll 15 
:---···--1-------------:------------l-------·--·--:------------ ----·---------·1 
: 4).'-/;l !<llYtJ- 'fll l'i.fi ;;o.? ..]O· 3 ll.cj 
:-----·----:--------------:------------1·-·------------:------------:----------·-·--: 
: -·-·-·-··--1--------------·-- -------···-- --·: ---·-------·- ...... : ----------------·-: -· ·-··· 
:-------:----------- ----------·----:---------·----l·----------·-·-·-·-l······· 
:--·-------- :--------------- --···-·------ . - . - --- ---- ------ :-- ·-······ 
:---------!-·----·-·-----··-- -----·--·-·-·--·-·--:----· : -------·--- ·----· -·-- .. : 
: ·--·-··--··---··---: ----· -·····----- ···-··--···--- : -- ··-·-- .. . . .• : -··--· .. : : ...... 
: .. -··········· ··-· l -----------·-··-----·-··-: ---· . . -- .. --- - ............... --------- . : 
: .. ----- - --- .. --- ·---- -·-···-: ....... . .... .. :. : .. 
: -· ·····--··-: ·-. :. . : - .... : . 
. ·····--··: ........... --- ---. -- -- : .. . : 
······- .... --·-··--·-··--··- .... : 
:- .. "": ..... : 
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COt1F'?\NY - _!_~_!:~~ 1_1.2!1~!!!..1~§ __ (,\.1!~0!.."::!.'1_ --------------------- - -- ··--
~JELL _g_,_i-J_j!_IJ_. __ ~2_,_,j::_!f ___________ ---·------------------- ----
FIELD --~.\o~L_l/'L"l_(Q ________ ·------------·-·- -------- -- ---- -·--------- ----
LOCATION T -'--'-~-, P_pl_( __ : F'e~yr11? Cn •• Ul l a. 
FOF\11ATION f~ed Fork S«rtct•;tone 
: DENSITY : NEUTRON : X-PLOlTED : DE~3ITY 
:DEPTH ZONE PCIROS ITY : PDf \CIS l TY l POnlJSI I Y : CtHmEC I f"J): 
:-------:---------------- -----------:---------·-----·-----:--------------:- ····--·- --: 
: '--f-;1. 4 0 : '1 • .13 &' - Y -:L I 7, '( ;lo , 'il I ') , 1 1!. 
1------:------------ -----------:------------:------------:---
: '-1:J-4t.. : '-<.JY'< 'IY IS. 7 ;::Jo.c., ;Jo 17 
:---------1-----------------· --~------------:-----------------:--------------- :----
: '--IJ':>'/ : <;:<?2 --S(., 1'1-'-1 1'\. y 11. '-( 18 
:-------:------------,------------- -------------:------------:---------------: 
l '-l:lt..O l '05¥-(.J... 11.1 ;10.5 ~~-'1 11...5 
-------------1--------------:------·-···-·---: :-------:-----------·-:---·---------
: lJJ(.,/c l L/'~/-'{ -(.'! /(, ,g ..1;;)./! :!1 IS.'/ 
:------:------------:------------ ----··---------:------------:----------
: Y ~ 1 .1- : 4 :no- 7 '-1 1 8 ~I. 3 ;1.0 · 'I : [( •. t, 
:-------1------------l------·--·-- ----------·---:---·--------:-- -
!'-l:<li l'-t:nc.-~o 17 .;l::J . .=l \S.t., 
: ---------: ----------------: --·--· ---·-------: ··--·-···· --· - : ·-----····---·-·····---- t - .. 
.JO · '1 I 'I .u 
: -·--· .•.. ·····--- --·-···-·····-·-··-···-····-·:- .. - : -··--·-·····--··-···- ···-·· : ·-
: liJ'1D '-ing-'I;L 11. 'l :~r.s ;;o.s lt..'1 
:---·--··--- -----------:·-·······--·-------:------····--·--·----:--------------·:---··-··· -·: 
.ll . .3 I 1.3 
: ---· ------·-- - --··•···· ... _.: ..... ·--· ... -- ..... 
l ------· ----·- ····------·--····-·-·-·-- -·-···-·---------·-··· : . 
:-----·-: ·-·-·····---··--·---·--: 
: -······-····· - ----- -- -·---- --- - •···-······--:- - : -· ·-· --· ··- -- --····· -- --· 
--:------·-··-·--······----:--------··--·--·--·- --···--·--·-·· ·- : 
··········--·: -········· ····-·········-··· -- : ..... .. 
: ····---··-·· -----· : ...•.... 
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COMF'?\NY _\::!~!:.!.',:.IS_~"'.Yl.\b.t: ..... _.li:o._~11__._LfrJ.~)-"'";l'_(\-~!2'2: ""~'t _____________ _ 
~JELL -~~~~..!$_~'Jn_J~LJ.. ____ - ---------------------- -----
FIELD _!::/E2L_'{.I_~_(_!,"?_ ____________ -- ------------------- --------
LUCAI IUN 1 __ 1 !.~. 1~ __ ::1_(_; ,.,,,.,,~ Co •• 1.11 J ''· 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
l DENSITY l NEUlnON : X-PLUlTED l DENS!lY 
: DEF'TH ZONE : FCII~US! lY : F'DRCISI 1 Y : F·OmJSI I Y : cmmEC: I Fie: 
:------:-----------:-----------:-------------:--------------:-----------------: 
:L(:;l/0 l'I:JO'i-12 IS.J ~~-'-/ 1/.{.. ll 1 
:------:-----------1------------:-------------:------------:-------------: 
:4ltb l4::11 1/-IY l).v ll.1 
:-------1-----------l--------------:----·--····-------
I:;J.) 
: LIJ;)..L : lj);!O -J.L/ Is ll. 'S 
:------:------------:-------------:--------------
I 7 I 3. <., 
------------:---------------
l£r;t:li' l<(-;JJ(.-~0 13 . .:1. 1~-3 17 //.~-
:----------:-------------:--- -----------·:----------------- ----·-----··----·---:-------
: 1/.l.JY: lt;i~:l-3L. 13.\l' 17.9 {(..7 J::J.'I 
: ·······---·-·-·: ----~--·---·-···--···: ------ --·-- ····-·· -·--: ------ -----·-------- ----------------: ---------- - : 
l IJJ'-/0 l lj;l.);,'-'-/.1- !').-~ /~./ /'f.;J. 15. 'j 
: ····-·--·-----: ···-··---·------ ---·---: ------·--·---··-- ---- : ---------- -·--·- ·---- ----- .. ····- ------·-:--. 
: 'I;;J'I(e. l'-P.'fLI-'IY 15.3 
: --··--···--···-·: ---------------···: --·---· -- ...•.. ---·- :- --- .. ······ -
,.,, J. 
:--- ........... . I :s. 'I . ------ l --- .. IS' 
: 4 J 5 .2. : 'I :J So - '5'-/ I(., /7, 'I } '1. (. 
: -----------: ---------------- l ·-·-· .. -·---- ·-- -···-·: ·- : ·-··············-- --: 
:---------:··--·--·-----------: ---·······-- --:. -- : -···-.--. -.......•. : .. -
:-------:--------------:--····-·-·-·-····-- :--·----------·-···· :-------------- : --------·-
:--·-·-··-·-··-! --------------·· :. 
: ·-- -··---·-·-: -· .. -·- -----··-·····---- . : ...•. -·- ---·- -·· ····-·--- : . 
I 
' 0 
-····-··-····· ···-: --·····-·----------- : ...... -·· ... : - .. .. - -------·- : .. 
---·-··---"····-: -------------------·-··-- ........ -- ··--· --
:-- .. : : . 
... -- : ____ .... ....... .. --·-· .. : -· --·-· : . 
COI·IF'~\NY -~~~~'[_-~!-~!·~ ~l'Y_(r_-(Q!~ }.l~l_'(_ ---·--------------·----
vJELL -~!2'.!:!-:J(;Iy- f3.P1?0'~7.: ___ 11j_o_ ._:f. __ - ---- ------------- -- ---
FIELD ·----"'~~l_~,LL..!!..L _________ ------·------·----------·-----··- .. ·- ···-- ---. 
LOCATION 
FOHI'1ATICJN 
i DENSITY i NEUTRON I X-PLO!lEU I UENS! IV 
IDEF'TH zmJE : r·unor,; I I Y i r·OROS I 1 Y I r·onos I I Y I C[lli!Wf: I I' 1: I 
1-------:-------------·----:--------------:-----------:------------:---··--·-
13"'130 I 3'~:l.S-3::l IG-5 1'1.\ 1~ : IS./ 
~------:-----------------:---·--------------:-----------:-------------:---
: __ 3_~:;_~--- : -=~:_9?_~ _'!'~- ·- .. : - ! '! :_7 --· -- I -- --~~.:.'L_____ -__ !1:.L --·-- : -~-~-- 3 
: 3'-lll'll' I J'l'it.- 50 IS. 3 ;20 II' .1 : 13. '1 
1--------:--------------:------ ·····-----:----------·- -----------,----- -··------: 
l.3'7S'-fl3'}5.L-5i, /l. :lo.~o l'i.'/ /<J,& 
! ·---····-----l -------------··· ------ . : ----- --- ------ ·····-- : ------------ ------------------: ---··., 
: 3"1 t.D : 3~511'-<...;l I':>. J ;;o.') {j. 3 11.1 
: -~---·--: ---------------- -·· ----- ·- : ----------- -----·-: ----------------- ---------------: ----· ----- .. : 
: 3 '1 (, (p i "3'1 ~ '-( - ~ S' /l. 3 -'0. 5 11, '1 I 'I, 7 
: -------·- : ------------------------- .. : ------ --------- : ------------- : ------------------ : - ----- ---- ... ----- ---· 
(!,. ;n 3 :JO 1'1. ~ 
·--------: -----------------: ------------- ---···--··· l ---· :---------:--------------
: :3'1/'i : 3'/li.. ~0 
:-------:---------------------:--
I<..J 1~.1 19 IH 
. -----: --------------·: -------------------: -···· 
i 3'1¥'{ : 3'1b~-ttc f(..;l. :;J{).~ 11 5 : 1'{.)' 
: ---·-·•·•·••••: ·•· .. ••·-····· '-·-··•• .• I ·••• -·-: -·--·---·••···-- l -·-····-·-······••·••"•·•• : •••·•· -·•. •: 
: 3'!'/D : 3HB-');;t. 11...1 ;;t. :.2 1'1.7 1'1.1 
: -·-···•-····•: ·--· .. ········" • -· I.. . -:-- --••·····- -····•···· ---··--- •• ·-···· ... 
:3'!'11.. :3H'i-9T 
: -······ 1-
lt..J J9.c. n·.v '4-11 
······-····: .. -······-···-·-····-- -·-··--···--· --------
~--~~-~-; _ ~ODe-D'f . : 1'-/.J 1~·'1 /7.5 /'1-f ·- : .... ···----- ·-·---- 1 __ ..• : ... --- ····-·····--·- :. -
:- ... : : . --·:------··--------:-·---
·---···- ........ : -· -·---.: -----····--- ·-·-········ -: -·- ····-: 
-··-···· -----·: . 





FIELD -.wJJ_<,_nL _____________________ ------- --- ------·-- ----·--·---·· 
LOCAl Irli"J 
F Clnl'lfH ll.ll\1 
: DEr·J!3 I TY : NEU rnoN : X ·-FLO T I ED : l)[t l!'i I !Y 
iDEF'lH ZONE : POROSITY : POROSIIY : ronOSliY ConnECIFDl 
:------:-------------:------------:---------~------:-------·------- :-----------------: 
: 3 ~ :;, y : 3'1 s J. - 5 <- 1 3 . l ;;o · ;1. I f. 7 1 :J . ~ 
: ----------·: -····--------:.----: -------------:---------------:----- -----------·: ---· .. -- --------··· 
: 3'i~O : 3'1~ls'-(.:;l llf.:l /~.)· 11.1., 
: -----···--····"""-: ·- ------- ... --- -----------·: -------------------: ------------------------: ---------- ": 
I:J.S 
: 3'11.~ i3'i~4-L'll 11..3 /'i".l{ I~ ('-/.1 
:--------:-------------:-----------:------------:-------------:---·-·--------------
: 3 'j 7 ;t_ : "3 coo-l 1/ I l. '"- I 1 . J_ I 'I . 5 l't. f 
:---- ... ·--·····: --------------·- 1-------------------· ~ --------- -------: --------------··------ ----: .. ----------- ----
: 3 '1 7 8 : 3 'i l ~ - ~o I L. D I 9 . (, I 'f. 'd ilt. (., 
------------:---------------:-----------------:------··--------------:-------···-·. 
: J'7 ('I : 3'H;t-Yt, IS. i lr.1 /':J /ll.'4 
----------:------------:-------------:---------·--------:-- -----------
I "7. I 
.... : - .. -····---- .. ----------: --------- -· .... --------- : . ............ ·-· ... -- 19 l'i.'7 
3'1 '/(, : J"l~ Lf - '/'J' /1.. 'i I;,. J IS . 1/ 
: ····-------I·----------··-------
. :-
-·-----··----:----------··· . : . : 
:" --------- : .............. ------.. -· : ·-
": : 
:. : ------· -- -·-------
: .. . : 
:. 
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COt1F?\NY _tile~.'~ LS::'!t:~!._ i__l_.l}_~ __ l,_Q_I~I_I_~/_01_'( ___ - ·- ---- ---------- --·· --- ............. -
~JELL __ C_Q!..'\ i!.! L_ !).2.:._1:_ __ ____________ ------------- ___ - -- ----· 
FIELD __ 0dJ'=-'.!.L ________________________________________ ----- -·--·-
LIJCA T I m~ ,.,t:;Nw,)kJ SPc. _1 __ (,_ __ , I_f_'/IJ_, H_.3f:: F'•'~'i"'' Cn., UIJ,,, 
n~d Fork S~nclt.:;tane 
: DEr·l:3 I TY : NEI.I"Ti':IJI'l : X -FL Cl T 'I ED : I!EII!3 J 1 Y 
: DEF' TH ZONE : F'Or,Oei I TY : F'OHUS 1 I Y : POrms I I Y : CUI ir::loC 11c0: 
:------r~----·-----·----:-----------1--------------:-----------------:------·-
: 3 '1 ~ 0 : 3'1"1 lf - ~ .;L I ;;l • I I 't . •• I 7. ') I () ' "I 
:--------1---··----------:-----------:------·-··-···-:--------·------ :--------··-·----: 
:3L!S8 :3'1Y(,-'70 IY ?'J.'/ j(),( IJ.G 
:---------:----------------:-------------:-----------:-------------:--
: 31'r'-l : "3'1'1). ·1rc : ILJ.3 Jr.3 1~ 3 tJ.'1 
:---------:-----------:-----------:-----------:----------------:-----------------
: t.! OCJO : .3 Ti :J · '-100 ::L 11 . 9 :Jo -l I ~ . 1 I 7 . 5 
f --··--··-··-·-·-···: ······--·- -------------: -------------------------·: --------------- --·· ---:------------------------ :-- ...... . 
:'100(, :'100'-t-c.W , I'.J.::L :;0 .;;. 11 J5.S :------------·: ----·-·· __________ ;;__: -----------:--------------: -------------------:--------------·-
: LfOI:l. : '-/()10- N 1'-/.1 l'l..l. 1'4. I 13.5 
: -··---· :. ----------------: -------------- : ------------ -- ----------·· ------------: ·-· --·-· -·-. ---: 
: '101'1 : Lf(J/(,· :.10 15' I /). 3 
:------------- -------------:---------------:------------··· 
1'1-J 
t{o'J). : 40::w-.J.~ 15 (.. ;;Jo.'-{ 
. : ····- ------ ·--·----------- : ------·· ------ - - ..... : ... -- -- -- .. -- . 19. I . : 1'1-~ . : 
'-1030 : 'IO.l.¥" Ll.. I J. 8 ;;o. 3 /1!. fJ I J. 1/ 
: -------·· ..... : ... --------·-···- ·-----····--: ---------·--· ----···-·-·· : --··-·-··-- -~----. -- -- -·- ··- ·- ·-· ··- -- -- -- : -- -
: 1103/o :40) 1/-J~ /5.~ )0,5 
1--··-· ··---·-·----:------~--------:----·-··· 
11. I 
: -- -- -- ---·--·------· ······ 
I 'I. 'I 
: 'i0 1t;l. : l.fO'I0-4'-{ /f..,'j 11•7 11 
. ··-- --·-·---- --- -·-: ----·---------·- -- : ·- -· --·-·--·--· ----··--·· : -·· .. : .. ---
IS . 'f 
. :- . : 
: Lt0'-1'1 1 0 1/r.- S"O I "l. <J : --. .. . : -- .... - ~ ----. ·-· ... ··-· -- ...... -- ... : 
I '1 I,;; . 'I 1(,• 1 --- ---· •... ·-- -· .. : -· 
.. : ............ ---·-- : --·-··-----·-· .. : 
: ..... : ': 
. : -·---·-·-- -----· : .. : :. 
. l---· 
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COI1F'?\NY _[dy<;. IJL l.J:J_L!:':§L!i:~Q1~!~J-l~~~--' h-;,_,._,_ _____________________ _ 
~JELL _!_lg~~.E L1._!:~l:!_~[--~~_:_-L ____ --· ------- ----·--------·-···-- -
FIELD _yy_1~L0J:... _______________________________________________ _ 
LUCA T I lll\1 S~ec. -'--'~- _. 1 _111\)_. /(_ IJ-~: f',3YIIl' Cu., Ill l ''· 
Fcmr1A riur~ 
: DEN!3 I TY : NELl I mit'/ l X F'LllTH.D : L'l' w: J I 'i 
: DETTH 70NE : F'ClfmSIIY: r:·or;CJSllY: POPOSIIY ClJW·:EI'/f"/)1 
1-------:----·------··---:------------:-------------:------------:---------------: 
: 11 '100 : '13'H - Lf'-1 0 ;;L I '\ ' ~ I ) - 7 I(.. <.. I:) -;< 
1--------:------------------:-------------:----------------:-------------:-------
: 'i'IO!o :•NC'-i-OS" I l'j.S /(., IS"' IT./ 
:----------:-------------- -------------:---------------:---------------:----- ---·-----··---: 
: 'i'//;;1. :'1410-'1'( 11.7 1'7.::Z /5.)' /().J 
1-------------:-------------------- ------------: ---------------: ----------~---~----: -------······- ---------: 
: 4'1VI :443:1 -3c., 111 17. 8' /I..Y I'J.<o 
:---------:------------·- --------------:-----------------:---------------:------·--
: '1440 :4'-f))j-'f.;;L 1':;.5 IS ri.;J 1'1./ 
I··-------·--··· I--·-···-----------------·· ------------I·-·---------------- I---------------:-------·---·-------- l 
: 4f.{lfft, : lj</1..('-{ '--/~' /'J.8 /7.5 /!,.;). (/,<f 
: --·--·---····--: ·-·-··· --- ---------·-: __ ..:_ __________ l- ---------···--· : ------· --·---------: - --
I-------·--·- · ··: ----·-··· .. -- ---------- 1------ ------------·I--------·- ·--· I · 
: -·--·--- -·· ... - I-------··------·-·---·-··--·-· I-------------··---·-·:-----------------···· -·· . : ...... : - -
: -- ........ . --·--··-: ----·----····- ----------: ....... -------. . : ·- .. ---
: ----------· ... l .. ---- .... --------------·: ----·----·--------· .. --: -----·---· ............... : 
: .... _ .. __ ---- ·-·: . -------------: --- --·----------· .. : •··- ------ ... ........... , _______ . : ·--·-----
··-···---------:' -·----- ... --·-··----·-·---· : . 
: ... .. : ... . _ _. __ ..... : ---- ..... ---- : ... ---- . _._ -·----· - l - ......... -- ------·· :-------
... --- ·- -- : -: 




LOCA r ICJN 
F=CJni"'A I ION 
: DEF' fl-1 
_Vl!?ll:i __ 0~f(!:L_ t:1~Qt1 g{,te_ '5 -·-'*A.? k__._ ____________________ _ 
-~q_r.. __ ~!J:Ji Y--~o__.:_-4: ________ - -- -----------------------
__ W_r,.,_l_YJ~_r:-_9 _____________________________________________ _ 
:..JJic>ISL•.:l•J:,' Sl?c. __ LL.__, ·T_l_]f\1 __ , r;:_..J_( __ : r:·.-"Y"'" Co., IJIJ,". 
r.vL 
f':ed Fork Sandstone 
:DENSITY : NEUTTiiJI'I : X--F·LIJTTED: DEN!3JIY 
ZCJNE : F'OROS I T Y : F'OROS I I Y : F'Or::OS I I Y : COl mn: I FJ): 
:--------:--·---------·---:------------:------------l------------:-----···-
:'1J'tJ._ :tll'iv-7 11 l'i.l- 15.1 11.(1 17.;~_ 
1-------:-------------:----------:-------·---:-------------:-------------·-: 
: Y I 'i ~ : 'IIH- 'U- oD I q. 9 1 ') .l I S I~· Y 
:---------:-------------:------------:------------·---:-------------:------------------: 
: '-i:J.OY :'-/.)D::J-Ol, 1~.1 lr .•. / 1~.3 li.5 
:-------:------------:------------:-----------:-----------:----------------: 
'-1;130 :y,J;tJ--3.J_ (l' 1~ I? 11,.1, 
: '"- ........... : .. ---··- -· -------- .•. : ------------------- : -------- ------ -----·: ------------- ---: ----------- ·- ---- --·--·: 
: 4..l31..: 4;:134-:~8 l'j.3 (7.;J._ 13.5 17.q 
: ···-----------·-: ----··· ---------------: --------------: ---------------: -----------------: ------------------- : 
: 4)Y({ : 42<f:J.-'-fk> : I~ : 17.3 : 17.7 : li,.{. 
: ----------------- : --··· . - ------ -- -- : ------------ --- : ------------ ---- : -------- ---------·-- : - -- ····------- - .. 
:--------:------------:--------------:-----------.:-------------------:------------------
: ····-·· ·········-· --·· : .. -···------------------- : -------- ·····- •.. -------- : ------ ---······ •.. -- . -· : ·-· ------- ... ---·-- -- -- ·- : ·- ... -- ·- ..... - ··-··- -·· : 
l .... -·-··-·-----·----·-: ··--··----·-·--··-·-· ~ ----·--- -- ·--·--·-: - -··---·--···--- -· ·---- ·-·: ---· --·-- --·-··-
......... -- ...... - ----·: -- --·-· ·--- ·•···· ··-·: --·------·-·--·-·- ... : .. --· -·-··---·-····· 
·-·: ... -·····-····- -·---·-·-.. : --- ··- -- --· ----··--·: - ... ·····- ... -- . : 
.. :- -----· --- ··- : -··-······ . .. -·:-··-·--·---··--··· .. --·········- : .. 
:. - ··-····- .. : ·-· .... -·. -:- :-
. ....... : ·---· -·-- .. - - : . . :. 
' : 
.... : ......... . 




FIELD ___ Q_y,_!l_'f---------- ------------------------ ---------···----·· 
LOCATION :C.,..,C,SC,NC SRc. d 1_!'j~-· 1~_'2f:_: ~·aym? Co •• Cl!J,,. 
FOf~MAfilll'~ f':ed Fork S<mc:lstone 
l DENSITY NEUTRON : X-PLOTTED : DFNSJ rv 
lDEF'TH l FOmJ~;!TY POFUS I I Y l r·OG:US I TY : CUI d·:Et: I r· r:: 
:------ -----·--------:------------ ----------------:------------:--------





l'i'. 'I /•_y 
-------:--------------------:-------
l ) I '\ 11 ~ I 'i J - 1 (, I 'J. "::> ;;J ol .lO ./ I· I . I 
:-------- _______________ J ____________ ------------:------------:-----------·-----
: 3=>GO l Si'W- 3;t0;l.. U. 1 
:----------·--·1-·----·-------·- -----------·--·--· 
)0.7 ~~-4 :-----------------------:---- ··------------ "": 
: ..i.lO(. : 3.;l.OY - 0 'J I I ;J(),!f l't-5 f 1,.0 
:-------~----·------·---- --·---------- .. ---: ----··-- ------: --·-··--
: 3::21 ;2.. : 3;110- /'-{ I ·~ 
:----·---·--:-·---------------
.)I' .3> : .Jl), 3 : 1<.- .{. 
-·------ ---- ···--· l -·---·--------~--·-1- --····-··· .... - ····-l 
~o. 'I l'l. 5 1').'"' 
------·--··--· ___ .. __ : ---·--·-··---·-·-···----·:- -- -- --·-··-··---I I :---------·-: --------------
:J;). ( ll,~ 
......... : -- .............. -- --··---- -- : -----··-·· --·-----·--- :--- --- --····------·-- .. l 
l.3~30 :3(}.Ji\-3.;L l'l.5 :J.I 
: --· ---·-----·: .. -- .............. ------- ---· ........... _________ : ------- - -- . 
!3;!3(, !~;1'3!J-31S 1'1./ ,., 
:--··--- -: .. -----·---·-····-----:---------······--:-------·-· 
: 3 ;14 0- Lf!.. I I. 3 15.3 
: . - .............. ---- -·-·: ·- ------------------ : ·-
:5;;'=>4 :3.J?;J-S(, I 'r ;;lU, '{ 
: -- ·-.. : . - ............ : --
\ ) (,.. l'i 3 :. 
:J-;~i.j-1..~' 1',.'( ,;w • 'f 
: -· ------:---·--·-··•" 
:. 
20- ) /) 
: : 
l'i' 3 I ) J 
15 .'·i I /. 5 ....... ________ . : 
I~ 









CGr1F'?\I\JY __ ly'A_Lj\!~--~'l_,_hU~t__o_l~f~?_:\ ji_!',~Cc:_.S:~~t_~~j_..:f!::_~__. __ .. __________ _ 
l>JLLL __ 1\!~1.--~':-'~- -~9?:~"-l_f_!_Q_~ __ illo __ 1, __ -------------- __________ _ 
FIELD _J~l::~I"-~lt.Jl'l~---- ------------- ---------- -------------- -
UJCATIDN Sl?c. _[_':2__. T_l~·-~· !~---~(::__; F·ayrw Co., lllla. 
r=cmi"IAT I 01\1 Red Fork Sandstone 
: DENSITY : NEUlRON : X-PLOllEU : DENS! fY 
:DEF'TH ZONE : F'OF\OS 1 1 Y : F'OROS I 1 Y : r·or::OS I IY : CUI\f':EC: If' f): 
:-----·--:-----·----·---:-----------:-----------:------------:-----·-·---------: 
: 3 1 '-f :l. : 5 1 'I 0 • '-1 '-I : I 5 , -7 ;;>I . 9 ;;i 0 1 'I -3 
:---------l------------:--------------:------------·--1------------:---
: Yl'-I'"J : 5 Ill~ -SO 1 Ll. -7 (;J;l.) ;.Jc, _ ;;_ 1 3. 3 
: ------------- l -----------------: -----------------: ·- ---------------: ----------- ------·: ------- ------ .... : 
: 57S::J.. :3750-5'{ 15 "::> ::11 r'J.S 1'1./ 
: -----------···: -------------: ----· -------: --------- ·- ---: ---------·-·~·--: ,_, .. __ ----- --·-·- : 
: 31'::>~ i:S7tJ,- o,D Ill d{· ;;Q. I 
: --·---····-· .. : --·---·-·----·--- -·: ---------------------:------ - ---- __ ... : -----.---·------: _________ ........ .,., ___ : 
: 3 1 f> '-/ : ?7 6 :J - ~ (, I ---, ;) r • S .Jo . 3 15 . G. : -----·--·-·-··-·: ________ ,_, ___________ ~ --------·-----·: _______________ .. ____ : --------------: ---·-------··· ----: 
: 57 10 : 3 7(, '( - I oL I~. 'I ;) :, ..} I !5 : I I 
: --·-••"•- ----: ... - ·------------: -------·-- ---- ·- : -·-·-···--·---- .... ··-·-: ---···--------------: - ·-· ---
: 3 I 7~ : 57 7'1 7 'ii I 1. ':> ;;II • !.. ::zo. S 
:-------·--:---·--------:--·--··--·------:------·--------: --------·-
I!../ : - -- ------ ______ .. __ _ 
: 57'6.).. : 31~0-~''-1 17.'1 .1/.'il ;!1.3 JL. 
: ....... - :--·-·-.. ·-·-···------:------ ________ ._ ____ :--- .. ---·----·- ----- :--- .. -·-··----·----------:. 
I 7. Z 
: 3 7'1~ :31'1;!-'t~ 19 : -·-···- ... -·----------: ------ - ·-- -
;;,_ 3 
: ··---- -· --·-· ....... -·--
1?, (.. 
: 3Yci, :3~~ -og ;w ;n Y 
: ------------------·---: -- ... -- -- ·----- ... : - -
:n 1 : ............ -- ... ____ _ I~- 7 
: "J'd"l :t : 3S 10- Jll l'ii- L/ 
: ......... -· .. : . - --- ·-·----.. -·: ...... . 
;Jj -S I 7 
5 ¥IS : 3:1 II.. - ;20___ _ _ __ I 5 . .2 /],g :-- :-:-. 
..... : --- -: 
....... : ...... -
:. :--- -· 
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--- .!.1~~~11) __ __ "}_._ .!~ _[.!_2:_'( ___ - -·---- ... --------- --- .. _, __ 
~JELL ___ !_~lf~._'t __ !)c!=._JJ.!-"- .. 'i ----··-· ___ ·-----.. ·---- .. _______ ..... 
FIELD __ Jll.d.!!l.~---------------------· ---------------·-- _____ .. ---. 
UJCAT IUN 
FOf~1'"1t~TICJN Red Fork Sandstone 
: DEi-1!3 I TY :. NEUTf({JI'l : X -F'L01l ED : DEt I!J I I Y 
ZONE : F'CJr;(JS I T Y : F'CJrms I IY : POfillS I I Y : COl d<t: C IF IJ : 
:--------:--------·---:-----------1--·----------l------------l----------------: 
: 3 7 q 1. : 374'1- 4. 'i ( 7 I 7 I 7 IS . l. 
! -----------: ------------ ------------! ------------------: ---------------: ----- ------·-----
: ~lS;l. :n!::>o-S'-1 I~.S : If..(., : 11. . '/ : l't '( 
:--------1-------------- ------------,--------------1-----------------:-------------·-··--
I/, S ,,, . I 
:371.'1 : 37P-l..lc 1'1•'1 I} 'i '"·8' I~ 
l ····-·······--·-"' ~ ., ____________________ -- ·····-----··- --- : ----··- --- ---- ----: ------------------: --------------~---
:3-770:37b•'-7.4 /8 17 11./ II,.(., 
:---------:---------------- ~------------·-l---------------:-----------l--------···----1 
:'377(, :377'-/-?'.i li'. ;!. I 7. J I y II,. 'i :. --- ............ : ---- -----------·- ----------- ------- : ··- --· .. --------· ------------: 
: .3 1 'i'3 · : !> 'J:J'I. - tl 0 I(, lt •. I It.., S 1'1. ~ 
:-----------:--------------:------··· -------:---------~-----------: -----------------:------
: --·-·--·············: -------·----------------: ------ . ---- ----·- --: ---· ---- .... . : - ---~---··· ------------- : --
: ······-·· -···: ·-· ------------------: .•....... :. -------- :- .. : -------· -- -- ---- -- : --
--I----- -------------------:--------------- ··-:- -------------
: -------------------:--------- -: : - ·- .... ··-. 
- --------------: ------ ---·- ----- -- .... : -- :----
: 
.... - ---·-------: -···--. :- :. 
:. -- l ··--· -------------:--------------- : ... 




CUI'IF!\1\IY __ iijf!~'!i;~ --~'-'---~:!'_l:.t ___ ) __ (Do_'J'Il'"Y-------·-·- ____ ... ___ _ 
~JE:LL --~J?,A_t_(_t_£ __ fiJfLLL ___________ --------------·-··· _ -····· 
FIELD ___ !".!_0}~~--------------------. _. ------------------ .. -. -
LOCATIOI\J : "'::1.-ltJl.,IJW,StJ S~:c. -'-~-' T l~'t:J_, F:_1k: Payne Co., Okl..?. 
FORM!\TION R~d Fork Sandston~ 
: OEN!3 I TY : NEU lf::IJI'I I X·· F'L OTT ED I I!EI'-J!3 I I Y 
: DEF'lll ZONE I F'Cli<OS I TY : F'OF':CJS 1 I Y : FOF~OS I I Y : COl ::m:T I Fl': 
:------r------------~-:-----------:-----------------:-------------:---------
I ;~~0 I 3~;,1-{~~ 13 /~.r_ J 7 II<., 
:------:-----------:----------:-------------l------------:--------------: 
I 3 l. L. (, : 3 L (.ll · q' IS /'j . 5 I ;• . 0 I S . I~ 
: -------·----: ----------------- : -------------·--: --------- ·-. -----·-: -------------------: ---· - ... -- --····· : 
: 3r., 1::1 1 il.lo- lY \(., tc.. 5 ll.u.Y 1'1. L. 
:-------------:------------:-----------:--------------:-------------:--------------: 
IJC..Ti i3"-n-\5·o IV.b /f..':> I~ ):).;). 
~---------:--------------!-------------:-------------:-----------·--:------ ------: 
:n,'i>- 1-/ 1 3'<..);J-JI& 11.3 1c., : l7 : I':J.r1 
:-------:---------------:--------------:------·--·------:------------:-------·---------· 
:31..10 :31.,\S'"'-~;J. )'{ 17 
:---------:- ··-- ----·----·--: ------------ l--- I ----~~~L .. ·----: __ I) -le 
: 3'-'fL 13r.'i'-l ?'i 15.5 IL.'il 1~.5 l•t./ 
: .. ___________ : -------------·-: ·--·--·---.. ·-----: ---·-···---- .. ···-· -·-- : ---·---- --·------·: ···-······- -- : 
5 70 :J- : J ;oo - oy )7 II.. 5 /5 L : ............ ·----.--:. 
370'i 13)0£,··/0 /(,.~ : ----·---- ----·: - ________ .. __ .. _______ -: ..... I I. 3 17.(_. I') _'I 
:3ll'l i3JU-ll.~ 11/ F:~.S 
: _____ ,_, ________ : ·----·-·-.. --------·-··---- : ---·- ---·- -- -···--··---: -------- I 5. I ---------·--···-
/),[.. 
--- ........... _: .. ·-······----------·--··--: --·· -- - ......... ____ .. ___ : . 
: . . ... ___ ,_ .. _____ , ..... : ·------ ........... . .. .. -----·------- ...... : .. 
- ........... -·--·: ---- .......... ····•· : -
........... ____ : -·- .... ---------- .. -- .. : . .. : ·-
. : . : 
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~J£:.U. _j.~l-~l)U_t~ t'U~-AJ~'--~---~ _ -··-·· 
FIELD _!::JJ;,i)!_)!:d_ ________________ ~---~----------·--------------· 
LOCATION C., Nk/ 1 'SC 
FOf'\11ATION Red Fork SAndstone 
DENSITY : NEUTPON : X-FLOTlED l Dct!l3ITY 
: DE:FTH ZONE F'CJROS I fY : F'OFWS I 1 Y : F'Of:.:CJS I T Y : CUI mE C 1 f.':D : 
:------1------------- ------------1-----------:-----------:--------------: 
:3 13:L : 3/'}c;J- '>'-/ 
:--------:------------- l'::l 
I 7. I I/. ;;L 
: ;31 J 8 : 3 73/.,- 'f () I 1. ~~ ; l \.., : ll.. 'i : It . 1 
1······-··-··-·•-l·•·••••··------·--·- ·--·--·····-·------I···-···' ..... •••··-··- I -·-····-·••·•·••···-· --I·-·-··, ·····-·•·· --
l 3 I '-I '( : '3 7 4 :J - '1&. I 7 II., : 1 (, u, l I S . t., 
:---·----:-----------,------------:------------:------~-------:---------------
: '3 1 50 l 3 7 4 ~' -5 .l. I 'i :J. 
: --- ...... -..... : ---------------:---- : ---· 
)!, I 7. 5 
::,'75<., :37':>'1-5~' : II~ l 1'::>-7 : lt.,.8 : it../ 
:------:-------------:------·---------:------!-------···-:------------:----·-·-·---··--·-
: -------------: -------------: --------------: ------------------- l --····-- -----------I--·· 
: ··------· •..... : -------------- : ----~----· ·-··---·· : ------ ........ --·-····-- : . ·--·-···· ···-··········----- : -·- ·- •···--· ----
!-····--·----:------------: -- -·---· ..•.. - ... " : ·-··---- ··----·-····: -- ... 
: ................... : --· ..... --·-····--·----··· .. - : . - -· : ". -.: 
:- -----:--------·-·····-----:---···-
-:--------------: ---···--·-······---:-
: -·--·-· . : : . 
·- : --- ---: ·• --
. : 
.. : : ..... : . 
·-: 
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COI'IF'ANY _yl.rg,:ul_J./Y!,.t;uJ ___ i;.t,:_~Q~L~z..L.r;._,~4:~"'~-----------------------
~JELl_ -~Q~1.:r_q-__ ,_(~<-xt.;J\, __ ~Q_-_ ~-~ r\ __________ ______________________ _ 
FIELD _ljj,;,l)_l)A _______________________________________________ _ 
L!JCr.'iTION 
FCmf•fAriCJI\I Red Fork Sandstone 
l DENSITY : NEUTRrn~ l X-PLOTTED l DENSITY 
lDEF'TH ZONE : POROSITY : POROSIIY : POROSifY : CO~REClFDl 
:------:----·-------:-----·-----:----------:-----------:--------------: 
:311 11 l37t:J-Ii., 17.3 l t1.S /'i IS.) , 
l---·----:-----------:--------·---1-------·----:------------l--------·----. 
:31.;!0 :371$-;J.J_ : /] l ;;JJ : .JQ /'"-'' 
:-------l--·------------:-------------:-------------·-·----1---------------
: 3/;Jto: 37:1LI-cl'i! l'i' Jo.;J 1'1-7 /(..(. 
:---------:-----------:-----------:-----------:-------------:-----------------: 
: -3 13~ : 3 7 5o -'54 J'l .lo. ;J. /'). 7 lr, t.. 
:-------:--------------:------------------:--------·· ------~-------·------:- -·------------: 
:373'f li7j(,-l/O ~~- 17.7 17.~ /(...(,. 
: -··-··--·-··-! ---···-----------: ----- -··-·---·----·- l -- -----·----------: -------------: ----·-··------····-- --: 
: 57'14 lJ74J.- 1f!_, : IS /)' /IJ /( ... (... 
: ---------·--·: ---· ---------·-: -------·--··------: -·-·-······--- ---- : -----------·----:- -- -- -·---- -· 
: .3 7 00 : j"7'1fl -::;.) I 1 
:------······-·1----·----------: -·----···· - •.. -- : ·----~~- -~- ........ :. I ~;, t, 
:--------:-----------:---·--·--·-···----~-: --· ---l --------- ---·------·: ·- -----
:------------:------·-·---------:------- :- --:- ... : 
:--------:---·--------------:--------·-···· -:---- . : ...... --- .,. _________ ... - . : 
: •........ --······-·: ------------- -- ·····---···---·--···: .. : __ ........ . 
:-- ·----·--·--··-: " ..... ---·--·····--·-: --·-- :. ···-- .......... ····----- : .. . : 
.. ___ , ____ .. _ : .. --· - --------- --- .. : 
: ·····-·····---···· --- -: 
..... : 
- ... : -------- -·-·····---·------ .. : --·-···- ......... : -----·---: ··----·--·-····---
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CDr1F'?\NY __ 1.,;_/]_!~UL_l,!-lj_!:yj ___ l~t:§.<:::LE.~~-Sc?_.__~~'------ _________________ _ 
vJELL. _J~9.l'='JO.t) __ f?!'-..!HC:.>I\l~~-(;~-- IVo,_,i, ____________ _ 
F I ELl) _}l~IJ(l~---------------------------------- _ -------
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
: DEt·J!3ITY : Nl:U ITWI'l : X-PLOTIED : DEt·l!3ll Y 
DEPTH ZONE : F'OROS I TY : F'CJfWS I T Y : F'Of;;os I TY : COfdi[oC I FD: 
------:-------~----:----------:----------:------------:----·------: 
~ l! :,,;.z, : 3'ii ~o - -~ ,~ : I S '( : I 7 . : I (.. S : )'/ 
--·-----:-----------:----~--------:-------------:----;·--------~----------------: 
s ~ 3 s : 5 'I 3(.- Lj 0 I 1. 5 I 7 : I 7. ::J : it.. I 
------:------------:--------------:---------------1--------------l-----------------
~'3'1'-1 : 3ilf;l.-Lj(, IS.;l IS 17 IL.S 
------:-----------:--------------:-------------:-----------:---------------: 
.:i! ~ SD : !>'' Ll ''6 -"' J._ I~. 'I . Is I '::J. 1 Is 
------:------------:----------------~ -······-······-----:--------·-----:--------·- ... : 
3'i S'-'> : -s~.; S4 · '0:8 II".{; 15. /... H •. 2 IS.)_ 
--------:--------------·---1-------·----·-l·-·-······---------:-----------:---------
: 31 t, .l. : 3 o t..o -' t..- 'I I 't. 'I I 't. 1, It.. . '3 I I 
: -----·-··-- l ---··----------: -------- --------:- - --··: ··---------------·-···-- :--- ··--
:3\fl...'il :.5'liG,~- lO 17.--) /(, 
: ----------: ------·------: --·--·---····------- : ·--
: ;s<s 1'1 : 5 • u - -~ (, : I 3 .(, I J 
:------·---:--------·------:--------------···-· 
I) ':1 /;,) .l 
- ----- --------.: 
: ~'~ 8 D : -:; B 7;;-> - ll' ;t 
: - .. ---- ..... : .. - .. --····· ; I 3. l,c-IS J 5. (. I'/ 3 
:-----·------:----····---------·-·l-·----- l·· 
~------·---: -------------: --·----------
: -----··-- -·-: ........ -·-···-··--··--··---
: .. ···--· ··-······-···-·-- ·- : ····-·. ·-
- .•. ··-- ·•· ·-- ··-- : .. ---· -· -- --- - -- ··-· -- -- : . : ···! --·- . 
: -··- .... -·--- l ............ ----·-.. ·-· ·- : . 
:- . -·: 
C0t1F'ANY -~0.~S!:!.!__L._N_L!~~.:._'(__E~ .?9J~~!,L.~- ,_ __ J:'"~'~"----- ____________________ --
_t!Ll<-~ll_~.E-'--~---------- -----------------------------
FIELD _)Y.Q.L\:h,_t;,A.,) __ _fuh_'!._;.l _______ ·--------------------------
LOCATION 
F Cli~MA TI UN 
:DEPTH 
f~ed For~: Sar1dstone 
ZONE 
: DENSITY : NEUTRON 
: POROSirY : POROS!lY 
X-PLOTlED : DFNSIIY 
POROSllY : CURREClFD: 
:------- -----------:-----------:--·------------ --·---------:-·-----------: 
: 3 7 J-i 3 7;;. c. - 3 o 1 s . 3 I '1 I 'i , I : 13 . '1 
:-------- -----------:------------:-------------- ------------:----------------: 
:373'1 '3/3g_-3t.> /j,t.{ l't.~ 17.9 I) 
:------ -----------:-----------:------------ ------------- :-------------· 
: 37 '-10 375ll- '-t::l.. I 3. '--1 li.._S 17. 9 , I d. 
:------ -----------:--------------:~~----------- ------·-----,--------------
; ~-~-~'-!,- ~2:!,:!_~-~-~--- : ___ l~_·_'j ___ __ : _____ I_S __ ---· ---· ___ r_/:_?._ _______ : _____ I? __ _ 
: .57 5:l. · 5 75() -5 '-1 I 5 I g 1 7, ::2.. I 3 . (, 
:------:---------------- :--------~------:-----·------···- ------------:---· ---
:-------:--------·----1--------~-----:---------·------:--------------:---------
:--------:----------------:---·--- ··-----·l-····- ... : --··- -·· 
:-----------: -----------------.. --: ------- - -·: ... :------ .. ---------- .. :-
:----------:-----·--------:----···-----------:-- :-- -: 
:------------:-----------·---------- - : ... --- - ----
:----·-·-·-l ---------------- :-- :. 
: ---------------: -·-·---- ... ---··---------------: --: :--
:- -------: ·--------- -------·-.. ·--·---·-··-- : ---·- :. . : 
---:-----------------------:----- :--
-----·: ------ .... ------·-· ... .. l . -- - :. 
--- : ... ----- ------ -- ...... : --- ... ---. 
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Cot'IF'Af\IY _!'I~U..<:c. __ _fl_,_'(_d\ Y- _;J_~...:. __ Q•LCc.v<l ... _<..m j-Cr2m fli\NY------------
vJELL 
FIELD 
-~f!f-_'i,j:;._~_jJ_p _, __ IQ_ ----------- ---· --------------- ---·-- ~-- --------
_ _!.:!J;l\11_~----------------------------------------------
LOCATION 
Hed Fork S('"\ndstone 
: DEN!5 I TY : NEUlFOI'I : X -PLUT 1 ED : DEN!3l TY 
:DEF'TH ZONE : F'(Jf;lJS I TY : l"lJRUS I I Y : Forms I I Y : ClJI\I'(U: 1 El) l 
:------:-----------:----------1----------:------------:-------------: 
:3(./'3 : 377~-~0 /'i l'i '" : /{,.1. 
:-------:-----------:------------:-----------:------------:------·-----: 
: :5t.." t. : 3 v-. '-1 '6 ~ J7. 5 Jl, ~ I~ . r., /'l , I 
1-·-----:------------l----------~-:-------------:------------:------------·---: 
: 3t.7/., : 3ic9'--1- llS 17. ~ 17 5 /'i. (, /~:;;). 
:-----------:------------:--------------:--------------:-------------:---------------·: 
: s 7 o 'I : :n D..J - 0 Lp r 9, t; 11, . z.. 1 '6 . ;J. 1 S'. ,;1_ 
:-------:-------------:----------------:---------------:---------------:-----------------
:'57/Z.. :nw- llf IFJ. 4 1~.3 17.'3 IJ 
:------:------------:--------------:------------:------------:-------·------------
:--------------: -----·-··--------------- .: ------.--- ·--··------- :- :--
:----·--:-----------:----------------:---------------~: --------·-----------
: ·-----------:-------·--·---------:--- -: . : ··-
: -------------: ---------------------: . : 
!---------:---------------- : .. : 
. ---- : -----------------·-·--- : . . :. 
:--··--------:----·-·------------ : -- ---------- ·- --- .. ·-········- -- .............. ' -
1 -- ····- -- . :-- . : 
.... : : 
...... --·-···- ---- . : 
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CUI''lf"'I\I~Y UIILII/ I NUC.L·'t ti:t-.~Oll/2((. ':> J:"c.. 
---------------------------~------------------------------
vJELL _}ic._~<::.·~gi_~--~~,_~Q ________________________________ _ 
FIELD __ 'is.~ u~_!:031Y\_hl ________________________________ ----· ____ _ 
LOCATION 
FOm1ATIOI\I Red Fork Sandstone 
: DENSITY : NEU1RON : X-PLOllEU I DEM3!1Y 
!DEPTH ZONE : F'CH10S I 1 Y I F'OROS I TY ' por;:OS IT Y : CClnPEC 1 F D I 
l------- -----------:------------:-------------- ------------:-------
: 3 7 O'i? 5/(){.,-/0 /'j ;;J3 ;;Jf :/.5.~ 
1------ -----------:-----------:------------ -----------~--------··--------: 
:37;;!.(.. 
:-------
S7"Jl! -.::lli' lr, .;~o.5 
------------:---------------:----------------




~7-Jo-3'-/ 11 s ;J;).s 
-----------:-----------l------------
;;> ;;L : tr.. I 
-----------1-------------




: _, .............................. : 
:------·---:--------------!--· -·----!-------
:-------:-------------:------- .. --- :-------------· :---------··--···-
:--·--···--: ------------------:--·-··----- .. :. . : ...... ---------- : . 
: --·--------- .. -: ---·----- .. ... : .................... : . 
: ------ -- .. --: ------ -: • . - ... : --·--· ·-------··---··- . . I 
:-----·---:------·-··-----·---- : ----- -----·--·------- -· .. : . 
- .. : 
{ -·--·--· ................... --:-
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I ;1 Jill '1\ll'i 
I;JL.L I 
F.lf'.L D 
L.l lCH I J 1.'11·1 ~ , f;' (' I;). I 1\IIJ • 1·: ~ t. 1:.· .=l ••. llf' 1. n ~ ~ I rt l ,, • 
f'OI":IIo\1 [IJI·-1 l"·:·~··J F<H' I· c:; 111•l .(·,_-;,,~. 
!.•FII!, I l'o I':I·IJII-:111·1 1'1 Ill IF 1.> I.· I 11!'1 I' 
:I'H''III .'I !I'll"' I ., II -:II' i I I ' l·'lil·:ll'ill 'lli'l.i~·i l I 't' 1'111·:1·1 I: II r·: : 
'3716 !II(,- .=!0 )0 .s- 17 l'l I~- -:l. : :. :. 
37jlf .. : 3'/:J:l-.J.(, I'} : I -~ IS '1. ~ ... ... -·· ~ .... ~- ..... . : 
3130 i 31:ili- 3CL .:2 I 17 It lf l'l 7 ..... : : .... : 
3'l3S : '!1131.- '-/0 :lD I 1 I Y. l 11.l 
·······,···· -· -··- ... : . 
31 'tl./ : '3"1'-1.;1- 4 (.. ;J.o 17 1'1. 1 l'i. '1 
: -·: .... : 
j 750 : 31'-l'l-'5;} I ').I I 7 I~.-} /~. 3 
···l : .. 
375'i : }7~~- loO 1'1. 7 17.8 I?. I I & • '3 .. .. ----- -·· ...• ··-·-···· .. : 
:37(..3 : 371. I- I'. 5 If!.-;;· 15 1'1. I I '/. I 
: 
. : ... : 
...... : 
.. : 
. :-· . 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE OF TRANSFORMATION AND ANALYSIS 
CHARTS (GUYOD AND PRANGLIN, 1959) 
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d TRANSFORMATION CHART 
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APPENDIX E 
DATA SHEETS FROM ANALYSES OF OLD ELECTRIC LOGS 
IN "WET" RED FORK SANDSTONE, PAYNE COUNTY 
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: . _ _:~"-~:t ... J::i6~J:.L~Ji!~---------------------------
C-GA-'i ~.; 1... ------------------------------------------
--~~hl~t ________________________________ _ 
LC:::ATI ON 
Red Fork S~ndstane 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FF:OM HEADER 
F:,~. ~~~@ J~~ degrees F. Bit Si::e 
F:r:·. = /. 2. @ C?,.Q Degrees F. (8. H. T. > 
a 
Temp. of Fmt. _!_/_!.[_ __ F 
R~ ~ Fmt. Temp. = 1·. -3 Fmt. Thickness ...:.~'2- ft. 
F: e ·~ : s ": i v i t y of Shale 
Resi.s":ivity of Shale 
UNCORRE:TED DATA 
Rsn = _Ll._ 
F:ln = '-I.S 
F:lat = i.~ 
(Normals) 
<Lateral) 
= s F'SF' -----
= " SSF' __ !..I ___ 
CORRECTED DATA 
Rsn = i I& 
Rln = S.G 
Rlat = f.f{ 








F:sil \con-.) /Rm = ~....:.~· Rln<c::orr.)/Rm =-~j_. Rlat<carr.l/Rm 
NOF:!'1ALS LATERAL 
Di/d Rt/Rm Ri/Rm Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt 
1------ :-----~--:--------:------- ·--------:-------:-------: 
/.0 sc. 50 I . '-i L.J ¥' 3'1 . 5 
--------:--------:------- --------'-------:-------: 
5 :l./ :21 I. 5 .2. I ILl -------:-------: --------:--------:-------
10 <. I. 0 ·lie I . '-1 
:------ --------:--------:------- -------:-------: 
15 ~< i.Q 15 
--------:--------:-------
I. I 15 i3 ~I 
:------ ------- : -------- : 
Rt/F:m = :=...!.:..~- Ri /F:m = ~-~L- Ri /Rt = ~ l/ Rt = _f_·J __ 
All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****i*t*l1 
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I r, 'l - "\ _J~·_L:_.__~_l_l.;_r_:J _____________________________ _ 
, D .. l.· . ' . 
--~~l __ ~£~ l--~~~-~----------------------
__ l~~.Lkb.J ________________________________ _ 
L.C:ATION 
Red Fork S~ndstcne 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FROM HEADER 
F: ·'· = !_.J_ :i• c: . ·~ 4 degrees F. Bit Si::e incr:~s 
~:r. 1.3 @ lL~ Deg:-ees F. <B .. H.T.> 
0 
.:-l?:.l:L ft. Temp. of Fmt. _il'J..:..Y'- F 
~~ ~ Fmt. Temp. = /. 3~ Fmt. Thickness ).C' ft. 
F'SF' = · 'IS mv ------Res~stivity of Shale <Norr..alsl = 7 
SSP = - ICC ------ mv Resi:tivity of Shale <Lateral) = __ [ __ 
Uh!COf"..;r-;;E:TED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = -~9- A-1 
Rln = _?..:~- Rl ro = ~2..·5-. A-2 
F:l at = l.:.9_ Rlat = A-3 




Ri/Rm Ri/Rt Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
------ -----~--'--------:------- :--------:-------:-------: 
I. 2.5 5 j l-(L"J.':; 
-------- --------:------- ~--------:------- -------: 
5 
------ -------- --------:------- :--------:------- -------! 
10 I .I 
------ -------- --------:------- :--------:------- -------
15 < 1 s-. z I I o I 
:-------- --------:-------: :--------:-------
F~t/F:m = R i IF: m = .:!.:_)_._:::.._ Ri /Rt = .i'.:~~~ 
All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****l*t~l1 
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. _:i~·}~s_t;_sJ...:l __ G.:..v.:::.fb.L~'f---------------------
--~~B~-~~~r~--~2-_b ______________________ _ 
--~~J0~id ________________________________ _ 
LC:ATI ON SV.:,S1\.',"-l[ Sec:._id-__ , T_l)'A, R_]£ ;. F·ayne Co. Dl.la. 
Red Fork S~ndstone 
------------------------------------------------------------------
FROM HEADER 
r.fr. ~-Co @ ~7Jl degrees F. Bit Si=e inches 
r:r:. = I. ;l @ l~l. Degrees F. l8. H. T. ) 
0 
[•:=:::.:-, of Red Fork = 2..~1Q_ ft. Temp. of Fmt. II~. 7 F 
Rm 2 Frnt. Temp. = Fmt. Thickness _ _:t.,:?_ ft. 
r: e •; 1 = :. i .,, i t y of Shale (Normals) = ji) F'SF' = I 'Z.D mv ----- ------
Resistivity of Shale (Lateral) 7 SSP -- I ' .-= = '- C· mv ----- ------
UNCORRE:TED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
-------------- ---------
Rsn = _j __ Rsn = C) A-1 
F:ln = .2 Rln = .J.:..]_ A-2 
F:lat = 1.¥ Rlat = /. '8' A-3 
F:sn \c:on-. l /Rm = .L-~- Rln <corr. l /Rm =_l;_lj_. Rlat (corr. l /Rm 
' ' ' ' 
0 I 
I I 
Di /d : : Rt/Rm 
NOF:r·1ALS 
Ri/Rm Ri/Rt :: Rt/Rm 
LATERAL 
Ri /F;m Ri/Rt 
:------: :-----~--:--------·-------! !-------- ------- -------: ..., .... :: ~().\; J 3 '? .)) .. ~ Jl;. s 
:------::--------:-------- ------- -------- ------- -------
I i ) . s i . 1 
:------ :--------:-------- ------- -------- ------- -------: 
10 : < I ~-. 7 





Rt /F:m = L,_3 __ Ri/F:m = Ri/Rt = l'i .~ Rt = j, ~-
All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ******~*11 
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. --~.::-Jf_C~l_(c~2:C:.G.~t-----------------------
. ll . . 
__ fulj..J.f-~.2.8:.\fl..b._..!~--·-~-------------------
=::.:::...D __ J:~.:lJ'-b± ________________________________ _ 
LCCATION 5V..:, 'S~, t--:,E Sec. _2_1._, T -~~_tJ_, R_}~- ; Payne C:J. OU a. 




F,;;-, LJ_ ;iJ ~(_) degree:s F. Bit Si=e (I in-=hes 
F:r.: l.f; @ !LO Degree:s F. <B.H.T. ) 
[•e:::':h of Re::: Fork = _Lf..L:L~- ft. 
0 
Temp. of Fmt. JJ.j-~1:- F 
R~ 8 Fmt. Temp. = 
;;: e ·~ i s t i v i t y of Shale (Normals) 
Resistivity of Sh.:'.le (Lateral) 
UhlCORF:::::TED DATA 
Rsn = 1~.2: 
Rln = s-
F:l at = J!....'i_ 
Fmt. Thickness ft. 
= 10 F'SF· -----
= 5 SSF' -----
CORRECTED DATA 
Rsn = _..!.~­
Rl n = :;-









F:snicon-.)/Rm = ~-j .. Rln<corr.>!Rm =_'i·~-· Rlat(corr.l/Rm = J.:..d_· 
I I 
I 0 




Ri!Rt Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt 
:------: :-----~--'--------:------- ·--------:-------:-------! 
: : <. i /. z_ Lf'g 4C 
:------::-------- --------:-----~- -------:-------: 
:: < I /. z.. 21 
:------::-------- --------:------- -------- -------!-------: 
10 : : -< I }, c II..· I l..t 
:------::-------- --------:-------: -------- -------:-------: 
15 :: <I <I I';,-. I 
:------: :-------- --------:-------: -------- -------:--------: 
Rt/F:m = .!...:..~-- Ri /F:m = :dE:...."~c;: Ri /Rt = I 7. 3 Rt = /. 3 
All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****'*~**i 
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\1 \-{ ,.,,,-·!\~ . --~~-~~llli~~t _____________________________ _ 
. ·- _:_ __ s~~\.!i::;..l.L:~=--~_':';..~J. .. ______________________ _ 
--l~~L~~t--------------------------------
'-.O:ATI ON ' , . - .. \ : .) w . ~L I )... \A, ,.. f "?- • . Sec:.-'~'1.-' T_.[L!~. R_2,!:;:,-_ ; F'ayne Co. OU a. 
Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
, iQ 
~ ~ ~~~-degrees F. 
r:r:: = Ll:-_ ·li lL~ Degrees F. <B. H. T. ) 
0 
D:::::::.:-. of R:d Fork = _]:]])!£'- ft. Temp. of Fmt. _Jll __ F 
:=:::-, .~· Fmt. Temp. = _1.:_3.::?.._ __ Fmt. Thic:kness·_2:..]-_ ft. 
F: e '=- :. s t i v i t y of Shale (Normals) = __§ __ F'SF' = --ICC mv ------
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) = 5 SSP = --JcC· mv ----- ------
UNCORRE:TED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rln = ;,;. .3 
F:sn (con-. l /Rm = !.£.::.L. 
I I 
I I 
Di /d :: Rt/Rm 
Rsn = _'6....:_~ A-1 
Rl n = ;; D A-2 
Rlat = _t.:.S: A-3 




I I LATERAL 
Ri/Rt :: Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt 
i------: :-----~--~--------:-------: :--------:-------:-------: 
.... :: /.IS- ,2:;z ' <;- I I '1. /.,.. : : J. 2 : _;2:.J_ I y 3 
-------- -------: !--------:-------:-------: :--~---: :--------
5 :: J.c.·7 J c~ '1. 3 : : J. 25- ct. <j 7. 'I 
-------- -------: :--------:-------:-------! :------: :-----~--
10 : l <. I 7~ ':J- : : /. ...2 S' 7 · 7 b -------- -------~ !--------:-------:-------~ :------: :--------
15 < I (c. 7 I I I I j. J s 7 
-------: :--------:-------:-------: :------::-------- -----~--
Rt/F:m .L.if __ Ri /F:m = _:?~ ..:.::!~ Ri/Rt = /5.'1 Rt = 
********NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****'*~*1t 
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. __ l~~!}) __ /}K!£'i~-{(-6i:_k_[~J--(Ln1f-"-t-\.J.~1-----
~--:..:. -- __ )~i_~:t_'(_fr"",_3 ___________________________ _ 
-~-'""-(Q.-.\:h~¥JJ:!L"1--------------------------
LC:ATION ~...:j i\.t:1 t(.\J Sec._d,_, T_L7_/'j_, R_,2£:_ ;. Payne Co. OUa. 
Fui-::··,;:,-; I ON Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
F.m = {.I •l.' .:::72 de~;rees F. 
j 
Bit Size 1-~~ inches 
F:r.-: = 1:2:...~1 @ l.L~- Deg:-ees F. <G.H.T. ) 
0 
i'(ed Fork = .::>i$ .u ..,~l·' 
--- -l-
ft. Temp. of Fmt. JJ?:.:..'J.~ F 
F:m :~' Fmt. Temp. = _Q.! .. .'lr!:-__ Fmt. Thicl::ness -~[::_ft. 
F: e :::.: s t i vi t y of Shc-.le (Norrr-.al s) = 
,.., 
:::..!~;~:-__ ]. __ F'SF' = mv 
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral l 
0 SSP - /CS = (j = mv ----- ------
UN:GRRE:TED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
-------------- ---------
Rsn = _L~- Rsn = _ut' __ A-1 
F:l n = ~ Rln = 5~::L A-2 
F:l at = l:_L Rlat = J~2: A-3 
F:sn \con-.) /Rm = IJ.:...'i· Rln<corr.l/Rm =~~L· Rlat<corr.l/Rm = -~~-· 
I I 
I I 




Rt!Rm : Ri/F:m : Ri/Rt 










15 < 1 10 
:------ :--------:-------- -------
Rt/F:m = J. 3S Ri /F:m = -~-L-
S'-7 /..i::'. 7 
-------!-------: 
J. s s· ;;. 7 n.t.. -------:-------: 
I. C 
-------- -------:-------: 
< i 11 
-------- -------:-------: 
Ri/Rt = l'i.t.c Rt = 1.3 
All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****i*ttt1 
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1.\Qu\,: r.:,. .• < (. ., • ·. \ l · \, . · · ' 
. - _ ... -*J:' ... ..__._._.._t-t;;.l:;;;¥-.0----ld.:::;,l:..!.!.· .... ,-----------
..... ~--
' \ ._) L-,ve.J b •c~. f\-> · _;_ ------------------------------------------
__ d£~v:1i.:_:"_.h:;j..d_c_..i\:.l ________________________ _ 
LC::ATI ON Sec:._;}:,?_, 
r - • 
T JJJ.~, R_:i~ ; F'c?.yne Co. DUe?.. 
Red Fork Sc?.ndstone 
FROM H!::ADER 
-------------
r--.• T, 3.C· @ l!J.~ degrees F. 
? 
Bit Si=e }_:1 inches 
r~:-;-: i.~ @ !..~~ Degrees F. <B.H.T. ) 
0 
Dept;-, of Red Fork = 3')?5 ft. Temp. of Fmt. _LQ~~1 F 
F:r:. :;:; rmt. Temp. = _j_~!_~--
r;:e:::.l s':i vi ty of Shc?.le 
Resistivity of Shale 
UI~CORRE:TED DATA 
Rsn = ..d.2_ 
Rln = J.:..b_ 
F:l at = }. <j 
(to,lorr..al s) 
(Lateral) 
Fmt. Thi c:kness _..lQ_ ft. 
= 10 F'SF' = - 112 mv ----- ------
= _..!.Q __ SSF' = - II L. mv ------
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
-------------- ---------
Rsn = .,2"3 A-1 
Rln = _?.:1:. A-2 
Rlat = 1.3 A-3 
F:sn ( c:or1-. ) /Rm = '2..:.J.. Rln<c:orr.)/Rm =-~1-· Rlat<c:orr.l/Rm = Ji~~-
I I 
I I 





I I LJ5 
:------: :--------:--------
:: < I 
:------: :--------~--------
10 :: ..c~ I 17 
LATERAL 
Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt 
-------: --------~-------:-------: 
..c-: I 4~ 
------- --------:-------:-------! 
J .J.D 2.C ------- :--------:-------:-------: 
L) /I.e 
:------: :--------:--------:------- :--------!-------:-------! 
: .C:L I 13 15 :<< lv 
:------: :--------:--------:------- :--------:-------:-------: 
Rt/F:m = __ l __ Ri /F:m = _-s:::.-:__ Ri/Rt = Rt = 
:n:l:***** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****l*f*i1 
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-~~:=.~~il_~i~f~~{.£.... _______________________ _ 
-lt::"'"::;tenYIAr-:i ~'\. 2. 
--------------~--------------------------
\.J, tv\ E~\i\ ~ ------------------------------------------
~CC::ATI ON !Jw, SC1 'SE s 10 T tc:·tJ R 7 - • ec:._~--' -~--' _Lt._ ; F'ayne Co. DUe~. 




F .. 7. ·2:...\!. @ !LI.f. de·~rees F. Bit Si=e inches 
r:i7· !..·_4_ '"' 1/0 Degrees F. <G.H.T. ) 
0 
C;::::.h of r::::::: Fork = 3¥:2..0 ft. Temp. of Fmt. /0<",; F 
F::~ .. ~· Fmt. Ter::p. = _!_:_i_? __ · 
F. e: ::. i st. i v i t 'I of Sh.:de <Normals> 
Resistivity of She~le <Lateral) 
UNCORR~:TED DATA 
Rsn = v u 
Rln = /.~ 
F:lat = f,&~ 
F m t. T hi c: ~::ness ~2 S' f t . 
= S' F'SF' -----
= 3 SSP -----
CORRECTED DATA 
Rsn = 7. 5 
Rl n = _/..:.{£_ 














I I LATERAL 
Ri/Rt :: Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
;------: -----~--:-------- _______ 1 ~--------~-------!-------! 
~--------:-------~-------: 
1. I ~- l 7 · '-1 t..-. lf 
:------: -------- -------- ------- :--------:-------:-------: 
1 0 : .c < ~. 9 I . I <:;~· s-. '":/ ';-~ I 
:------::-------- --------:------- :--------:-------:-------: 
1 5 : ..:::. < ~ 3 <- J : s~. 3 
:------: :-----~-- --------:------- :--------:-------:-------: 
Rt/F:m = /. o~· Ri /F:m = Ri/Rt = Rt = 
All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****'*tttt 
APPENDIX F 
POSITIONING AND SLOPE OF AN Ro LINE 
ON A SATURATION CHART 
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Positioning of Ro Line on Saturation Chart 
The following information is intended to calrify how 
the position and slope of an Ro line have been established. 
Reference to calculated Rxo/Rt values, temperature, and SP 
is illustrated in the accompanying saturation chart. 
(A) ASSUME: Drilling mud and formation water contain 
Similar salts, primarily sodium chloride. 
GIVEN: 1) SP = -K * Log(Rmf/Rw) (Guyod, 1974, p. 4-7; 
Dresser Atlas, 1982, p. 75). 
2) K = (60 + 0.138 * Tf), where Tf = 
temperature of formation (After Dresser 
Atlas Division, 1975, Chart 4, constant 
0.138 midified from 0.133 in the 
instance of this saturation chart). 
(B) ASSUME: Sw = 1 and Sxo = 1 
Therefore: 3) Sw = 1 = F * Rw/Rt and Rw = Rt/F 
4) Sxo = 1 = F * Rmf/Rxo and Rmf = Rxo/F 
5) Rmf/Rw (equation 1) = (Rxo/F)/(Rt/F) = 
Rxo/Rt 
6) SP = -K * Log(Rxo/Rt) 
(C) ASSUME: Tf = 100 degrees F. 
Therefore: 7) K = (60 + 0.138 * Tf) = -73.8 
(D) ASSUME: SP = -10 
Therefore: 8) -10 = -73.8 * Log(Rxo/Rt) 
9) Log(Rxo/Rt) = -10/-73.8 
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10) Rxo/Rt = 1.367 (point A) 
(E) ASSUME: SP = -100 
Therefore: 11) -100 = -73.8 * Log(Rxo/Rt) 
12) Log(Rxo/Rt) = -100/-73.8 
13) Rxo/Rt = 22.65 (point B) 
Therefore: 14) -SP = -K * Log(Rxo/Rt) 
15) Log(Rxo/Rt) = -SP/-K 
16) Log(Rxo/Rt) = SP * 1/K 
17) Log(Rxo/Rt) = 0.013550136 * SP 
Therefore: Slope of Ro line = 0.0136 
(F) ASSUME: Tf = 150 degrees F. 
Therefore: 18) K = (60 + 0.138 * 150) = -80.7 
(G) ASSUME: SP = -10 
Therefore: 19) -10 = -80.7 * Log(Rxo/Rt) 
20) Log(Rxo/Rt) = -10/-80.7 
21) Rxo/Rt = 1.33 (point C) 
(H) ASSUME: SP = -100 
Therefore: 22) -100 = -80.7 * Log(Rxo/Rt) 
23) Log(Rxo/Rt) = -100/-80.7 





f-. - - -- - - - ·-·· -· --- -- . - -j--- --- -j--· -· -.-
i 
' I 
10 0 tf--=tt-=t=:t=t=:t=t==t~I-~·~1~--C: -· --- =;-- - --' - -- --1----: 
1---+-t---t-- --~--+--+-11·-t---- - - -r' - r--- __J_ __ -+-?"t--f---1--t----- -- --- - -~-- --'- -~I,L--
/ 
l / t--t-t---1 
f- - - - - -- - - -~- - ·I - -~/-- - - -
,__ -- - -- - -- + f-l;Pv - -- --
10 f-. --t--t--t-- 1-- . lT-- +-t- = =---
f-.- --1--+-- 0 ~f- ----
1.0 
1-+---'1-+-il--t--1-+-t- ,.,<:" /-- -1--- -t-t---·--
'\> / . -r-- ------
0 / 
~/ -- ---- --t---- -· -- - ·---
1---1-+---t--l--1--t--l- - --. 
1-- - -1- 1-- - / lL' - - - -I- - - - - - . - -
- --V~- - -~-- 1- - -- -~-- r- - - - -
L - · r--- --+--t·-+--t-----1 
I/ f-. 1- - -. =- ~-· ~= ·= ----= =t--
1---1--f-L-7'-q---1---1-+--+-l--t--t-1--- --· ---- -1-- --j--
1--f--j,£---t---11--t--t--· 1-· 1---· - - -· -· --t·-
1--+-~.L'-t--t--1----4--1--f·- -· - - -- --· - ·- --- -- -- ---· 
/ 
1-/-A--1----1-1-+--t--1--- - - - - -- --- -
f---I--11--J--i--1---1--1-- 1- --- -- -- - - -· -- -- --
1--:--+--+--~-+--+--+-+-+--t--+--+-1--t-i --1--1-- -- - • --
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1-+-il-+-!-+-i·--t-- -- - I -!--·-I-
T t o. 1 _"7s?_s_P _· ·- , J·\·· -. -;;:r- . __..- "" t--:;; 7~ elpera ure !00 <. r.:;.r_:_ .L- -- !----::>"" 
1--1 - -r L.L-;/: - ~-=r-~:z:p-<'-- ...L. v- -- -.::v so 
Degrees r. ISO -- -/..,.....:17'"""1:7" ·p-"'~ ·--I- go 
+ 40 + 20 -20 40 - 60 -80 -100 -120 140 
APPENDIX G 
DATA SHEETS FROM ANALYSES OF MODERN INDUCTION LOGS 







__ f·.-~~W.!)J...:b. __ !:!.~:--:!::: __ .. _. ____________ ._. -- --- ·------ -·-·· .. 
__ \o.}_._y_,:_~-~0. ...... -.. ------·----·----·--··--·-·-·---··-·-----··-·-· 
c.,Sw, Sf: Sec._I_Q__, T_~7~, R_f.f__, 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
Red Fork Sandstone 
Rrn = J, 15 ;i) '6'1 d<,:>grees F. 
Rm = QL~-·-- ;]) JL'l. deqr .. e~?.s F:-. <B. H. T) 
Temp. 
1=-mt. Thickness 70 Ft. Bit Size 7~ inches 
EBQ!:::! b:QQ 
DEPTH SF' F: ( LU R (I LM) R (I LD) R:-:o/F:t: 
------ ____ .. :---------:---------:---------:--------: 
lf2~5 :-So z D 5. 7 '-/, 0 'f,O 
------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
}0. 5 /. l..f 13.0 
-------:---------:---------:--------: 
: iz.g<J :- zo 'J, () /. 95 ), '-15 1/. 0 
------:-----:---------:---------:-----~---:--------: 
: Lf 3 I 5 : - 'lO C) -I ' !:;) /. 9 /. 5 }2. 2.. 
---------:---------:---------:--------: 
------------ ---· -- -· - ·-----········----------·· - : -- ----------···-· ·- ·-··-·-- -- -· ---- --------- ··--







Rm -- 1. 1 
-~~:_Y_ ~~0:!-_~~ §::- ;.~ .. :- ·- -- -·---- -· ··-·----·-- --· -----·-- --
_.e-:...~!::~~ ·-~~·-~. :~-- ---··-.. -- --·-----·· -· ··- -- -·----- -·-·· --
-~_:_y_,_"}_C:_i')_,, ____________ .-·-·---·-·--·-·------·--------
C- ~~ J.JC, St..); 5..,; Sec. __ 1_9 __ ~ T I 7 #.J • R_2§._ ~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
Red Fork Sandstone 
degn?.es F .• 
Rm = ..!..J __ ::i) .!..'_? ..... degree~; F. (B., H. T) 
Depth of Red Fork - 4J.7D 
- N-• -- -- -· oooM 
Ft. 
Temp. of Fmt. ..!L~ .. · .... ~- dE·qreE:!~; F .• 
Rm @ Fmt. Temp. - -~j __ _ 
Fmt. Thickness _!~-- Ft. Bit Size inches 
:DEPTH SF' F\(Il.M) R ( I LD) R:-:o/Ft: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
:~;~o~ :-9:2... "? . .;t. J.9 L'S 1/.o 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
LJ.:2 loS : - ~0 !.o • 0 1 , (p : I . '1 : 9 , 0 : 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
4;)..88 : - '&'0 5.0 /, 3 I , ,;)._ 
: ••- -M• •-•o oooooo•-·-·•• : •••••- .. ,,,, .. ,,,, .. , -·-- ·- MoO- .. , .. ••- •- -· , .. ,,_ ---- ·-· -••• __ , ·-- -- -- ----·- -- -· -• -· , .. , ,, .. -··-- •--
:------:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------
:------:----- --------- --------- ---------:--------




FIELD _..t!_l:;_ii~!'::t. _______________________________________________ _ 
LOCATION c.ltJE:,sE..~'S't-.l Sec. 12... T_\}!;}_~ R_2~--~ 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
Rm = t.;l.. ;j) LiS' degr·ees F. 
Rm = .. l?.:J~.t ;j) J..E-_~- degn:'t:?.~3 r· (B .. H. n 
Depth of Red Fork = F"t: .• 
T E'mp. of Fmt. .!.L~·..f_ d Ec'c.J ret:?':; F. 
F\m ::i) r· mt. Temp. 
Fmt. Thickness __ lj_I __ Ft. Bit Size 2_.!1_ inches 
:DEPTH SF' R <LLl F:<ILMl R (I LD) R>:o/F:t: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 3305: -<.0 7.2 :2 () f, 3 9. '-f 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 3 3 15 : - <;,o s. o d os- 1. '-f '1, (; 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 3 II 7 : - S ::) I 'i 4. 0 3. I '8. 3 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 3 7 3 L.J. : •• :::- '"· : 1 --· ,../ ;;o 5.~ 3.8 /;:,).0 
:------:-----:---------:~--------:---------:--------: 
: 37'-17 : - 5'? llo 3-8 }C).') 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
***** NOTE: All Resistivities Reported in Ohm-m ***** 
293 
COMPANY --~-EJ2-.!::. '! -~q._ ~ ~ _t.}_~ __ (Q!r~:..f.:.t-:2y_. ·-- -· ... -·- -·· ·- -· .•.. -- ·-
WELL. __ e.: .. ~.A!L __ ~~--·-kA. _________________________________________ _ 
FIELD --~·-".!..!..~.CQ ________________ ·-··---·-.. ---·-·-·-.. --·· ·-··· 
LOCATION : rr:.o'~lo~ SG',"Sw sec._lQ_~ T_l_~~ R_-:2£:_~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
Rm = _O~'!.? @ "lO degr·ees F. 
Rm = .. ~:..~-~ :j) _IJ.J ... degrees r· (B. H. T) 
Depth of Red Fad:: :::: __ 'L~.J-~- F't.. 
Temp. of Fmt. .ll..~-~1- deqreE?~; F. 
F~m :j) Fmt. Temp. = __ Q.·-~-~--· 
Fmt. Thickness §._'i_ __ Ft. 
7 
Bit ~3ize ]_'::''!.. incht:~s 
:DEPTH : SF' R <LU R (I LM) R ( I LD I f-=(;.: o/F:t.: 
:------:-----:--------- ---------:---------:--------: 
I I c; I 
I 4~ 1-13 I - ~ ;;_ I II. 5 $.0 /0.0 
:------:-----:--------- ---------:---------:--------: 
: '-1~ ~ 3 : - z 2 (,. 0 ;.~ f, '1 2'.8 
I --···----·- I ------- ·---H·-··----- ·-----1 I ---------:---------:--------: 
: 'IJ.77: -&'OL s.g ;.s ,,35 i.o 
------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
4:J'S'?:-i?J... b.5 /.5 1·4 il.() 
------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
- --·-·-- --- ·-·- ---- -- -··- ---· ---·· --- - -- --·- -· -·- --- ·-· --- ·- --- - ·-· --- : -· -· --··- - -· ··- ·-







--~~-k Kl?.: _A.;_ ~S_\.d.~~ (__I.e .... _Q .!..1 .... f r.o.d.~_u.~~ _(& '-·· __ 
- S..! €:...- .~A..l.::k..- .t\Q -'· _;:._.- --· ·-·-- ··-· ·-- ·-··- ·- ···- --·- -- -· -· ·-· -· --
WE:..s\ vtt0LO --------------------------------------
C..,?£,1'-Jw, 'Sf:" Sec. _LQ._~ T _L7_~-~ R_~.~--~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
Red Fork Sandstone 
Rm = f,O @ ~~ degn?.es F .• 
Rm -- ().(..(.... ;j) __!..!..?. ... degr·ees F·- <B .. H. T) 
Depth of Red Fork = J.f:l'SO 
~-- -- ·--- ··-· -- -- Ft. 
nm ::i) Fmt. Temp. 
Fmt. Thickness _ _:1__1__ Ft. Bit Si2:t:! inches 
: DEF'TH SF' F: < LU R (I LM J R<ILD) R:·: o I F:t. : 
---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 't 11 7 : - (.,0 13.5 7.0 5.0 
: ---·····-··-------: ----- ---------:---------:---------:--------: 
f;J_ 3.2 
... - --- --· -- - - -- -- - -.. ·- -··· -· - -·- --- ····· -- -- : - ··-· -- --- -- - -- -· - : - - -·-· ·-- - -- --- --- --- : ···- --- --- -- ---· 
'i.:Lt,.;L : -l ~ 7. 2. I. 'i /, lf 7.Q 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------
'-1301./ : -70 I. 9 
------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------
I. 5 IJ.O 
-:---------:---------:---------:-




WELL. - -~ :_ ~ J\_!:::_~ -~ Q. ,_?._::.A--··-·--- ..... ------.............. .. .. - --· -- ·-· -· -· -- -.. --
FIELD --~...:._1/_;~~Q ___ , ____________________ , ____ , _____________ , _______ _ 
l_OCATION c.., ~z, -?E, NvJ Sec. __ I __ Q ___ ~ T _1_7..!-!_ ~ R_3_~, 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
FDRMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
F-<m -- :2.01 ;j) ]!.:.....'?.. degrees F'. 
Rm = .f.: .. !>. ... ~- ;j) __!l_~---- degrees F-". <B .. H. T') 
Dt:.:·pth CJf Red Fork == _!:},:?._,;?_Q_ Ft.. 
F:m ;:i) F'mt.. Temp. == _G,J] __ 
1=- mt.. Thickness __ ]_Q ___ Ft. Bit ~'3ize inches 
:DEPTH SF' R <LU R (I LM) R (I LD) R:-:o/Ft.: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: '·1177 :-93 5.0 /,35 J,/5 '}.0 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 'f 2 OG, : - '13 to. 0 I • 7 J. if 7. '8 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
42..20 : -93 5.3 (, 0 '· 35 7.0 
------ -----:---------:---------:---------:------
-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
-· ~~·.- -- -- -·· -· -" --·- -·· -·· -·· --- ---·- -- ·- -- - -·- -·- --- .. ··-· ··- -· -·· -· -·· -·- ··-· ·-.. -·- : -··· --· ··- -· ··-· --· 
***** 1\lOTE: All Resistivities Reported in Ohm-m ***** 
COMPANY 
WELL. -- -~.9~..:._1?.~ LL_\::X.-~ .2.!. ~--·-- ---·- -- -· ..... ··- ·-- -- ·-· --·- ·-·- ·--·· --
FIELD --~.!..Y.l'!!;l_c;.._~-----·---------·---·--···--·-·-·----·--------
LOCATION : z 310' Fs L- z.-=o'rwl.Sec. _)_\ __ , T _L!...":-!, R __ ~l;--, 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
FIJRMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
Rm = c.CJ ;j) <j!) degr·ees F .• 
Rm = D. c.. -z. ;j) _l_~J ..... degree~; F. <B.H.n 
Depth of Red For·k -- _':I_L1.!:L Ft.. 
Temp. of Fmt. .IL? .. !-~ deqreE?s F . 
F~m ;j) Fmt. Temp. -· __ Q:.~~-
Fmt. Thickness Jo() Ft. Bit Size ]_~ inches 
:DEPTH SF' R <I LM) R<ILD) R:-:o/Rt: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: LJZ.30 : -70 13 I 5 /0, s 
:------:-----:--~------:---------:---------:--------: 
: '-12. 4'-1 : - TZ. IZ· 0 1.95 Jo,g 
:------:-----:---------:---------·---------:---7----: 
: 42.~0 :-72 '1'.0 .;;,() I. 5 10.'6 
:------:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 
l( z. q 0 : - 7 z... 7 I §> I . ~ }. 35 10, 2. 
:------:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 
:------:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 





LOCATION ...,....., ' f'-l'tJ, tJ'('J Se.c. __ ?,~- ~ T _l_]~- ~ R_l~--, 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
F\m -- 2-<:t ;j) 50 degr-ees F. 
Rm = 1. lo :j) I:Z.C... degr·ee~; F-. (8.H.T) 
Depth of Red Fcw·k -- ------~~Q- Ft. 
Temp. of Fmt. J!] __ degrees F. 
F(m :]) F"mt. Temp. 
Fmt. Thickness:. __ j_£)___ Ft. 7 Y"o Bit Size o inches 
:DEPTH SF' 1:::: <LU R <I LM) R (I LD) R;-:o/Rt: 
:------:----- ---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 3'355 : - ~'t, 5' 5 2 '~ .2. 3 2_0 
-----:----- -------~-:---------:---------:--------: 
: Y020 :-72. 27 7.0 5.L Gf,O 
------ ----- ---------:---------:---------:--------: 
40 L. 7 : - 7 2.. 2..~ 5. 0 lf. 3 I Z , 5 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
L(055 : - 80 h.O 3-2.5 zo.o 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
4o73 : - iD : 2.2. I. 't zz.. s-
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
: 4ut5 : -10 2.1 2.35 I. 5S 







Rm -- '· 5 ;j) 
_I~cJ~q··-·~.9...:._~-·----·--··-·----··-·--·-·-----·--·--·--·-··--
--~..9..!~.~~--··-··-···-·--·----··--·---·-----·-·------·-···· 
-;w, S~ 1 <:>£ Sec.-'-~--~ T _L)'_!'.L F:_~E:.--~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
Red Fork Sandstone 
7<g degn=~es F .• 
Rm = {. 17 ;j) IOO deqr·e~=~> r· (B .. H. T) 
Depth of Red Few· k -- 3735 Ft. -- ··~- --- --- --· "-
Temp. of Fmt. ... '1.?· .. ¥. do:::·qr·eE2s F .• 
nm ;j) Fmt. Temp. (, z.o 
Fmt. Thicknes·::; 55 1=-t. Bit ~3i:z.e 7 ~ inches ----·-·····--·-· 
:DEPTH SF' R ( ILI"I) R\ILD) R:-:o/Rt.: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
:3713 :-~o 23 '-l.o 2..'1 14.5 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
372~:- 'j() 2.."3> 4.2.. 2.'1 l-&.0 
--··~----- I ----··-·--1 ---------:---------:---------:--------: 
3735: -'80 2.'7 4.~ :;, I 1~.-2 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
2.{p .:t.r 17 () 
-- -- --· ·-· -- -- ··- -· -- --- .. ··-· -- ··-· ---· --- --- -- -··· --· : ·-·- --· -·· -- --. --- -··· --- : ··-· ·-· -··· -- ..... -· -- --· ---- : ·-- -- -- --- ···--- --- : 
------ ----- ------ -:---------:---------:--------: 




WELL. _1:\_~xt~-~J!;, __ .,.:!~·-·!._Q _______________________________________ _ 
FIELD --~~-~~-.:f!\.~---·----·---·-·-·----·--·-·--·-----·-···-··-
LOCATION : ·:.., t-Jw. s.·..,, ss Sec:. __ \..? ___ , T -~~, R __ ?._~--, 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
Rm -- ;;J, '-1 ;i) 5 "l degn:~es F. 
Rm = -~:.?_~_ ;i) 110 deqree~; F. <B ... H. T) 
Depth of Red Fork -- 372.0 Ft. 
W- oo~• OMo• M~o •-• -·-
T•=.!mp. of Fmt. 10"3.5 cJ,;;;qrees F .• ·-· ··- ·-·· ·-· ·-· 
F\m ;i) Fmt. Temp. - I ' 5 --·- ---- ·- -·· 
Fmt. Thickness 10 Ft. Bit ~:liz e _"?_~ inches 
:DEPTH SF' F:<LU R ( I LM) R ( I LD) R;.:o/F:t: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
:3730 :-c,o Z{p y I l 17 
' --·--'----- ---------' ' 
·----:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------: 
------ ----- --------- ---------:---------:--------: 
------:-----:--------- -----· 
------ ----- --------- ---------:---------:--------






Rm = z, <c 
- _1}LQ ~ A2-~ .,!_ ~.\:J~f.-::-':i---- ··-· --· -··· ··-· ··- -· -··· -··-- --- -- -·- -·-
__ J?Q5-E--:.Y_ .JJ~:.t;. _ }~q_ ! .. '?. -· ___ --· .... _ ... _ ... ·-- -· ·-· -·- -· -- --· -·· -·-
____ t1_Ql_l\_t..} ________ ---------·-- -···--·····---··-··- .... -· ------·- - ·-· 
tvE, S'tJ1 s..J Sec:._!_~-~ T _!~.~- ~ R.3 .. ~-- ~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
Red Fork Sandstone 
degr·ees F .• 
Rm = 1.7(.. :i) _1_! . .2 .... degr·ees r· (8. H. f) 
Depth of Red For-I-:: ·-- --~.?..~_j __ H .. 
Temp. of Fmt. ~!l __ degrees F. 
F~m :]) Fmt. Temp. 
Fmt. Thickness YO Ft. 8 i t ~3 i. z €'? 7 }'~ i n c h £?. s 
DEPTH SP F:<LL.l R (I LM J F:<ILD) R>: o/F:t.: 
---------:---------:---------:--------: 
37 50 : - '12.. 1{, l-J,3 3.0 'l.S 
---··----· I -------1 ----~----:---------:---------:--------: 
5.2. 3 -s 1/.0 
--···---·- _______ .,_ ----·-·---·-···--··~-: --·-·~- -------·- ··--···-· ·---·- -- ... -· : ·----·-- ---·--: 
3775:-92. z.~ 5.0 3.2. n .. o 
- --··-·---·-- ···-- ..... -· -- - ---- ·- -··- -·--- -· : -- ·-··-- -- -· ..... -·-·· -- : ---- ·- ---- - --·- ·-· : - ... ·- --·-- --· 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:----
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------:--------
***** NOTE: All Resistivities Reported in Ohm-m ***** 
301 
302 
COMPANY _ ...W..1h-~ & -·.A. _Kt:,_!,l._:,.Y __ ;r:c.. ... -· .............. _____ ... -· .. -·· ____ - _ .. .. 
WELL. _..£.._,_~-.... ":-c!.~!,..L._ -~q__, .'::L. ___ ----· -·· ·- -· -··-·- -· ............ ------ -· -·-··-·· .... . 
FIELD ·--~ ._ v... u:l c.,a._ ... __ -· __ .... __ ·- -· -· .... _ ·- ____ -· _ -· __ ........ ___ .... __ .. _ 
LOCATION C, Nf: 1 -<:> b' Sec:. _!..C2 .... ~ T _l_]_fi ~ R -~-E.' __ , 
Payne County, Oklahoma 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
r.:;:rn -- .?-~~-- ;j) l.f'if degn:=es F. 
Rm = 0. 95 ;j) _lj_J .... degrees F~. \B" H. T) 
Depth of Red Far-·k .... --~ .. f- .. ?.9._ Ft.. 
TE-?mp. of Fmt. ..ll.?..:.!L deqreE?~; F. 
F\m ;;i) Fmt. Temp. -· _I_:_Q~·--· 
Fmt. Thickness .. JQQ_._ Ft. Bit ~3i.zt."= J .. ~:t inc:hes 
:DEPTH SF' F\ (LL) R ( ILM) R (I LD) R:-:o/Rt.: 
---------:--------: 
: 'i2L.f~: -ss 10.5 /. 7 J 2. . D 
- ·-··~··--·I -------1 
: 4Z.L,lf : -'.15 
: -·-·····-----: ·-·-~·-··-·-··· 
1/. 5 II..(. o 
---------:--------: 
Lf3f)!.j: -'17: 10."2- 1.'1 (,Lf5 /3.0 
-----:---------:---------:---------: 
------:-----:---------:---------:---------:----
- -. -· -- ·- -- -· -· --- -· --- -·· -···-- ---··· ----· ··-· - -· -··-· --- ----· -· ----- - -· -- -· -· -·- : -- -- -- -
***** NOTE: All Resistivities Reported in Ohm-m ***** 
COMPANY -~.e~'i~~ct __ ;~e.\_9.r£._b?..cl ___________________________ _ 
WELL _5_~-l_'L~'-Y---~~~~---·-----··-·· -- -· ·-··-- ····· ·• .. - -·- ·- - -·-· -· -·· --
FIELD _N.wJ.L.J_e:c:± __ 'Ssr..:!.::!::?!'._ _ .11.t.lU!d_ -··· -·- _ -··· ____________ --· 
.33 0 'INL I 110'F"'tJL... ..,) 
LOCATION Nh, Nw, tJ w sec:. --~1..- ~ T _Lt!:-!_ ~ R_~_s __ ~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
Rm -- ;j,_LS... @ ..1?].!._5. degrees F. 
F:m = .. .!.:.J..L ;]) _lJ.J ..... degrees F. < B" H. n 
Depth o·f Red F Dr k == -~'1_]1.__ Ft.. 
TPmp. o+ F"mt. ___ !)_?::__ degreE?~; F. 
F;:m ;:i) Fmt.. Temp. ::: __ .L!l_5__ 
Fmt. Thickness _1._] __ Ft. Bit Si :z.e 7 ~ i nche~:; 
FROM bQQ 
lDEPTH : SF' F: <LU R<ILDI R:-:o/F:t: 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------
: 3£!5.5 :-95 19.5 3.0 c:2.5 j(.,. 
:------:-----:---------:---------:--------- --------·: 
:3'f(p5:-95 ,J.-1 3.0 ~-0 
:------:-----:---------:---------:---------
'· 'F :-----~:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 
: 3 9 ~0 :- ? 5 DL 0 ;1... 0 5 f, (o 
:------:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 
:------:-----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 







Rm = f, (, 1 @ 
Rm == -~ . ._'1_1_5 ;j) 
Depth of Red 
__ TJLCJg;E,..._~Q.._'b_. _____ ,_,_, __ ,_ .. ____ .............. ---·-·-·-· .. ··-.. -
·-_ .. ~o_f?:JJJ.~ll ~ -:L __ J:!Q.J6 &. __ ............ __ ·-· ..... __________ .......... ·-
c.. IN E 1 S£" Sec. __ !_".?::. ..... ~ T J!~- ~ R.-~.f.:- ~ 
Payne County~ Oklahoma 
Red Fork Sandstone 
(,5 degrees F. 
_lL.S .. _ degrees F. <B.H.n 
Fot-k -- --"-·t~Q __ Ft.. 
Tt:!mp. of Fmt. ..!2~~-~- dE:~greE?s F. 
F<m ;j) Fmt. Temp. :;:: ...... l..!!>j. __ 
Fmt. Thickness ~-'-! .. :..!?.._ Ft. B 't c•· 7~ 1 .. ,'JlZE! -·--- inches 
:DEPTH SP F: ( LU R ( ILM) R (I LD) R:·: o I F:t. : 
------ -----:-----~---:--------- --------- --------
: 31..'15 -75 11.- 3.'Z.... 2.. 3. lz..; 
------ ----- ---------:--------- --------- --------
:------ ----- --------- --------- ------~--:--------: 
------ -----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 
------ -----:---------:--------- ---------:--------: 
***** NOTE: All Resistivities Reported in Ohm-m ***** 
304 
APPENDIX H 
DATA SHEETS FROM ANALYSES OF OLD ELECTRIC LOGS IN 
"PRODUCTIVE" RED FORK SANDSTONE, PAYNE COUNTY 
305 
306 
COMFA~lY '5~G-LLY (')\ L CNrt f't\N \( .------------------------------------------
J:lr\~ ... '11-\A. B82.(2..Y h'c. 4 - ---------------~~------------------------
FIELD tJCf.TH 2"-'6-ALLS ------------------------------------------
LOCATION : t-~w,S'I\J,SE" Sec:._~;?_, T_ljJ.L R_'if"_ ,;,·Payne Co. OUa. 




F:m = 1.7 @ '35 degrees F. Bit Si :::e '·7 inches 
F:rn = (. '3 @ l_IQ Degrees F. <B.H.T.> 
0 
Depth of Red Fork = -~~~~- ft. Temp. of Fmt. _l0J __ F 
F:rn ;l) Fmt. Temp. = _l_.P-_fJ: __ Fmt. Thickness G,2 ... ft. 
PSP = - 1 ze, mv ------Resistivity of Shale (Normals) = 
SSP = -- ;z._c mv ------Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) = 
UI\ICOF:F:E:TED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
-------------- ---------
Rsn = .J5 Rsn = :;25 A-1 
R 1 n = ..i:J..J....:.2 







Rsnic:orl-.l/Rm = !15..:.1· Rln<c:orr.)/Rm =.!.Z·_'-:._. Rlat<corr.)/Rm = tt.-1. 
NOF:I'1ALS LATERAL 
Dild Rt/Rm Ri/Rm Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt 
·-----~--·-----~--:------- ·--------1-------·-------
2 12. s S.l 
--------·------- --------·-------
5 I Z. . I ;;Jo • 0 /. -~ '8 . l .:2 3 . S J · -~ 
-------- -------- ------- -------- ------- -------
10 11 . z. j.<g. 3 /. (.., '? . (., i'1 _ s-· ,}_. s 
-------- -------- ------- -------- ------- -------
15 !}. ~ . j ~ ) - 9 7. '1 l q. _3 :.; . 3 
-------- -------- ------- -------- ------- -------
Rt/F:m = -~~-- Ri/Rm = Ri/Rt = Rt = 11.5-
********NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ******~*'~ 
307 
=. _ll0_~l~~~5 __ c~L-~~~~~1~~----------------
c h ·I e i, -
--~~-~~-~~-~~--Yi~~----------------------
FIELD __ l?~l~b~c---------------------------------
LOCATION : C. ""Jl 1 Nlz.. 1 ~~·'L)'~ec:. -~~-' T J.i~L R_!;l~;_ ; • F'ayne Co. OU a. 
FCii=:r1ATI ON Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
F::~ 1_:_7.:2 :ij ~2.. degrees F. Bit Size 7 ~ inches 
F~r;: c. '17 @ 109 Degrees F. <B.H.T.) 
0 
D:=pt.h of Red Fork = _!!.-2:..Z..le ft. Temp. of Fmt. F 
F:n :~ Fmt. Temp.= l:J.O,a ____ .J. __ 
F: e !:O i s t i v i t '( of Shale 
Resistivity of Shale 
UNCORRECTED DATA 
Rsn = _L~­
R 1 n = l.f.:._~ 
F:l at = 1.~ 
(Normals) 
(Lateral) 
Fmt. Thickness II s- ft. 
= g,~ F'SF' = -'75 mv ----- ------
·- 6c::: = SSP = mv ----- ------
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = A-1 
Rln = A-2 
Rlat = A-3 
F:sn icon-.) /Rm = 1.!::.:..~· Rln(corr.)/Rm =J~~~· Rlat<corr.)/Rm = 
'' I I 





Ri /Rt : : Rt!Rm 
LATERAL 
: Ri /F:m : Ri /Rt 
i------: :-----~-- --------'-------: :--------:-------:-------: 









15 . I ' 13 :------: :--------:--------




o. 7 3 I I .. 
-------::--------:-------:-------: 




1.3 Ri/Rt = Rt = } 1:_3 




: . _ _2L\0i-":!--l_l.tl~:...~~---------------------------
__ Qf.YJ? __ _!.;_,~·-~---------------------------­
-~::-f_&..f'_l:_~~--------------------------------
308 
0 \ • 
LOCATION : St~~.:.E,Sw Sec •. 2-3-_, T_I.J.!':_, R-~~ ; Payne Ca. Okla. 
F Or:r1AT I DI'J Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
= i .'7 :i) 3.k. degrees F. Bit Size q inches 
= l.Z. :i) iZ.S Degrees F. <B.H.T.) 
Depth of Red Fork = _3~~§- ft. 
a 
Temp. of Fmt. j_~? __ F 
F:rn ;i) Fmt. Temp. = _1:_2.:..2 __ Fmt. Thickness 70 ft. 
Resistivity of Shale (Normals) = 10 F'SF' = --110 mv 
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) = iD ----- SSP = -110 ------ mv ----------------------------------·-------------------------------
Ul\lt:OF:F;ECTED DATA 
Rln = 21±_ 
Dild Rt/Rm 
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = ~d.!.~ A-1 
Rln = -~~- A-2 
Rlat = 2!::':.;.2 A-3 





: Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
·-----~--·--------·------- ·--------'-------'-------
I Lj 55 3. 'i -------- ------- -------
2 _:_j ___ _ 
5 7 3S 5.~ 14 z ':3 I e]o2 -------- ------- -------
10 "-- I i ~ .:;, 5 2'1 I F;; ;,}, c -------- ------- -------
15 ~I 30 i z_ ;25. c. ._l ;;. I -------- ------- -------
Rt/F:m = !.~.:....2_ Ri /Rm = ~].:..~- Ri /Rt = :J.C Rt = !_~._?__ 
******** NOTE: All resistivities reported in Ohm-m ****tt~ttt 
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=. _fL_{~lb±~~-i_J?~Jj~l _____________________ _ 
__ HQQ'Lt:-__ 0.s..:...:L ___________________________ _ 
FE::...D 1--),_,,Al_ Sc\·Je_r: cJ 
--------------~---------------------------
LOCATION : N'W,NV.:, SE' Sec._!_]__, T_L~~' R_~f._ ;. Payne Co. OU?.. 




F:m = c (. _.:_]_ @ ~0 degrees F. Bit Size _!L_ inche5 
F~m = 0.7 @ iQ.C Degrees F. <B.H.T. ) 
0 
Depth of Red Fork = ~£?.?_? __ ft. Temp. of Fmt. _1.!;-";!:f..:.]_ F 
Rm @ Fmt. Temp. = D.7 
F: e !=: i s t i v i t y of Shale <Normals) 
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) 
UhiCOr.:F:ECTED DATA 
Rsn 
Rl n = -~Lf:.­
F:lat = l~~~ 
Fmt. Thickness _L~- ft. 
= _z._Q_ F'SF· = ·&S mv ------
= '7.~ SSP = 7/. s- mv ----- ------
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = IS A-1 
Rln = 21.3 A-2 
Rlat = ...:=- A-3 
F:sn(con-.)/Rm =~"?..._]. Rln<corr.l/Rm =..:?~.:.':1- Rlat(corr.l/Rm = 
I I 
I I 




Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri /Rm : f\i /Rt 
i------: :-----~--:--------·------- ·--------'-------:-------: 
2 : l Z:S. S ::Lt{ /.07_ 
:------: :--------:-------- ------- -------- -------:-------: 
!------ :--------:-------- -------:-------: 
10 o. 99 
:------ :--------:-------- ------- -------- -------:-------: 
15 (), '11 
------ :--------:-------- ------- -------- -------:------·-: 
Rt/F:m = _ _?_lf__ Ri /F:m = ~_!..:.~-.: Ri/Rt = Rt = 
********NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****ttttt1 
FIELD 
= . _1b±:€.i?.L~ __ t_5;;::erl:.t-.:.-'~--~-d~~-Csi-Jl?f\£'t--------­
, l ~ . _JUi~~~~---~~j ___________________________ _ 
--~~dh_(~l~~j----------------------------
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LOCATION : tv\<\1 1 5~ 1 ')~ Sec:. ____ , T ____ , R ____ ; Payne Ca. Okla. 
FORt1ATIDr-~ Red Fork Sandstone 
--------------------~--------------------------------------------
FROM HEADER 
F;m = @ J~ degrees F. Bit Size -~l- inches 
t=::r.; D_·J.f:!@ 3...:.~ Degrees F. <B.H.T.l 
Depth of Red Fork = _2~~-~ ft. 
Rm @ Fmt. Tern~. = c.'?/.:, -------
a 
Temp. of Fmt. -~L2 __ F 
Fmt. Thickness _i_l_ ft. 
Resistivity of Shale (Normals) = F'SF' = -55 mv 
Resistivity of Shale (Lateral) = __ i __ · SSF' = _:_?_?.:...?-. mv 
Ul\lCORF:ECTED DATA 
Rsn = _L~­
Rln = (3.:) 
F:l at = J.:L_ 
CORRECTED DATA 
Rsn = /3,S 
Rln = _L~-





F:sn(carr.)/Rm = t_s::_]. Rln<corr.)/Rm =JI.:.k· Rlat(carr.l/Rm = 
NOF:I'1ALS LATERAL 
Dild Rt/Rm Ri/Rm Ri/Rt Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
-----~--·--------·------- :--------~-------·-------
2 il... ::;-
-------- -------- ------- ;--------·------- -------
5 \I,. 13 0~ CJ u -------- -------- ------- :-------- -------
10 I l t3. :::,- o. 7 9 
:-------- -------- ------- :-------- -------
1(. -- 13. ') o. S,'l. .~ :-------- -------- -------15 :----~--- ------- -------
Rt/F:m = /(, · $""' Ri/Rm = ..!.z~~- Ri /Rt = _r..~~J._ Rt = _l_'-i..;.b~ 









F:m !..:.1_ @ '!:5 degrees F. Bit Si::e q inches 
F: r:: = !:..1:_ @ I 0 3 De g r e e s F • <B • H • T • ) 
F:rr; :1' Fmt. Temp. = _.!_._~---
F: e ~3 i s t i v i t y of Shale U'-lormal s) 
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) 
UI'-ICCt-::=::E:=TED DATA 
Rsn = ;;J). · S-
Rln = r-; 
F:l at = _!_~-
= 
= 
Temp. of Fmt. _/5::_2:.._._7_ F 
Fmt. Thickness 17 ft. 
7,5- F'SF' = -70 mv ----- ------
SSF· 
"" 73 = mv ----- ------
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = ..:.2_':1._ A-1 
Rln = ~!::L A-2 
Rlat = A-3 
Rsn\con-.l/Rm = J£. Rln<corr.l/Rm =_..!..5~- Rlat<corr.l/Rm 
I I 
I I LATERAL 
0 
Di/d :: Rt/Rm 
NOF:!'1ALS 
Ri/Rm Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
i------: :-----~--:-------- ------- :--------'-------:-------: 
2 : : tZ. 8 /.I 7 
:------::--------:-------- ------- !-------- -------'-------: 
IZ. l- I. I~ 
------ :--------:-------- ------- -------- ------- -------: 
15 
IZ. }Lf /.1£.. 
:--------:--,4----:-------
1 z_ /.I 1.. 
-------- ------- -------: 10 
:------ :--------:--------:----~-- -------- ------- -------: 
Rt/F:m = I Z Ri /F:m = I y Ri/Rt = !.llc Rt = 
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****~*t*'t 
312 
CJMi=At·lY : __ ].SJ_~~-J?~idfl~--~~~~-~-Qll_~~~~b~~;_ _____ _ 
--~c~J1~~~------------------------------
FIE!...D --~--i~~J~1~~~--------------------------
LOCATION Sec. _ _.! __ , T tlrJ ____ , R_l~- ; F'ayne Co. m:la. 
F OI-::1AT I 01'1 Red Fork Sandstone 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FROM HEADER 
F.,-;, l~L @ j_~ degrees F. 
J!.~ Degrees F. <B.H.T.) 
Depth of Red Fork = ~g j_Q_ ft. 
0 
Temp. of Fmt. IIZ.,S-F 
f~'<'< eG7.::E~-;c'1+. 
Rm @ Fmt. Temp. ~ Fmt. Thickness 'SD ft. 
F:e!;;istivity of Shale (Normals) = _jQ __ F'SF' = _-_LQQ_ mv 
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) = _ _I_Q_ SSP = -100 mv 
UI'-ICOr\F:ECTED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART i'lo. 
Rsn = :22 Rsn = 2 3.;2. A-1 
Rln = Ji-£ Rln = J..'i~f...- A-2 
F:l at = J..:.f3_ Rlat = A-3 
Rsn(con-.}/Rm = ~'t,;_2. Rln<corr.)/Rm =J.~~1· Rlat<corr.l/Rm = 
Di/d 
I I 
I NOF:t·1ALS I I I I LATERAL 
Rt/Rm Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt l l Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
-----~--:--------:-------! ·--------:-------:-------: 
-~ 5 7.3 1'-i. & 
:------: --------:--------!-------: --------:-------'-------: 
5 
-------: --------:------- -------: :------: ---~----:--~~~---
/0.5 
10 Z.j 
:------: ,--------:-------- -------; --------~------- -------: 
1.5 <I 2'1. 5 
:------: :--------:-------- -------: ----~---:------- --------: 
Rt/F:m = __ '-!_ __ Ri /F:m = Ri/Rt = JO,S------ Rt = .2.·~1-
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in dhm-m ****~*l*tt 
FI::::....D 
FOF:i1ATI ON 
: C. u.. Br.y - T. 't\). \ T. H. LcfF LA.l0D ~ t2.. A f~1Ho0 
. -----------------------------------~------
_BfhlLS __ ~~~~-----------------------------
13 K..O 'i'l£S ------------------------------------------
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Sec. _2]_, T_LSJ-:d., R_~f- ; . Payne Co. OU a. 
Red Fork Sandstone 
------------------------------------------------------------------
FROM HEADER 
F.ITI -?_._~ @ (., -L degrees F. Bit Size _1 __ inches 
F:r:: = !.:.£@ 1.9..1 Degrees F. (8.H.T.> 
F:rr, ::;:;, t='mt. Temp. = I <;"U · _L.:, __ J.. __ 
F:e•;i sti vi ty of Shale (Normals> 
Resistivity of Shale (Lateral) 
UI'.!CORF:E:TED DATA 
Rsn 13.~ 
F:ln = 5'.5""' 
F:l at = _] __ 
Temp. of Fmt. JQJ~-~ F 
Fmt. Thickness _!~- ft. 
= 7.s- F'SF' = ·- 5C mv ----- ------
= £' SSP = -.:;D m'l ----- ------
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = llt.s-










' ' LATERAL 
Di/d :: Rt/Rm 
NOF:t·1ALS 
Ri/Rm Ri/Rt l l Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
i------: :-----~--:-~------·-------: :--------:-------:-------
2 4.t.c IS 
:--------:--------
., () 




5 Y.-;-- JO 2_.,2. 





' ' . 
-------: 
: ------: : -------- :. -------- ____ , ___ : -------- ------- -------- : 
F:t /F:m = :.J ) 5 Ri/F:m = g_3 Ri/Rt = _;2..;.,l_ Rt = 3.5 
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****t*'**1 
314 
. '\ l ,, 
: . _l)..!.LL.&! .. L[-'- !:.r.,.£/J-~A~'f-------------------------
--~0:1..-~,_J._ _____________________________ _ 
FI~:...D 
L o cAn oN : •, N I llvJ , ~~-J s ,, T 1 <7 • ~ R -. c- · F c o I 1 - ,.. ec._,;? __ , -~..!.":....' -~5::-; ·ayne a .•: a. 
FOF:i1AT I ON Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
F.~7~ -2_._9_ @ ..2~ degrees F. Bit Si =e "-:'. }. ..::_'.:::/_ inches 
F:r:: 1£-!... @ .!(L Degrees F. <B.H.T.> 
0 
D::;th of Red Fori-~ = _'i~~f:... ft. Temp. of Fmt. J1?~1- F 
F::n :i) Fmt. Temp. = _l ..... Q~--. Fmt. Thickness _:d..._Q_ ft. 
F: e :; i 5 t i V i t y D f .Shale (Normals) = IU F'SF' = - LO mv ------




F:lat = J~.:...~ 
CORRECTED DATA 















5 5 :;Lt.(' . '::) s: 3 
:------; :-------- -------- -------
10 •• It 
:------::-------- -------- -------
15 I I I I <l 
LATERAL 
Rt!Rm l Ri /F:m , ________ , ______ _ Ri/Rt 
-------- ------- -------: 
:------::-------- -------- ------- ----~---:-------:-------
Ri /Rt = '5": 3 
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ******'*t1 
315 
. .:.l.~--4-.:J ... tl, _ _L_Qffjfu)_ll __ ~.C~---------------
--~~-m_~CJ_~L~_l2_~_6tJi.l.£{'_.J:Jfj.A_ __ .fLQ.:...b ___________ _ 
F I :::~J --~.\.&?b-.!..~~-l6i(c.:._ __________________________ _ 
LC:ATION :Sw 1~ 1 StA.'~ Sec._2_1__, Tj~~L R_'j_t_ ;. F'c>.yne Co. DUe>.. 
Red Fork Sandstone 
---------------------~--------------~----------------------------
FROM HEADER 
F:m = .:J. @ .,:-~Q degrees F. Bit Size __ t_ inches 
F:r.: l._y_@ ll'b. Degrees F. <B.H.T.) 
D:=:J:.:- of Red Fork = -~':d].Q.. ft. 
F: e ·~ :;. =: ': i v i t y of Shc>.le (Normals) 
Resi=:':ivity of Shale (Lc>.terc>.l) 
Uh!COr~F:E:TED DATA 
Rsn = _-2Q_ 
Rln = I;:L. 
F:l at = Jl __ 
= 
= 
Temp. of Fmt. JQ~~~ F 
fl'l'l ·zu~f" = 12.>;-T, 
Fmt. Thickness -~f- ft. 
_ _LQ __ F'SF' = _:-_~ _ mv 
_LQ __ SSP - :)0 = mv ------
CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn :;;._o A-1 
Rln = f~ A-2 
Rlat = II A-3 




I I LATERAL 
0 
Di /d : l Rt/Rm 
NOF:~1ALS 
Ri/Rm Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm : Ri/Rt 
i------: !-----~--:---~----:------- :--------:-------!-------: 
I I 
I I .35 7 
:------::--------:--------:-------
5 :: 5~0 17,!:;,- .s.S 
:-------- -------!-------: 
:------; :--------:--------:------- :-------- -------:-------: 
10 :: 3.C' 
:------: :--------:--------:-------
15 I I I I <I . l '4. ~-
:------: :--------:--------:-------
F:t/F:m Ri /Rm· = J.?£ 
:-------- -------:-------: 
:-------- -------:-------: 
Ri/Rt = -~·-~ Rt = _?.:,'j __ 
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in dhm-m ****t****t 
316 
COMF·A~lY . _cg~~-j~~L~~i~-iP~ltN~~----------------
_@B .. ~ILKc._:b ___________________________ _ 
FIE~D --~~B~e~l~¥-------------------------------
LOCATION : 1\)[ :£,5itJ 
I 
Sec._?_!__, T_l~~' R_ij_f_ ;'Payne Co. OUa. 
FO~:t1AT IDI'J Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
F:m = @ IS. degrees F. Bit Si=e __ i_ inches 
~:m Q.:J_ @ lL3 Degrees F. <G.H.T.> 
0 
Depth of Red Fork = ~Js- ft. Temp. of Fmt. i/O,r-1 F 
-~ 2411-:-0-~fitY 
Rm @ Fmt. Temp. = {), 7~ Fmt. Thickness _zs_ ft. 
F:e!:istivity of Shale (Normals) = _lQ __ 
Resistivity of Shale (Lateral) = _l~- SSP = -- IOC mv 
Ul\lCORRECTED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
-------------- ---------
Rsn = :;:2.() Rsn = :2D.s A-1 
FUn /<::;"' Rln = Jl.o A-2 
F:l at = J.~=- Rlat = _L~- A-3 
F:sn(con-.l/Rm =..21.:...~· Rln<corr.)/Rm =.i:B.:..~· Rlat(c:orr.l/Rm = _...;:_c_.:~. 
I I 
I I 




Ri/Rt Rt/Rm : Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
;------: :-----~--:--------·------- :--------:-------:-------: 
2 
:------::--------:--------
5 : : it Y7 
:------: :--------~--------
10 I I I I J :------::--------:--------
15 :: < J ' : .35 
:------::--------:--------
iD 
Rt /F:m = !._~_l.j__ Ri /F:m = _!:L1_ 
ill l/ ')~ 3 3 
:--------'-------:-------: 
17, L{ ~lL· 2. I :-------- -------:-------: 
lt.-~ :--------
5D f, Y 
-------:-------: 
i), .3 :.2 9 /. 9 
:----~--- ------- : ------~-! 
Ri /Rt = 2. 7 
********NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Dhm-m ****tttttt 
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=. -k~~~-}JLC~~L~~k!~ __ £t_2j _________________ _ 
_ 2:iL~sJl~d_-~-±_g~L ___ bJe>_,__~-----------------
FI~LD --~~h~~~-lJ~~----------------------------
FOF:r·1ATION Red Fork Sandstone 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
FROM HEADER 
F:m = ~:Y.!... @ 5:.i degrees F. 
F:m J.:]_@ _!_!_()_Degrees F. <B.H.T.) 
DEpth cf Red Fork = sf.,.:l '-/ ft. 
/. ' . . F:m .l) Fm-::. Temp. = ____ '-f_ __ 
Resistivity of Shale (Normals) = ;0 
Bit Size 




Fmt. Thickness 3_;..__ ft. 
F'SF' = -=-~Q_ mv 
R?.sistivity of Shale <Lateral) = _lQ __ SSP = _-..:.!£[: __ mv 
UI\!COf"~F:ECTED DATA 
Rsn = _L~­
Rln = JJ __ 
F:l at = C[ 
CORRECTED DATA 
--------------
Rsn = l '1 
Rl n = _f!.:..'[ 





F:sn (carl~.) /Rm = 2_.j_. Rl n <corr.) /Rm = _]_~-· Rl at (corr.) /Rm 
' I I I 




Rt!Rm : Ri /Rm : f"\i /Rt 
------ :-----~--~--------~~------ --------:-------:-------: 
2 9 . C 8. D o. S'1 
------ :-------- -------- -------
5 1. o s·. ~:.- <0 • 9'-1 
:------ :-------- -------- -------
10 c(. 0 
'-/.'I,;;- : ;)t;,.; : L.J, I 
--------·-------'-------: 
');! }j,t{ .::;>.3 
:-------- ------- -------: 
I I 
t I s-. D 
:------ :-------- -------: :-------- -------: 
15 
!------ :--------
Rt/F:m s-. f 
s·. 7 t I ' ' Lf.S -------: :----~---
Ri /Rm = _IJ.:..t_ Ri/Rt = :1,3 
c ·-,, ~ 
------~-: 
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ******l*t1 
318 
: 1-\. wA&G.,-CI\:.t'~ (C•f•IPI\ NY 
. ------------------------------------------
wtlsctJ tJ,... "' 
----------·--~----------------------------
FIELD __ ?!-~;-~1:-Ll~l~ry_t __________________________ _ 
LOCATION : !Vi; I 'St:,St! Sec:._~'i_, T_IJJ:L R_i_~- ;. Payne Co. Dl:la. 
FOr::i1ATimJ Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
F::c = !J.JL @ _1_4._ degr:-ees 
-------------
F. Bit Si:: e <s v'-1 inches 
F:r;: = L.!:L @ lQ<'t Degrees F. <B.H.T.> 
0 
Depth of Red Fork = -~~2g_ ft. Temp. of Fmt. J~~~~ F 
Rm@ Fmt. Temp. = _JL~---· Fmt. Thickness _:?:.'-:f._ ft. 
F: e !=. i s t i v i t y of Shale (Normals) = 8 . F'SP = -l,~) mv ----- ------
Resistivity of Shale (Lateral) = '? SSP = -&,s mv ----- ------
---------------------------------------------------------~-------
UNCORRECTED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = f5,S Rsn = lS'.s-" A-1 
F:l n = 5 Rln = .?.lj A-2 
q.,, r::. 
F:l at = :...? __ A-3 
F:sn (corr-.) /Rm = t!.:...l· Rln <c:orr.) /Rm =..!!,•_'-}_. Rlat <c:orr. l /Rm = }...:.1_. 
' ' ' ' 




Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
;------: :-----~--·--------:------- --------:-------:-------: 
:------: ~-------- --------·-------
t;;· ~ 
3,~ 30 U· ~ 
--------:-------!-------: 
2 : l ~ i 
3. 9 }1.../ :3.l.c 
-------:-------: :------::-------- !--------
10 l l <-< J ~ .s .. _,l_ 
:------::-------- :-----~-- -------:-------: 
15 : : .c < J II. to 3, l.-1 
:------: :-------- -------- -------! :----~---
1).8 3. ~ 
-------:-------: 
Rt/F:m = '3 7s- Ri /Rm = _<2-~- Ri /Rt = -~.:..~-
***~**** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****i*l*t1 
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S , MCJ ¥..J kbc1,'.) ------------------------------------------
CJrvt <.:. 0o. S ------------------------------------------
FIELD --~~~ll~--------------------------------
LOCATION :~E:'~_'::£,'5t.U Sec:._~-' T_L't.t.J., R_LJ.€:_ ;'Payne Co. Okla. 
FOF:t1ATION Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
F:m = l.._ll_ @ J_42. degrees F. Bit Size 1 inches 
Rm = /.0 @ .!.ffL Degrees F. (B.H.T.> 
0 
DEpth of Red Fork = ~ii~Q- ft. Temp. of Fmt. _lf2~- F 
F:m ;j) Fmt. Temp. = _L.9..:-L __ - Fmt. Thickness _k,Q_ ft. 
Resistivity of Shale (Normals) = 10 F'SP = -I ;:LC• mv 
Resistivity of Shale <Lateral) = _.!,Q __ SSP = -1~0 mv 
-----------~-----------------------------------------------------
UNCORRECTED DATA CORRECTED DATA CHART No. 
Rsn = :5'3 Rsn = .3.3 __ A-1 
Rln = -~Q Rln = 50 A-2 
F:l at = -~2- Rlat = -~..!.- A-3 
Rsn(cori-.)/Rm = ~.:..2· Rln(corr.)/Rm =.?.!!....~· Rlat(c:orr.l/Rm = :>l.5 
NOF:1'1ALS LATERAL 
Di/d Rt/Rm Ri /Rm l Ri /Rt l Rt/Rm l Ri /Rm l Ri /Rt 
------ ·-----~--·--------·------- ·--------·-------·-------
2 ~I 0 ~5 CJ,~ .:2/ &. s- 3. I -------- ------- -------
5 10.s 5D l.f.S ,;J.D 40 ;;.c--------- -------- ------- -------- ------- -------
10 7, s 33 s: I 11 ~3 f, 7 -------- -------- ------- -------- ------- -------
< I LJD 
-------- -------- -------
I ~ 33 ) ' <g :----....; ___ ------- -------15 :------
Rt/F:m = ~~:_?::__ R i I Rm = _?_:?...:._?_ Ri/Rt = -~:_'£._ Rt = 2.J.:..·~-
******** NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ******lttt 
320 
cs~r=·Ar-JY : _.ti.fr§:-_t:_(_~ft __ ~JF-~~'I}l_~~~M~~l------------
•.;.;. _t.. __ ~.&-~\:L_GRQ_\i.E __ l0.-C.!._i.f-______________________ _ 
F:::::LD :n.JEAU .. !S ------------------------------------------
LCC::ATION \ \r." ~ ' n7 IC\rJ ur- . :f..JW 1 Nt: 1 \..t.: Sec._~--' T_..:.l__, R_.J.J;;.... ; Payne Ca. Okla. 
FORMATION Red Fork Sandstone 
FROM HEADER 
-------------
"7 ~ F:m J.C @ _4_~ degrees F. Bit Si ::e inches 
Rr:: (), c:;' @ !..!]>_ Degrees F. <G.H.T.> 
0 
De~~h of Red Fork = ~~±~Q- ft. Temp. of Fmt. _lQj __ F 
Rm 2 Fmt. Temp. = 
Resistivity of Shale <Normals) 
Resistivity of Shale (Lateral> 
Ul\lCORF:ECTED DATA 
Rsn = 1'3 
Rln = _!~:,.;.~ 
F:l at = _?_Q_ 
Fmt. Thickness _]}_ ft. 
= &J PSP -----
= ~ SSP -----
CORRECTED DATA 
Rsn = .J.O 
Rln = !..~.£ 
Rl at = j_!j. __ 
= _-_t.L __ mv 





R:;n(con-.)/Rm = ~.:..':!..· Rln<corr.)/Rm =33~7... Rlat(carr.l/Rm ~!_._1_. 
I I 
I I 




Ri/Rt Rt/Rm l Ri/Rm l Ri/Rt 
i------: :-----~--:--------·------- ·--------l-------:-------: 
2 liD 
:------! :--------:-------- ------- --------:-------~-------! 
5 l! < 
!------: !--------~--------
10 :: < 
:------::--------:--------
1 5 : : .c.. < I · : Lf.;t.. 
1.7 
-------, --------:-------:-------: 
;;2 Ll ~3 s· 1 ~ ~;> 
-------: .--------:-------:-------~ 
I I 
0 I /.~ 
:------: :--------:-------- -------: :----~---:-------:-------: 
Rt/F:m = _2_5 __ Ri /F:m = __ 4_1__ Ri!Rt = ~.D Rt = ~L.'i_ 
~******* NOTE: All resistivities re~orted in Ohm-m ****'*l**' 
'1 
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